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Essays in Taxation

Abstract
This dissertation studies the interaction of the income tax with other public policies.
The first chapter examines subsidies for housing, with a specific focus on regional disparities and housing markets. I study a model where workers choose between places offering
different wages, housing prices, and amenities. Housing subsidies induce workers to move
towards high-price, high-wage cities, where they pay more income taxes. However, these
subsidies are regressive, as skilled workers sort into these expensive cities. The optimal
housing subsidy balances distorting location choice, raising housing prices, and its regressive incidence. Progressive housing subsidies can make a more efficient tax system, though
worker mobility reduces this gain.
The second chapter evaluates policies that compress the wage distribution through the
college wage gap. I look at income tax adjustments, sector subsidies, and the management
of the public sector labor force. Using U.S. data, I compare them using their effects on
the labor market. Changing the composition of the public sector workforce has the largest
effect on changing wages, however the overall adjustment to optimal policy is quite small.
The third chapter shows how penalized early withdrawals from retirement savings improve efficiency in the tax code. I focus on the case when withdrawals are behavioral
mistakes coming from myopia that is not anticipated beforehand. These penalties are a
less salient method of raising revenue than a corresponding income tax and offer a Pareto
improvement. Retirement policy includes a number of common features, like high subsidies
and nudges to save, except they aim to boost the total penalty incurred rather than to
improve the saver’s welfare.
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Chapter 1

A Tax of Two Cities: Optimal
Housing Subsidies in Spatial
Equilibrium
1.1

Introduction

When should the tax system subsidize housing? In 2017, housing subsidies in the U.S.
personal income tax code corresponded to 12% of net revenue, coming from the mortgage
interest deduction ($65 billion), the exclusion of capital gains for primary residences ($43
billion), and untaxed imputed rent ($121 billion)1 . These subsidies are highly regressive
(Cole, Gee and Turner 2011) and geographically concentrated (Gyourko and Sinai 2003).
Was this system of large subsidies initially optimal in the early post-war economy, where
workers were mobile and housing supply was elastic? The past fifty years have seen sharp
increases in housing prices, declines in internal migration rates (Molloy, Smith and Wozniak 2011), and increasingly constrained housing supply. Given these changes to housing
markets, are these housing subsidies still justified or should they be adjusted?
1

U.S. Department of the Treasury (2017). The deductibility of property taxes on residences ($34 billion)
is not counted here in the presence of untaxed imputed rental income from homeowners to themselves.

1

This paper studies the optimal level and progressivity of housing subsidies as a part
of redistributive tax policy. I set up a model of heterogeneous workers and places, and
characterize how they respond to taxes. I begin with the optimal linear housing tax and
flexible income tax to address when housing should be subsidized and what parameters drive
the size of these subsidies. I then turn to a joint tax on income and housing expenditures to
investigate how these subsidies should vary along the income distribution. To quantify the
results, I calibrate the model to U.S. data. Using the theory and calibration, I show that
policy should respond to falling rates of internal migration by reducing housing subsidies
but increasing their progressivity.
The model contains two cities, one offering higher wages but also higher housing prices.
This wage premium varies for workers depending on their education, skills, and ability.
Workers choose where to live based on this wage premium, taxes, housing prices, as well
as their personal preferences for place (e.g. a desire to live near their location of birth
or varying tastes for amenities). Housing supply is constrained in these cities, and prices
adjust to balance the population of workers in a city with its housing stock. Differences
in the cross-city wage premium and correlation between city preferences and skills drive
sorting across place. The tradeoff between high wages and inexpensive housing is distorted
by both income taxes and housing subsidies. The government is only able to tax based on
income and housing, not a worker’s ability or preferences. As in Albouy (2009), housing
subsidies move workers to high-rent, high-wage cities, while income taxes discourage them
from living in such cities, an effect that varies by skill.
The optimal housing subsidy balances three motives. First, housing subsidies move
workers to more expensive cities where workers have higher incomes and hence higher income
tax payments. Production efficiency (Diamond and Mirrlees 1971) motivates subsidies to
correct the spatial impact of income taxes. Second, subsidies are regressive as they transfer
resources to workers in these expensive cities, who are high-skilled due to sorting. This
motive pushes towards a housing tax. Third, subsidies raise prices in expensive cities, but
lower them in affordable ones. This can motivate a tax on housing expenditures, but this
2

depends on the government’s preferences over the resulting windfall to initial owners of
housing and land.
The tradeoff between these three motives depends on cross-city wage differences, how
mobile workers are across place, and how elastic housing supply is. When these parameters
are large, housing should be subsidized so the tax code is almost neutral with respect to
place. Optimal taxation2 wants to avoid distorting non-labor supply inputs to production,
which in this setting are place and local labor markets. However, when mobility declines,
subsidies should be cut as they are relatively more regressive. Similarly, when housing
supply becomes more constrained in rich cities, optimal housing subsidies fall as they lead
to higher rents.
Optimal income taxes balance classical redistributive motives (Mirrlees 1971) with the
cost of distorting workers away from high-wage cities. When workers are geographically
mobile, optimal housing subsidies correct this distortion on average, and marginal income
taxes become more regressive to further sort skilled workers into high-wage cities. While
skilled workers should be moved to these cities to increase income tax revenue, moving lowskilled workers to affordable cities raises total tax payments through lower housing subsidies.
Furthermore, redistributive preferences across cities lowers the optimal income tax as it is
partially capitalized into lower housing prices for high-wage cities.
When subsidies can vary with income, optimal housing subsidies are largely progressive:
low-income workers see large subsidies, which then decline along the income distribution.
The phase-out rate on housing subsidies allows for more efficient income taxation, as it
leads to higher effective tax rates in rich cities. Two factors reduce the progressivity of
the subsidy: worker mobility and redistributive preferences across cities. When workers
are more responsive on the migration margin, progressive subsidies reduce skill sorting and
lower revenue, hence motivating subsidies that are more regressive. When there is a strong
motive for redistribution across cities, effective tax rates in expensive cities should be low,
2

Diamond and Mirrlees (1971). Bovenberg and Jacobs (2005) shows how this applies to individual
production functions in the case of education. In this human capital setting, Stantcheva (2017) provides
conditions where the optimal housing subsidy may differ.

3

corresponding to a regressive housing subsidy. Overall, subsidies may be large for top
incomes, but this is sensitive to the shape of the income distribution.
I calibrate the model to U.S. data, showing the optimal tax code for a benchmark Rawlsian social welfare function. I separate the U.S. into two regions, grouping the high-income
and low-income labor markets respectively. Using historical estimates of U.S. mobility justifies substantial housing subsidies (at 46%). However, there is little response in income
tax rates from Mirrlees (1971): only a small top tax cut. While income taxes cause a distortion in location choice, optimal policy should mainly use housing subsidies to respond.
The calibration highlights the importance of income taxes for sorting: the high tax rates
in a Rawlsian framework sort low-skilled workers into high wage cities. Higher rates both
increase the fiscal motive for a subsidy, and reduce the distributional motive for a tax.
Following declines in U.S. mobility over the last forty years, housing subsidies are cut to
17%. For other plausible estimates of mobility, housing taxes can be optimal. In the case of
an income-dependent housing subsidy, the historical policy is progressive, specifically 15%
larger for low income households. In the declining mobility specification, this increases to
a 21% relative subsidy, though absolute subsidies fall.
I continue with a discussion of how this paper builds on the optimal tax literature.
I review key facts about housing prices in Section 1.1.1, which will motivate the model.
Section 3.1 lays out the heterogenous-agent spatial equilibrium model and characterizes the
equilibrium. Section 1.3 describes the impact of housing taxes, and solves for the optimal
housing tax or subsidy. The corresponding optimal income tax is described in Section
1.3.3. I extend the tax instruments in Section 1.4 to a joint tax on income and housing
expenditures, and present the optimal nonlinear housing subsidy. Section 2.3 presents
the calibration and quantifies the optimal tax rates. I then extend the model to include
responses in housing quality in Section 1.6, and worker spillovers in Section 1.7. Section 3.5
concludes.
I build on the optimal taxation literature, developed in Mirrlees (1971) and followed up
by Diamond (1998) and Saez (2001). These models characterize the optimal income tax
4

in a second-best setting among workers of heterogenous productivities. The optimal policy
is driven by an equity-efficiency tradeoff between a social goal to redistribute income and
the fiscal cost of taxation when workers reduce their labor supply in response to higher tax
rates. Further work has accounted for migration responses, in Mirrlees (1982), Simula and
Trannoy (2010), Lehmann, Simula and Trannoy (2014), and Kessing, Lipatov and Zoubek
(2015). Also related is work considering how the tax code should account for place, in
Kaplow (1995), Glaeser (1998), Gomes, Lozachmeur and Pavan (2017), and Gaubert, Kline
and Yagan (2019).
My paper builds on these models by introducing spatial equilibrium as in Rosen (1979)
and Roback (1982), where housing prices adjust to clear the housing market. I build on recent models such as Diamond (2016), with worker heterogeneity and moving costs (Kennan
and Walker 2011, Nakamura, Sigurdsson and Steinsson 2016). In settings with constrained
supply, housing stock limits the ability of workers to migrate in response to taxes. A key
paper is Albouy (2009), where income taxes move people out of productive cities and housing subsidies are a tool to correct the role of housing. I build on this in an optimal taxation
framework, which allows me to answer how the optimal subsidy is affected by the distributional impacts that drove the income tax to distort location. I also identify how these
distortions affect the optimal income tax.
This paper contributes to the literature evaluating homeownership subsidies and rental
assistance programs, in an optimal policy setting. This literature tends to find large welfare
losses from the mortgage interest deduction and the distortions it causes (Poterba 1992).
Floetotto, Kirker and Stroebel (2016) and Sommer and Sullivan (2018) estimate the welfare
consequences of removing homeownership subsidies in a dynamic setting3 . I use a static
model and instead look at housing as a good differing by place, building on the recent
trends on housing markets. In contrast to this literature, I instead find large welfare losses
from removing housing subsidies due to these spatial channels. Other work has evaluated
3

A difference with the literature is that I do not consider homeownership. Evidence suggests that these
subsidies are ineffective at encouraging homeownership (Glaeser and Shapiro 2003, Hilber and Turner 2014).
These subsidies can instead decrease homeownership in some of this literature.

5

the welfare and distributional impacts of other subsidies, such as Government Sponsored
Enterprises in the mortgage market (Jeske, Krueger and Mitman 2013, Elenev, Landvoigt
and Van Nieuwerburgh 2016). Hurst et al. (2016) considers the spatial impact of GSEs.
There is an optimal taxation literature on equilibrium effects in wages, starting with
Stiglitz (1982). In these models, workers provide imperfectly substitutable labor inputs into
production, and changes in labor supply can in turn affect wages. Recent work includes
Ales, Kurnaz and Sleet (2015), and Sachs, Tsyvinski and Werquin (2016). While switching
location drives the equilibrium effects in my model through prices, switching labor categories
reduces general equilibrium adjustments in optimal income taxation (Saez 2002b, Rothschild
and Scheuer 2013, 2014). The literature on taxing robots, such as Guerreiro, Rebelo and
Teles (2017) and Costinot and Werning (2018), studies how policies beyond the income tax
can be used in equilibrium.
The taxation of housing is related to the literature on tagging, as identified in Akerlof
(1978), which studies how additional information can make a more efficient tax code. Two
examples are conditioning on height (Mankiw and Weinzierl 2010) and on age (Weinzierl
2011). I will show how location can provide a similar tag, but needs the inclusion of
migration responses. A long literature (Atkinson and Stiglitz 1976, Kaplow 2006, Saez
2002a) provides conditions when there should be no such tax on a good. Place will match
two exceptions, through wage differences across cities, and through a correlation between
preference and skill. Housing will have a local good exception, based on the heterogeneity in
prices that workers face. Housing itself will not provide any classical exception to AtkinsonStigliz in my model, however such motives are studied in Cremer and Gahvari (1998) and
Albouy and Findeisen (n.d.).

1.1.1

Facts About U.S. Cities and Housing Markets

In the last several decades, housing prices have become much more dispersed (Van Nieuwerburgh and Weill 2010) with housing prices increasing rapidly in a select number of places.
Specifically, housing prices have skyrocketed in “superstar cities” such as San Francisco,
6

Boston, and Washington, DC (Gyourko, Mayer and Sinai 2013). Overall, housing prices
reflect two things: the value of the structure itself, and the value of land in a given location.
The latter captures access to a place, amenities and labor markets. Price increases over this
period have mainly been from land prices, rather than structure value (Davis and Heathcote
2007, Davis and Palumbo 2008).
Two key facts drive these trends in prices: the strong labor markets in these cities,
and their increasingly constrained housing supply. The urban literature has long documented wage differences across cities, especially in dense, highly-educated labor markets
(Moretti 2011). Workers of comparable skills see much higher productivity and incomes in
these labor markets. However, housing supply, specifically in these cities, has grown more
constrained over this period (Gyourko and Molloy 2015, Metcalf 2018). While geography
provides limits on supply (Saiz 2010), this is not time varying. Instead, a number of local
policies restrict construction, leading housing prices to diverge from marginal building costs
(Glaeser, Gyourko and Saks 2005).
These trends have also led to an increased sorting of skilled workers into high-wage
cities. Historically, the U.S. has seen directed migration from poor areas to rich areas
(Barro et al. 1991). However, supply constraints in these cities mean net migration cannot be
accommodated and prices rise accordingly (Ganong and Shoag 2017). While prices increase,
college-educated workers still see real income gains, and move in. However, this replaces
low-skilled workers for whom price increases exceed the wage premium, and who move to
cities with lower wages, but more affordable housing. Overall, these rich, constrained cities
have grown more skill sorted (Berry and Glaeser 2005). This sorting has important welfare
consequences, as theses price increases are concentrated on skilled workers (Moretti 2013).

1.2

A Heterogeneous Agents Spatial Equilibrium Model

Workers make two choices: how many hours to work, `, and which of two cities to live in,
n ∈ {1, 2}. Together, these determine the worker’s income as y = wn (θ)`, which is their
7

labor supply ` priced at their wage wn (θ). Wages depend on both a worker’s productivity
θ ∈ Θ as well as their location and its labor market, n. Each worker has a productivity
type θ that represents their skills, abilities, and education — all parts of a Mirrleesian type
that follow the worker when they move across cities. The city-specific wage function wn (θ)
captures the elements of productivity from a given places, such as the location’s capital
stock, geography, and local labor markets4 . City 1 will be more productive for all workers:
w1 (θ) > w2 (θ), though the wage premium can vary for workers of different skills. The type
space Θ can be multidimensional, measuring a bundle of different skills for a worker. The
only restriction is that the image covers all wages, wn (Θ) = R+ , a technical condition.
Workers also differ in their idiosyncratic preferences for living in each city, which is
represented by the relative value from living in city 1, φ ∈ R. These preferences reflect a
worker’s taste for the amenities, climate, and geography of a city, and allow for heterogeneous valuations among people. Furthermore, workers can also have a preference to live
near their birthplace, a major determinant of worker location (Diamond 2016). Given a
location of birth, workers may face financial moving costs and non-financial costs like being
further from family and connections to place.
The type of a worker is (θ, φ) ∈ Θ × R, comprising of both the productivity type θ and
their spatial preference φ. Worker types are distributive by F (θ, φ), which I assume has full
support over Θ × R and has density f (θ, φ). The population of workers is normalized to
one.
Given consumption c, labor supply `, and location n, a worker’s preferences are given
by c − v(`) + φ1n=1 , where the disutiltiy of labor supply v(`) is smooth, strictly convex,
and increasing: v 0 (`) ≥ 0, v 00 (`) > 0. A worker’s income, y = wn (θ)`, is taxed according to
the income tax T (y). Workers have unit demand for housing, which costs pn in city n, and
is subject to a tax rate of τ . A subsidy is given by a negative tax τ < 0. Either way, the
full cost of living in city n is pn (1 + τ ).
4

See Glaeser and Gottlieb (2009) and Moretti (2011) for a discussion. Labor markets also impact the
dynamics of wages (Roca and Puga 2017) though this is beyond the scope of this static model.
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Each city has housing supply Hn , produced by competitive developers who buy land
and build upwards. The cost function for producing H units of housing from available land
is bn (H), which is smooth, convex, and increasing: b0n (H) ≥ 0, b00n (H) ≥ 0. Given the price
of land Ln , developers take prices as given and maximize profit

max pn H − bn (H) − Ln
H

(1.1)

Each type of worker inherits or initially owns a share sn (θ, φ) of land in city n. Any
remaining land is owned by the government when E [sn (θ, φ)] < 1. The total available
income for consumption given worker choices is wn (θ)`−T (wn (θ)`)−pn (1+τ )+s1 (θ, φ)L1 +
s2 (θ, φ)L2 . Worker behavior is characterized by taking prices (p1 , p2 ) and (L1 , L2 ) as given
and solving

max s1 (θ, φ)L1 + s2 (θ, φ)L2 + wn (θ)` − T (wn (θ)`) − pn (1 + τ ) −v(`) + φ1n=1
{z
} |
{z
}
`,n |
housing wealth
real, after-tax income

(1.2)

Given tax policies, the income tax T (y) and housing tax τ , an equilibrium is an allocation for each worker, {n(θ, φ), `(θ, φ)}, housing supplies H1 , H2 , along with housing prices
p1 , p2 and land prices L1 , L2 , where the allocation and prices are consistent with individual
maximization, Equations 1.1 and 1.2, and the housing market clears for each city n:
Z
dF (θ, φ) = Hn
n(θ,φ)=n

1.2.1

The Government’s Optimal Policy Problem

The government has a social welfare function W({V (θ, φ)}) given by
Z
W ({V (θ, φ}) =

W (V (θ, φ); θ, φ) dFW (θ, φ)
9

(1.3)

where V (θ, φ) is the utility achieved by a worker of type (θ, φ), and FW is some distribution
which I assume5 has density fW (θ, φ). The functions W (·; θ, φ) provide the social insurance
and redistributive motives, and are allowed to condition on both productivity θ as well
as idiosyncratic preferences φ. To describe policy, it is convenient to express the welfare
function as its localized linear weights.
Definition 1. The social marginal welfare weight g(θ, φ) of type (θ, φ) captures the gain
to the social objective when their utility is increased by one (normalized so they average to
one).
g(θ, φ) = R

W 0 (V (θ, φ); θ, φ)

W 0 (V

fW (θ, φ)
(θ̂, θφ); θ̂, θφ) dFW (θ̂, θφ) f (θ, φ)

The marginal social welfare weights g(θ, φ) measure how policy is driven by two motives: redistribution over skills θ and redistribution over location preferences φ. A nonpaternalistic social welfare function cannot condition on where a worker lives 6 , but can
condition on a preference to live in a given city. When φ consists of financial costs of moving, a social insurance motive drives welfare weights g(θ, φ) to vary in φ. However, if φ
reflects tastes for amenities, then a government who does not want to redistribute based on
preferences could have g(θ, φ) be constant given θ. The government must also take a stance
on whether it would want to compensate workers who move away from family. Spatial
preferences φ may also affect vertical equity considerations, where the government wants
to redistribute based on ability to pay. Here, this could just be skill θ, or also include how
easy it would be for agents to move to more productive places. Social preferences cannot
be based on wages however. Regardless of how the government resolves these issues, the
theory applies to any such welfare function.
Given these preferences, the government’s policy problem is:
Z
max

W (V (θ, φ); θ, φ) dF (θ, φ)

T (y),τ

5

See Appendix A.1 for a discussion of welfare measures with mass points.

6

See Saez and Stantcheva (2016) for how welfare weights connect to non-welfarist social preferences.
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subject to the budget constraint
E [T (y ∗ (θ, φ))] + τ (p1 H1 + p2 H2 ) + (1 − E [s1 (θ, φ)]) L1 + (1 − E [s2 (θ, φ)]) L2 ≥ 0
where income choices y ∗ (θ, φ), housing supply H1 , H2 , and prices p1 , p2 , L1 , L2 are those
corresponding to the equilibrium7 associated with tax policy T (y), τ , and V (θ, φ) is the
achieved utility of type (θ, φ) from Equation 1.2.

1.2.2

Housing Demand and Labor Supply

Let the optimizers for the worker’s maximization problem (Equation 1.2) be n∗ (θ, φ), for
the optimal choice of location, and `∗ (θ, φ), for the optimal labor supply. Denote the income
at the optimal choice as
y ∗ (θ, φ) = wn∗ (θ,φ) (θ)`∗ (θ, φ)
Because spatial preferences φ are separable from labor supply `, the only way that income
differs for a given productivity θ is through place. While spatial preferences can influence
location choice, city n will be a sufficient statistic in explaining income. Let yn (θ) denote
the optimal choice of income of a worker with productivity θ in city n. This is defined by
the first-order condition8
0



wn (θ) 1 − T (yn (θ)) = v

0



yn (θ)
wn (θ)


(1.4)

7

While there is not a unique equilibrium, all equilibrium only differ on a set of measure zero: the location
and income choices of marginal workers. Utilities will be unique for all workers however. As such, the
parameters in the government’s maximization problem are well defined.
8

The relevant maximization problem of choosing income, fixing city n, is


y
max y − T (y) − pn (1 + τ ) − v
+ φ1n=1
y
wn (θ)

but since city is fixed, neither pn (1 + τ ) nor φ impact this. Housing wealth similarly does not impact the
optimal policy.
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The responsiveness of labor supply, keeping location fixed, is given by the elasticity with
respect to after tax rates (the total elasticity at the non-linear income tax, as in Jacquet,
Lehmann and Van der Linden 2013 and Jacquet and Lehmann 2017)

e(θ, φ) =

v 0 (`∗ (θ, φ))
`∗ (θ, φ)v 00 (`∗ (θ, φ)) + wn∗ (θ,φ) (θ)2 `∗ (θ, φ)T 00 (y ∗ (θ, φ))

Location choices are given by the discrete decision across the two options of cities. Housing
P
wealth ( sn (θ, φ)Ln ) does not affect location choice. The utility, absent idiosyncratic
spatial preferences φ and wealth, of a productivity θ worker in city n is given by

Un (θ) = yn (θ) − T (yn (θ)) − pn (1 + τ ) − v

yn (θ)
wn (θ)



A worker lives in city 1 when U1 (θ) + φ ≥ U2 (θ). The marginal worker is characterized by
equality, with type (θ, φ̄(θ)) where this threshold is

φ̄(θ) = U2 (θ) − U1 (θ)

The share of productivity θ workers in city 2 is given by F (φ̄(θ) | θ). This can vary with
skill θ, which generates skill-sorting across cities. There are two sources of sorting in this
model: differences in the returns-to-skill, from wn (θ), and correlation between productivity
and spatial preferences φ. The first is given by the level of the threshold, U2 (θ) − U1 (θ).
While prices influence the threshold φ̄(θ), this is common across workers. The differences
are given by income choices yn (θ), which are driven by the wages wn (θ). Workers sort into
the productive city when they have relatively high wage premium.
Sorting can also come from exogenous preferences φ; the distribution F (φ|θ) need not
be constant in θ. High-skilled workers can value the amenities of a city differently from
low-skilled workers. Furthermore, the education system of place can generate a correlation
between birthplace and skills, which feeds through preferences to live near birthplaces into
a correlation between φ and θ. Any place-based factor that contributes to the development
12

of productivity applies as well (Chetty et al. 2014b). Both wage differences and preference
correlation can generate the observed sorting of highly educated workers into specific places,
and I will later return to this breakdown to discuss the policy implications of each.
Policy impacts on location choice are driven by marginal workers, who are indifferent
between the cities. The population responsiveness to changes in city characteristics will be
captured by the following definition.
Definition 2. Mobility m(θ) for a given productivity θ is the density of marginal workers.

m(θ) = f φ̄(θ) | θ



where f (φ | θ) is the density of F (φ | θ), the conditional distribution of φ given θ.
Mobility corresponds to migration elasticities in the literature, as surveyed in Kleven
et al. (2019). This definition reflects the unweighted slope of the spatial demand curve for
a city, while elasticities provide the same measurement, but vary based on their scaling
to a given city and characteristic. Aggregate population links elasticities across cities, as
the margin is the same. The functional form of utility links elasticities with response to
incomes, prices, and taxes, since location choice only depends on the offered level of utility
in each city. For example, the elasticity of a city’s population of productivity θ workers
with respect to their income is given by

City 1:

(1 − T 0 (y1 (θ)))y1 (θ)
m(θ)
1 − F (φ̄(θ) | θ)

City 2:

(1 − T 0 (y2 (θ)))y2 (θ)
m(θ)
F (φ̄(θ) | θ)

Similarly, the elasticity of productivity-θ worker population in a city with respect to its
housing price is given by:

City 1:

−

(1 + τ )p1
m(θ)
1 − F (φ̄(θ) | θ)

City 2:

−

(1 + τ )p2
m(θ)
F (φ̄(θ) | θ)

Definition 3. Aggregate mobility M = E[m(θ)] is the average mobility of all skill types.
Aggregate mobility captures the responsiveness of the city overall to price changes. The
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elasticity of city n’s population with respect to its housing price is given by −(1+τ )pn M/Hn .
The relative mobility of a given type of worker is given by m(θ)/M , which reflects how workers of different productivities can respond at different rates to price changes. Furthermore,
this weighing gives the distribution of marginal workers.

1.2.3

Housing Supply

The housing supply curve Hn (pn ) comes from developers taking housing prices. Conditional
on producing, the developer’s optimal choice of housing supply from solving Equation 1.1
is given by:
pn = b0n (Hn (pn ))
The elasticity of housing supply in city n is given by

H
n =

b0 (Hn (pn ))
Hn (pn )b00n (Hn (pn ))

In equilibrium, housing demand is nonzero, so supply must also be nonzero. Then land
prices are exactly the profit conditional on production, given by Ln = pn Hn − b0 (Hn ), which
is redistributed among workers and the government. Note that if a worker already owns a
house in city 1 (s1 (θ, φ) = 1/Hn ) then they are not worse off when prices change as they
are on both sides of the market. However, they still have the option to sell their house and
move in this model.

1.3

Optimal Taxation in Spatial Equilibrium

This section characterizes the optimal housing tax τ and income tax T (y). I begin by
describing the spatial effects from these taxes, even though these policies are not explicitly
place based. I discuss the housing tax first, then the income tax, but note that both are
concurrently maximized.
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1.3.1

Spatial Impacts of Housing Taxes

In this model, there are three effects from housing subsidies: workers move to more expensive
housing markets, where prices increase but costs-of-living decrease.
Migration: Housing subsidies encourage workers to move to expensive cities. The tax
burden given in each city from housing taxes is τ pn , so high-rent cities (city 1) see a
relatively higher tax burden, proportional to τ (p1 − p2 ). This motivates workers to move
away, as shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 1. The total population change, moving from city 1 to city 2, is given by

(1 + τ )

∂H1
= −(p1 − p2 )
∂(1 + τ )



1
H1  H
1 /p1

+

1
H2  H
2 /p2

+

1
(1 + τ )M

−1

The number of workers migrating depends on how mobile workers are, as well as how
constrained housing supply is in each city. In equilibrium, the housing stock of a city moves
with its population, and price changes are necessary for supply adjustment. These price
changes play a dual role: they build housing supply but deter workers from living in that
city. In the case where one supply is very inelastic (H
n is close to zero), net migration will
be close to zero. When supply is perfectly elastic (the cost functions bn (H) are both linear)
migration responses are given by mobility and price differences: −(p1 − p2 )M .
Capitalization into housing prices: Housing subsidies increase housing prices in expensive cities, but decrease them in affordable ones. Prices cannot uniformly increase across
space, as the total population — and hence total housing stock — is fixed. This is shown
in the following lemma.
Lemma 2. The change in prices given by an increase in the housing tax is given by
−1

H1  H
p 1 − p2
H1  H
1 + τ ∂p1
1 /p1
1 /p1
+
=−
1+
p1 ∂τ
p1
(1 + τ )M
H2  H
2 /p2
−1

p1 − p2
H2  H
H2  H
1 + τ ∂p2
2 /p2
2 /p2
=
1+
+
p2 ∂τ
p2
(1 + τ )M
H1  H
1 /p1
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The price change in a given city depends on two factors: how responsive (mobile)
workers are relative to housing supply, and how the elasticity of supply differs by place.
When housing supply is highly responsive relative to mobility, only small price changes are
needed to accommodate migration. However, when at least one city is constrained (H
n is
small), it will see a larger change in prices.
By the envelope theorem, the change in land prices from rising housing prices is ∂Ln /∂pn =
Hn . The change to each household’s wealth is given by

s1 (θ, φ)H1

∂p1
∂p2
+ s2 (θ, φ)H2
∂τ
∂τ

As price move in opposite directions, the impact on housing wealth is ambiguous.
Cost of living changes: Overall, the costs of living faced by workers, (1 + τ )pn , decrease.


∂
1 + τ ∂pn
((1 + τ )pn ) = pn 1 +
∂τ
pn ∂τ
However, housing tax increases also increase the difference in costs of living across place as
follows.
p1 − p 2
(1 + τ )M



1

1
+
+
H
H
H1 1 /p1 H2 2 /p2 (1 + τ )M
1

−1

The link between these relative changes and migration in Lemma 1 is given by mobility. It is
not sufficient for cities to build additional housing, some change in the relative cost-of-living
is required for workers to move.

1.3.2

Optimal Housing Taxation

Evaluating the welfare consequences of changes to housing prices and costs-of-living is done
through the government’s objective function. The government’s preferences can be summed
up by three summary weights, defined here. Changes in the relative cost of living in city
1, akin to a transfer to those households, are valued by the average welfare weight of all
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residents in that city, G1 :
G1 = E [g(θ, φ) | n∗ (θ, φ) = 1]
This captures whether the government would like to transfer to city 1 residents, if G1 > 1,
or to city 2 residents, if G1 < 1. The magnitude of 1 − G1 reflects the strength of this
preference. Similarly, the welfare impact from increasing land prices for homeowners in city
n is given by their welfare weight, averaged using their share of ownership:

GL
n = E [sn (θ, φ)g(θ, φ)] + (1 − E [sn (θ, φ)])

where the welfare weight of land owned by the government is one (the marginal social value
of revenue). Using these, which capture the government’s redistributive motives over place
and prices, the optimal housing tax is stated below.
Result 1. The optimal housing tax is given by
1
τ=
p1 − p2





(1 − G1 )H1 (1 − GL
(1 − GL
m(θ)
1 )p1
2 )p2
+
−
− E (T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ)))
M
M
H
H
1
2

Each of the three effects from spatial taxation provides its own motive for housing
taxation, and this result balances the three based on worker mobility and housing supply
constraints.
Production Efficiency in Housing Subsidies: When there are no net redistributive
L
preferences over land ownership (GL
1 = G2 = 1) or location choice (G1 = 1), the optimal

tax code is neutral on average with respect to housing.

τ =−



1
m(θ)
E (T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ)))
p1 − p2
M

Through the migration effect, housing subsidies encourage workers to move to more
expensive housing markets, where they pay higher taxes. This motivates a housing subsidy
based on this fiscal externality. Because city 1 is more productive, workers earn higher
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incomes y1 (θ) > y2 (θ). This comes from both higher wages mechanically putting the same
worker in a higher tax bracket, as well as workers responding to higher wages with higher
labor supply (e(θ, φ) > 0). Together, when marginal rates are positive, the same worker
pays higher income taxes in city 1.
This remark corresponds to Albouy (2009), in that housing subsidies correct the impact
of income taxes on location choice. Households choose where to live based on the difference
of city utilities U1 (θ) − U2 (θ). Income taxes raise the threshold φ̄(θ) by T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ)).
The housing subsidy corrects this distortion, but only on average. As workers are heterogeneous, the linear housing tax can only operate on marginal workers, which give the weight
m(θ)/M . This remark also corresponds to the result from Bovenberg and Jacobs (2005)
in the case of education, where the optimal tax system is neutral with respect to human
capital accumulation. These results constitute a production efficiency result: optimal tax
aims to correct the effect from income taxes on a good that boosts wages. Viewing location
as a part of production, tax policy should not distort its use (Diamond and Mirrlees 1971).
This is implemented with this housing subsidy. The second term in Result 1 can be viewed
as a baseline subsidy from the approximately neutral tax code.
The size of housing subsidies depends on which workers are mobile. When high-income
workers are more mobile (if transfers induce moving cost for low skilled workers as in
Schleicher 2017) and also see higher income gains across cities (as in Autor (2019)) the
optimal subsidy will be large. However, when low skilled workers are more mobile (Diamond
2016), optimal housing subsidies are low because fiscal distortions are small. While the
relative mobility matters, the aggregate mobility M does not affect the housing tax.

Tagging and Targeting Through Housing Taxes: When wage differences are small
across cities, the optimal housing tax tags on place, either taxing housing when G1 < 1 or
L
subsidizing it when G1 > 1 (in the case when GL
1 = G2 = 1).

τ≈

1
(1 − G1 )H1
p1 − p2
M
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And as discussed previously, low income differences (among marginal workers) means
the fiscal motive for subsidies will be quite small. Instead, taxes act as a transfer system,
and behaves akin to Ramsey (1927), where taxes are inversely proportional to the elasticity
of a good (here corresponding to M/H1 ). The sign depends on 1 − G1 , which can be broken
into two motives for redistribution across place: redistribution based on φ and redistribution
based on θ.
i
h h
i
1 − G1 =E Eφ̂ g(θ, φ̂) − g(θ, φ) n∗ (θ, φ) = 1
h h
i
i
+ E [g(θ, φ)] − E Eφ̂ g(θ, φ̂) n∗ (θ, φ) = 1
The first line captures the government’s aims in redistributing among workers of a given
productivity θ. Motives for redistributing here captures the social insurance against birthplace or moving costs, or a social preference based on these. The second line captures
redistribution across skills, and how skilled workers sort themselves into or out of city 1
based on wage differences or correlation in preferences.
As long as G1 6= 1, the housing tax serves as a tag. However, unlike height (Mankiw
and Weinzierl 2010), place is mutable, and unlike age (Weinzierl 2011), place changes endogenously. If there were no income differences across cities (so the efficiency motive was
zero) location would work as a tag only limited by mobility. Note that in this case, the
difference in consumption patters would be driven only by the correlation between φ and
θ. This would drive tagging along with how marginal welfare weights g(θ, φ) differ in φ
conditional on θ.
The total spatial impact of a housing tax is given by p1 − p2 , as it is the difference in
housing expenditures that give this traction. If there were no difference is prices, then the
Atkinson and Stiglitz (1976) result would hold on housing consumption and a zero housing
tax would be optimal. Furthermore, if there were no sorting on prices (G1 = 1) and there
were no income differences across cities (y1 (θ) = y2 (θ)) then even the heterogeneity in prices
wouldn’t motivate any tax, like the conditions for zero commodity taxes in Saez (2002a)
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under multidimensional heterogeneity. The zero tax result requires consumption patterns
to not impact wages, and also not reflect a difference that would motivate redistribution.
The Role of Mobility in the Equity-Efficiency Tradeoff: When there are no net reL
distributive preferences over land ownership (GL
1 = G2 = 1) but there are social preferences

across cities (G1 < 1) housing subsidies are less than the neutral level depending on how
mobile workers are. In this setting, the optimal housing tax is given by
1
τ=
p1 − p 2





(1 − G1 )H1
m(θ)
− E (T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ)))
M
M

Correcting the spatial impact of income taxes requires a transfer to residents of city 1.
In order to move a worker to a higher-wage city, the relative cost-of-living in that city must
fall. As G1 < 1, this is a regressive transfer in the context of the social welfare function, and
the government sees lower welfare gains from moving workers. To pay for such a transfer,
the government would have to raise lump sum taxes, for a social cost of 1 = E[g(θ, φ)].
When mobility M is high, this adjustment is small. An application here is the migration
decision between a central city and its suburb. In this two-city, discrete version of the
commuting model of Alonso (1964), Muth (1969), and Mills (1967), workers in suburbs
either work further from the central business district, or need to spend time commuting
(provided commuting time crowds out income). As the cities are located close together,
restrictions on mobility from spatial preferences φ should be low. Workers face smaller
moving costs, and are not moving far from their location of birth. Only small changes in
costs of living are needed to move workers. In this setting, the distributional impacts of
housing price changes are small, and optimal policy focuses on the fiscal externality.
However, when mobility is low, distributional concerns outweighs the fiscal motive and
housing should be taxed. Much larger changes in the costs of living are required to move
workers, and the distributional consequences become much larger. The tradeoff between the
subsidy motive from fiscal externalities, and tax motive from regressive impacts are given
by (1) mobility and (2) income differences across cities among marginal workers.
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Supply-side Targeting with Housing Taxes: Optimal subsidies are lower when housing supply is more constrained in city 1 than in city 2, or when land ownership is more
concentrated in city 1 than in city 2.
The adjustment to the housing tax from land prices is given by
(1 − GL
(1 − GL
1 )p1
2 )p2
−
H
H
1
2
The sign is ambiguous, as prices in each city move in opposite directions (Lemma 2).
Housing subsidies benefit landowners in city 1, but harm landowners in city 2. Taxing
landowners in city 1 means there must be a transfer to landowners in city 2. For the
L
purposes of discussion, consider the case when GL
1 , G2 < 1. What matters however is their
L
relative size. When GL
1 < G2 , the government cares more about taxing city 1 than city 2,

and will increase housing taxes.
The other key component is the elasticity of housing supply H
n . The land prices in
each city do not adjust equally, but rather depend on housing supply constraints. More
constrained cities see larger price changes from housing subsidies. Metcalf (2018) categorizes
U.S. cities as three groups: the rich, highly constrained cities (San Francisco, Boston),
unconstrained but growing cities (Atlanta, Texas), and declining ares (the rust belt). On
the margin between San Francisco and Atlanta, housing taxes are better at targeting housing
wealth as price responses in Atlanta are relatively small. However, this need not hold for a
margin between San Fransisco and declining areas, where the durability of housing supply
makes downward adjustments difficult (Glaeser and Gyourko 2005).
This motive has the government using housing taxes to exercise monopsony power in
purchasing homes. When GL
n < 1, the government can be thought of as a collusion of
workers, who would optimally reduce their housing consumption for lower prices. This can
be implemented with a tax, keeping the market allocation among workers but reducing total
demand. However, demand linkages complicate this, and reducing demand for housing in
city 1 increases demand for housing in city 2. This tax balances those two objectives using
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the relative elasticities of housing supply.

1.3.3

Spatial Impacts of Income Taxes

While income taxes are common across place, they have spatial impacts as the same worker
faces different wages across cities. Specifically, consider raising taxes on incomes above y.
The tax component of location choice is given by T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ)). As pointed out
by Kessing, Lipatov and Zoubek (2015), workers will move out of city 1 when they are
differentially affected :
y1 (θ) > y > y2 (θ)
When y1 (θ) < y, workers never pay the higher taxes in either city. When y2 (θ) > y,
workers pay higher taxes regardless and cannot avoid taxes by moving. In addition to
the two classical effects of taxation — redistribution and labor supply responses — this
perturbation generates three spatial impacts from tax increases: worker migration, price
changes, and worker resorting.
Migration: When faced with higher taxes, workers who are differentially affected migrate
out of city 1. The total population change is given by

∂H1 = −

1

1

1
+
+
H
H
H1 1 /p1 H2 2 /p2 (1 + τ )M

−1 Z
y1 (θ)>y>y2 (θ)

m(θ)
dF (θ, φ)
M

This recalls migration responses in the case of housing taxes in Lemma 1 in how it balances
housing elasticities and mobility. Additionally, the size of migration depends on two factors:
how many workers are differentially affected, P [y1 (θ) > y > y2 (θ)], and the relative mobili
h
|y
(θ)
>
y
>
y
(θ)
. Both of these can vary over the income
ity of these workers, E m(θ)
1
2
M
distribution, and tax increases will have varying spatial effects at different tax brackets. To
compare this to the size of revenue raised, let r(y) denote the relative size of the spatial
response:
r(y) =

P [y1 (θ) > y > y2 (θ)]
P [y ∗ (θ, φ) > y]
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Price Changes: As income tax increases have larger impacts in high-wage cities, housing
prices decrease in these cities.
−1 Z
m(θ)
H1  H
H1  H
1 /p1
1 /p1
dF (θ, φ)
∂p1 = − 1 +
+
H
H2 2 /p2 (1 + τ )M
y1 (θ)>y>y2 (θ) M

−1 Z
H2  H
H2  H
m(θ)
2 /p2
2 /p2
∂p2 = 1 +
+
dF (θ, φ)
H
H1 1 /p1 (1 + τ )M
y1 (θ)>y>y2 (θ) M


Again, this relates to Lemma 2, with the impact given by the share of differentially affected
workers, and their relative mobility. Price changes are needed to clear housing markets,
and the workers responding to prices are more numerous than differentially affected workers
responding to income taxes. Also these workers may be more or less mobile.

Resorting: The price responses move all workers towards city 1, replacing some of the
differentially affected workers who moved out. Specifically, when y1 (θ) > y > y2 (θ), the
share of θ workers leaving city 1 for city 2 is given by

m(θ) (1 + ∂p1 − ∂p2 )

The workers moving back in are the higher-skilled workers (y2 (θ) > y) and the lower-skilled
workers (y1 (θ) < y). The share of these workers moving back is m(θ)(−∂p1 + ∂p2 ). Since
the government sets both the income tax and the housing tax, the latter can be used to
either maintain city sizes and solely resort workers, or accommodate migration and hold
costs-of-living fixed.

1.3.4

Optimal Income Taxation

The optimal income tax takes into account the standard motives in Saez (2001) of redistribution and changes in labor supply, along with spatial responses to prices and migration.
Following the literature, the redistributive motive is captured by G(y), the average welfare
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weight of workers earning at least y:
G(y) = E [g(θ, φ) | y ∗ (θ, φ) > y]

The response of labor supply is characterized by e(y), the average elasticity of labor supply
at the nonlinear income tax for workers earning y, and α(y), the local Pareto parameter of
the income distribution at y. For F (y) = P [y ∗ (θ, φ) < y] denoting the income distribution,
with density f (y),
α(y) =

yf (y)
1 − F (y)

The classic optimal tax formula in a world without spatial responses would be given by
1 − G(y)
T 0 (y)
=
0
1 − T (y)
α(y)e(y)
Including the spatial responses previously described gives the following optimal tax, when
set with the optimal housing tax of Result 1.
Result 2. The optimal income tax is


T 0 (y)
1
=
1
−
G(y)
−
E
[∆(θ)m(θ)
|
y
(θ)
>
y
>
y
(θ)]
r(y)
1
2
1 − T 0 (y) α(y)e(y)
where
∆(θ) = T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ)) + τ (p1 − p2 ) −

(1 − GL
(1 − GL
2 )p2
1 )p1
+
H
1
H
2

The spatial adjustment reduces tax rates based on two the effect of moving a worker,
measured by ∆(θ). The income tax still inherits the Mirrleesian tax code’s equity-efficiency
tradeoff between redistribution and responses in labor supply, and balances in spatial effects
∆(θ) by both mobility m(θ) and the relative spatial impact, r(y). This spatial impact is
made up of three components: the difference in income tax revenue paid, the difference in
housing tax revenue paid, and the distributional consequences of price changes.
Total Fiscal Externalities from Migration: When mobility is high, income tax rates
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are adjusted to resort workers based on their total tax payments across cities. If the income
tax gain increases along the distribution, then marginal income tax rates are more regressive.
In the case of high mobility, the effective housing subsidy −τ (p1 − p2 ) is almost the
average difference in income tax revenue T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ)) among marginal workers.
Moving workers out of city 1 does not necessarily lower tax revenue, however. While it
lowers income tax revenue, lower housing prices also mean lower total housing subsidies in
city 2. For workers who see little income differences across cities — i.e. T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ))
is relatively small — they pay higher total tax revenue in city 2. Marginal income tax rates
are higher on these workers to sort them out of city 1. Only workers with above average
income tax payments still generates higher total taxes. These workers should face lower
marginal tax rates to sort them into city 1. When the fiscal externality is increasing along
the income distribution, income tax rates are higher at the bottom and lower at the top of
the income distribution to resort workers.
However, when productivity differences across cities are small, there is little adjustment
to the income tax and the Mirrleesian formula is approximately optimal. In this setting,
the income tax has little spatial impact. However, housing taxes are an effective way to
target workers based on sorting. Here, that sorting is driven by the correlation in between
spatial preferences φ and productivity θ. The classical optimal taxation motives are not
affected by spatial parameters and still drive the optimal income tax.

The Effect of Cross-City Redistributive Preferences: When mobility is low, marginal
income tax rates are adjusted downward, based on redistributive preferences across place.
Strong cross-city spatial redistributive preferences 1 − G1 motivate lower tax rates. The
lower G1 is, the more redistribution looks to transfer across cities relative to across tax
brackets. The housing tax is much more effective in this setting. For the income tax, the
adjustment term is approximately (for GL
n = 0)



m(θ)
−(1 − G1 )E
y1 (θ) > y > y2 (θ) r(y)
M
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Like in the case of low productivity differences across cities, spatial responses are not large.
However, the tagging motive of housing taxes scales up as well. Income taxes dissuade
workers from living in the high-tax city, leading to a fiscal cost from lower housing tax
revenue. The lower prices from income taxes means that, while such income taxes can
transfer along the income distribution, part of this transfer is restricted to within city 1. In
the extreme, when G1 = 0, there is no redistributive motive among city 1 residents. Income
taxes are only evaluated based on redistribution within city 2, where they are less effective.
In the opposite case, when G1 > 1, income taxes should be raised.

Supply Neutrality in the Income Tax: Neither redistributive preferences over landownH
ership, GL
n , nor housing supply constraints, n , directly affect the income tax.

While income taxes can change housing prices, and the government cares about the
distributional effects on supply, optimal policy should only respond through the housing
tax. These terms appear in ∆(θ), however they just cancel out with the same terms in the
housing tax. Specifically, using Result 1, the effect from moving a worker is given by
#
"
   m(θ̂)
   
(1 − G1 )H1
∆(θ) = T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ)) +
− Eθ̂ T y1 θ̂ − T y2 θ̂
M
M
Moving workers generates a social cost through producer surplus in equilibrium, and housing
taxes are adjusted to match this cost. This corresponds to a Pigouvian tax: there is no net
impact on the margin as this tax increase exactly offsets the social cost. The two effects
from migration responses to income taxes cancel out.

This is not to say that there is no effect from either housing constraints or redistributive
preferences over wealth on income taxes. The optimal housing tax changes the size of cities,
which alters the income distribution and hence α(y).
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1.4

Flexible Housing Subsidies in Spatial Equilibrium

In order to characterize whether housing subsidies should be progressive, I now turn to the
fully flexible joint tax on income and housing expenditures, T (y, p). That is, the worker’s
budget constraint is now given by

c + pn ≤ wn (θ)` − T (wn (θ)`, pn ) + s1 (θ, φ)L1 + s2 (θ, φ)L2

This is equivalent to two other tax instruments that will be useful for these results. First,
this is equivalent to a pair of city-specific income taxes T1 (y), T2 (y), given by

T1 (y) = T (y, p1 )

and

T2 (y) = T (y, p2 )

Second, this is equivalent to an income-dependent housing tax τ (y) and common income
tax T (y), where total tax burdens are given by T (y) + pn τ (y).

τ (y) =

T1 (y) − T2 (y)
p1 − p2

and

T (y) =

p1 T2 (y) − p2 T1 (y)
p1 − p 2

The income-dependent housing tax formula τ (y) will characterize how progressive the housing subsidy is. However, the discussion of spatial effects from taxes and the optimal tax
result will be cleanest using the city-specific formula. The city-specific marginal tax rates
Tn0 (y) denote the effective marginal tax rate on income, which includes both the baseline
income tax rate T 0 (y) and the phase-out rate of the housing subsidy τ 0 (y).
Two other interpretations of this tax instrument are state income taxes, and public
housing allocation mechanisms. State income taxes are a common policy, with the same
spatial impacts discussed above (Fajgelbaum et al. 2018). The results presented here correspond to state taxes as a cooperative game solution9 , rather than the competitive game
solution usually analyzed in the literature on fiscal federalism. This also corresponds to
9

Nash bargaining solutions can generate the social objective out of each city’s social objective. Provided
each objective is of the form in the model, the joint objective will be as well.
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non-market mechanisms for allocating housing, under second-best information constraints.
These are more common for European public housing (van Dijk 2019).
It will still be the case that income conditional on city, yn (θ), can be defined. However,
it now considers the city-specific income tax as well:

wn (θ) 1 −

Tn0 (yn (θ))



=v

0



yn (θ)
wn (θ)



It is not necessary that y1 (θ) > y2 (θ), as income tax rates can differ by city and labor
supply choices need not be higher in city 1.
Changes to city-specific marginal income tax rates are similar to changes to the income
tax the case earlier with the linear housing tax. Consider the perturbation raising taxes on
all workers earning at least y in city n. There are still migration responses, price responses,
and resorting. However, now everyone directly affected will move out, rather than just a
band of differentially affected workers in the previous section.

1.4.1

Optimal Taxation with Flexible Housing Subsidies

To state the optimal city-specific income tax results, a city-specific version of each definition
used for the previous income tax is needed. To capture the distributional consequences of
raising taxes in city n, let Gn (y) be the average welfare weight of all affected workers:
Gn (y) = E [g(θ, φ) | n∗ (θ, φ) = n and y ∗ (θ, φ) > y]

Labor supply responses can now differ by place as well. Let en (y) be the average elasticity
of labor supply at at the nonlinear income tax Tn (y) for workers earning y. Use Fn (y) to
denote the income distribution in city n, with density fn (y). Let αn (y) denote the local
Pareto parameter of the income distribution at y in city n. It will also be helpful to define
mobility relative to a city’s population: mn (θ) = m(θ)/P [n∗ = n | θ].
Result 3. The optimal joint income-housing tax is characterized by the effective marginal
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rates


T10 (y)
1
∗
∗
=
1
−
G
(y)
−
E
[∆(θ)m
(θ)
|
y
(θ)
>
y
and
n
(θ,
φ)
=
1]
1
1
1 − T10 (y)
α1 (y)e1 (y)


T20 (y)
1
∗
∗
=
1
−
G
(y)
+
E
[∆(θ)m
(θ)
|
y
(θ)
>
y
and
n
(θ,
φ)
=
2]
2
2
1 − T20 (y)
α2 (y)e2 (y)
and

H1 (1 − G1 (0))
m(θ)
=
E ∆(θ)
M
M


where
∆(θ) = T1 (y1 (θ)) − T2 (y2 (θ)) −

(1 − GL
(1 − GL
1 )p1
2 )p2
+
H
H
1
2

The level of housing subsidies mirrors the case of the linear housing tax in Result 1.
The lump sum transfer can be rewritten to mirror that result.



H1 (1 − G1 (0))
m(θ)
m(θ)
=
− E (T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ)))
E τ (y (θ, φ))
M
M
M
(1 − GL
(1 − GL
2 )p2
1 )p1
−
+
H
H
1
2


∗

Where here the average subsidy τ (y) among marginal workers fills the role of the flat
housing tax from before. Furthermore, G1 (0) is equal to G1 from before, as all workers earn
nonnegative income.

Efficiency Gains from Progressive Housing Subsidies: When mobility is low and
there are no redistributive preferences across place (G1 = 1) optimal housing subsidies are
larger at low-incomes and then declines for much of the income distribution.

Differing fiscal externalities from taxation across each city motivate different tax codes,
and hence income-depenedent housing subsidies. There are two types: the fiscal externality
from workers adjusting their labor supply in response to higher tax rates, and the fiscal
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externality from workers migrating across cities.
T10 (y)
α1 (y)e1 (y) + E [∆(θ)m1 (θ) | y ∗ (θ) > y and n∗ (θ, φ) = 1]
1 − T10 (y)
T20 (y)
Fiscal Externality2 =
α2 (y)e2 (y) − E [∆(θ)m2 (θ) | y ∗ (θ) > y and n∗ (θ, φ) = 2]
1 − T20 (y)
Fiscal Externality1 =

The response in labor supply will differ across cities due to different income distributions.
For the purpose of illustration, consider a Rawlsian objective where Gn (y) = 0 for y > 0.
Then, if there were no spatial responses, the optimal income tax in city n would be given
by
1
Tn0 (y)
=
1 − Tn0 (y)
αn (y)en (y)
When income distributions vary across cities — α1 (y) 6= α2 (y) for some income brackets —
marginal tax rates are different in each city. This difference in rates becomes an incomedependent housing tax τ (y). The local Pareto parameter αn (y) is given by

αn (y) =

yfn (y)
1 − Fn (y)

The difference that matters is how the share of workers at a given income bracket, fn (y),
compares to workers earning more 1 − Fn (y). In classic optimal taxation, this determines
tax rates through the tradeoff of workers reducing labor supply (proportional to fn (y)) with
raising revenue directly (proportional to 1 − Fn (y)). For tax brackets where α2 (y) > α1 (y),
city 2 has a relatively larger share of workers earning y compared to its higher earners. The
fiscal externality from workers adjusting their labor supply will be larger on a per-dollarraised basis, as there are fewer top earners to pay the tax than in city 1. Here, tax rates
should be lower in city 2 than in city 1 where higher tax rates generate more revenue. This
implies an increasing housing tax τ 0 (y) > 0. Using the phase-out rate in housing subsidies
lets the effective marginal tax rate be higher in city 1 where it has lower efficiency costs.
This motive for income-dependent housing subsidies depends solely on the income distributions in each city. When high-productivity cities have higher shares of top earners,
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taxation will be more efficient in these cities, and subsidies should decline with income.
Rich cities are more unequal than poorer ones (Glaeser, Resseger and Tobio (2009) and
Baum-Snow and Pavan (2013)) and this will appear in the relative distributions in the calibration. However, this motive is unclear at the top of the income distribution. As discussed
in Mankiw, Weinzierl and Yagan (2009) and Diamond and Saez (2011), the top optimal
tax rates are extremely sensitive to the shape of the right tail. This is difficult to measure
across cities. When the top tails have the same shape, then there is no motive for changing
the housing subsidy across top earners. Eeckhout, Pinheiro and Schmidheiny (2014) argues that the skill distributions in large cities have thicker top tails, which would motivate
lower effective rates there and hence decreasing housing subsidies and a ‘U’-shaped housing
subsidy.

Worker Sorting Using Regressive Housing Subsidies: When mobility is high, optimal
housing subsidies are less progressive relative to the city-specific Mirrleesian formula.
The second component of the fiscal externality also motivates different tax codes by city.
The externality in city 1 is given by
E [∆(θ)m1 (θ) | y ∗ (θ) > y and n∗ (θ, φ) = 1]

When this is positive, it motivates higher tax rates in city 2 and lower tax rates in city 1
to sort workers to cities where they pay higher taxes. When G1 = 1, this starts at zero
at the bottom of the income distribution. Provided the migration externality (∆(θ)m(θ))
increases in y, the tax adjustment term will be positive. As effective marginal rates are
lower in city 1, and higher in city 2, the phase-out rate τ 0 (y) of housing subsidies is lower
and tax subsidies are less progressive.

Within Versus Across City Redistribution: When there are redistributive preferences
across place (G1 < 1) housing subsidies are less progressive.
When G1 < 1, there is less motive for redistribution in city 1, and more motivation for
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using the lump-sum transfer to redistribute. This was a motive for lower income tax rates
in the previous section with a flat housing tax. Here, the motive can be stronger as the
income tax T1 (y) does not also have to apply to city 2. In the extreme case where G1 = 0,
there is no motive to redistribute within city 1 at all. A lump-sum tax on residents of city
1 is the only tax policy used in that city, and income tax rates in city 1 are zero. This is
implemented by housing subsidies that decrease with income, to offset income tax rates in
city 1.

1.5

Calibration

I use data from the 2017 American Community Survey10 to estimate the distribution of
income, skills, and location at the household level. I define the two locations n = 1, 2
as aggregates of the commuting zones from Autor, Dorn and Hanson (2017), where n = 1
consists of the commuting zones with higher per-capita income. Table 1.1 shows values used
in this calibration. I use constant elasticity functional forms for both the disutility of labor
supply and the housing building costs. I set city 2 to have perfectly elastic supply (H
2 = 0)
and Saiz (2010) provides estimates for housing supply elasticities11 of various metropolitan
areas for city 1.
Table 1.1: Assumed Values used in the Calibration
Parameter

Symbol

Calibrated Value
1

Disutility of Labor
Labor Supply Elasticity
Skill Distribution Top Tail
Aggregate Mobility
Household Spatial Preferences
Housing Building Costs
Elasticity of Housing Supply

v(`)

M
φ
b1 (H)
1H

v(`) =

`1+ 
1+ 1

0.4
Pareto with parameter α = 1.5(1 + )
Match Diamond (2016)
Logistic distribution, to match mobility M
b1 (H) = KH
1.5

1+

1
1
H

10

Data from IPUMS: Ruggles et al. (2019)

11

The Appendix contains results for other elasticities of housing supply
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A household’s wage is inferred through their income decision. Referencing the definitions of income choices yn (θ), the optimal income was pinned down by the wage. Using
the functional form for labor supply as well as approximating the marginal tax rate the
household faces, Equation 1.4 can be inverted to find the implied wage for each household.
I use a linear skill space Θ = R+ . Wage functions wn (θ) are chosen such that the percentage
wage gain across place is constant. I estimate this productivity gain by regressing log wages
on location n, as well as a college education dummy and controls for age, sex, race, and
industry. Under this specification, households see a 11% gain in wages from moving from
the low productivity city to the high productivity city, or approximately a 16% increase in
income. As skills θ are an ordinal metric in the model, I fix the level as city 2 wages by
choosing w2 (θ) = θ.

Given wages and the wage functions, the observed location pins down the distribution
of skills. I smooth the top of the skill distribution to a Pareto distribution with parameter
α = 2.1. This is calibrated to match an income distribution with a Pareto tail of 1.5, as in
Diamond and Saez (2011). As noted previously, the top optimal tax rate is sensitive to the
shape of the top income distribution, with the thickness of the tail setting the this tax rate.
Given data limitations at the top of the income distribution, I follow the procedure in the
literature of splicing on a Pareto tail.

Idiosyncratic location preferences φ are distributed logistically, calibrated off the implied
mobility m(θ) and the observed share living in each city. The relevant estimate of mobility
comes from Diamond (2016) who estimates a similar model for the elasticity of a city’s
population with respect to income and prices. An important note is that the estimate of
Diamond (2016) comes from data is on a finer scale rather than the grouping that I use.
This is estimated on many cities, while I am focused on only one migration margin: across,
not within, two broader regions. I used an elasticity of 4, which corresponds to middle
estimate.
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1.5.1

Redistributive Motives

While the theory is developed under more general welfare functions, the calibration will
not include how the idiosyncratic spatial preferences φ can drive policy. I present the
optimal income tax and housing tax under a specified welfare function that only aims to
redistribute based on skill θ, rather than on individual location preferences φ. This quasiRawlsian welfare function only puts social welfare weight on the least skilled workers, and
does not aim to redistribute among them. That is, the welfare function takes the form

W ({V (θ, φ)}) = E [V (θ, φ) | θ = 0]

For the main calibration, there will be no social motive to redistribute across housing wealth.
That is, GL
1 = 1. This arrises when either the government owns all the land and sells it to
developers, housing wealth in city 1 is equally distributed among the population, or if the
distribution is has no net social impact. This condition will relaxed later to investigate how
redistribution over housing wealth affects policy.

1.5.2

Optimal Income and Housing Taxation

Under the main calibration, the optimal income tax of Result 13 is shown in Figure 1.1.
Also shown is the optimal Mirrleesian tax calibrated off of the same income distribution
and preferences, but without any migration responses. The calibrated mobility is not high
enough to offset the classical motives of optimal tax, and the resulting tax code inherits the
U-shape given by redistributive motives and responses in labor supply. The main difference
is lower top tax rates, which serve to sort high-skilled workers into high-productivity cities,
however this cut only amounts to a few percentage points at most.
The optimal housing tax of Result 1 is a 46% subsidy. This is driven by the fiscal effect
of moving workers to city 1, which remains large as the optimal income taxes are barely adjusted downward. While income taxes could take into account distortions to place, optimal
policy keeps them focused on redistribution along the income distribution. Instead, housing
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Figure 1.1: The optimal income tax from Result 13 calibrated using the main specification.
Also shown is the comparison tax code set using the Mirrleesian formula given the same
observed income distribution.

subsidies are the main tool to fix this distortion. Relative to the Mirrleesian baseline, the
fiscal externality is only reduced by half a percent. This is not to say the adjustment to
income taxes is insignificant, as it does move high-income workers and generates higher
revenue. The overall welfare gain relative to the Mirrleesian tax code with a zero housing
tax is equivalent to a transfer equal to 0.6% of total income. The income tax adjustment
brings 0.25% of total income, while the housing subsidy contributes 0.35%.
The distributional effects in the housing tax only serve to reduce it by ten percentage
points. The fiscal effect would motivate a 56% subsidy alone. The regressive impact of
housing subsidies is not insignificant, and is driven by two components: mobility and skillsorting. While mobility was not high enough to move the income tax much, it is not low
enough so that housing taxes are optimal. Mobility also matters in the calibration as it
affects the implied preferences. In this setting, high skilled workers have a weaker preference
for city 1 than low skilled workers, as mobility is large enough that they would otherwise be
observed sorting more. Optimal tax policy desorts workers towards their preferences, due
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to higher tax rates. The share of the lowest skilled workers in city 1 rises from 38% to 47%.
This slightly exceeds the population growth of city 1, which given both the income taxes and
subsidies, is 7%. As low skilled workers move into city 1, the motive to redistribute across
cities weakens, and housing subsidies are less regressive. Had there not been migration, the
optimal housing subsidy would be reduced to 20%.
Turning to the income-dependent housing subsidy, the optimal taxes of Result 3 are
shown in Figure 1.2. The top panel shows the effective tax rates, T10 (y) and T20 (y), along
with the previous optimal income tax from the linear housing tax case (from Figure 1.1). In
the bottom panel, I show how the effective subsidy τ (y) varies over the income distribution.
Again, the linear housing tax is shown for reference. Adjusting to the optimal policy against
the Mirrleesian baseline provides a welfare gain equivalent to 1% of total income, which is
larger than the linear case by 0.4 percentage points. Subsidies range from $5,500 at low
incomes to $3,000 at peak. Relative to estimates from Poterba and Sinai (2008), this
suggests most of the subsidies to top earners are too large12 while housing subsidies at low
incomes are much too low.
The optimal housing subsidy takes a U-shape, with the largest subsidies to low and
high income workers. Over most of the income distribution, housing subsidies decline due
to the labor-supply efficiency motive. Mobility and cross-city redistributive preferences are
not strong enough to alter this. The area of lower effective tax rates in city 2 corresponds
to higher local Pareto parameters: α2 (y) > α1 (y). When these switch at high incomes,
housing subsidies increase again, as shown by the sharp increase in subsidies at the top 10%
of the income distribution. This result, that housing should be highly subsidized for top
earners, is somewhat sensitive to the calibration. While there are good measures for most
of the income distribution by place, the top tail is usually hard to measure. While this
has been measured at a country level, the finer geographic estimate is not available in the
data. My calibration assumes common Pareto tails in each city. This zeros the efficiency

12

The top of the income distribution does see accordingly large housing subsidies as in practice. However
this result is sensitive to assumptions made due to data availability.
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(a) The optimal city-specific income tax rates T10 (y) and T20 (y)

(b) The effective housing subsidy τ (y) along the income distribution. The income distribution is
measured by the share of households earning below a given income.

Figure 1.2: The optimal joint income-housing tax from Result 3. Optimal results provided
using the main calibration. Dotted lines show the optimal income and housing tax from
the flat housing tax case to the same calibration.
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Figure 1.3: The optimal housing tax from Result 1 calibrated using the various migration
elasticities (on the axis). The main specification elasticity is 4.
motives at the top, which in turn means that next top 10% sees an efficiency motive for
subsidies. Top income taxes are highly sensitive to the shape of the tail, and this result
could be reversed under other assumptions.

1.5.3

Policy Responses to Declining Geographic Mobility

This section considers how optimal policy responds to declining mobility. Since the 1980s,
the rate of internal migration has steadily declined in the U.S. (Molloy, Smith and Wozniak (2011), Kaplan and Schulhofer-Wohl (2017)). This decline varies from 10% to 50%
depending on datasource, but is consistent at various levels: across regions, across states,
and across counties. The mobility estimates from Diamond (2016) are estimated from location choice in the 1980s and 1990s. This section asks how optimal policy would change
given this decline. Specifically, I repeat the calibration, varying the migration elasticity
from its baseline value of 4. The exercise holds observed location choices constant, to ask
the question: if falling rates of internal migration reflect lower mobility, then how should
policy change?
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The optimal housing tax is shown in Figure 1.3 for various mobilities. Following the
theory, as mobility declines, so does the optimal housing subsidy. When the migration
elasticity falls by half, from 4 to 2, the optimal subsidy falls to 17%. The decline become
sharper, where optimal policy begins to tax housing once the migration elasticity falls to
1.5. Large decreases in the housing subsidy is not necessary at other starting values of
mobility, as optimal housing taxes are fairly stable around 50% at higher elasticities. When
geographic mobility is high, distributional concerns do not affect optimal tax policy, and
subsidies converge to the fiscal motive.
The fiscal motive is driven by the optimal income taxes, which see little change with
mobility13 . Tax cuts at the top scale with mobility, but are never quite large. The fiscal
effect from housing subsidies changes by 2% over the range of mobilities, given these income
taxes. This drives the stability of the housing subsidy for high mobilities, and does not offset
the falling optimal housing subsidy as mobility decreases. While income taxes are slightly
more progressive when mobility declines, this is a very minor change. The main policy
response should be through housing policy.
Turning to the joint tax on income and housing expenditures, the optimal housing tax is
summarized in Figure 1.4. The top panel shows the housing subsidy at the lowest incomes
and highest incomes, along with its minimal value and the housing subsidy from the linear
case. The conclusions from the optimal linear housing tax carry over here, where housing
subsidies are all cut, and that rate accelerates at low incomes. The bottom panel shows
the difference between the housing tax at the lowest incomes and its maximal level. As
mobility declines, housing subsidies should get more progressive, even as they fall. Most
of the subsidy cuts should be on higher incomes. The main force counterbalancing the
labor-supply efficiency motive for progressive taxation is migration externalities, which fall.

13

The graph of these tax rates are shown in the Appendix, in Figure A.1.
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(a) The optimal housing subsidy τ (y) evaluated at the bottom of the income distribution and the
top of the income distribution, along with the maximal value τ (y) takes on, and the optimal flat
housing tax.

(b) The difference between the maximal housing tax and the housing tax for low income workers

Figure 1.4: The optimal joint income-housing tax from Result 3, for various calibrated
mobilities.
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Figure 1.5: The optimal housing tax of Result 1, given various calibrations where the wage
premium in city 1 over city 2 was varied. The observed wage distribution is held constant,
and the implied skill distribution changes across specifications.

1.5.4

Policy Implications of City Income Differences

While there are large differences in per-capita income across place, it is an important empirical question whether this reflects high productivity in cities or the sorting of high skilled
workers into specific places (Glaeser and Mare (2001), Combes, Duranton and Gobillon
(2008), D’Costa and Overman (2014)). This section applies the theory and calibration to
highlight the policy implications of this breakdown. I perform the same calibration, using
a different wage premium across cities.
Figure 1.5 shows how the estimate of the wage premium used changes the optimal
linear housing tax, which declines steadily as the premium increases. When most of city
income differences are driven by sorting for preferences φ (a close to zero wage premium)
the optimal policy is to tax housing to target the high-skilled workers who live there.
As the wage premium rises, so does the fiscal effect from housing subsidies, which goes
from zero to almost $10,000. Note that the wage premium scales depending on  to get
the income difference. The optimal income taxes are adjusted downward slightly, but not
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significantlymobility14 . The main driver of these fiscal effect differences are the direct
difference in productivities.
Housing taxes also adjust due to inferred differences in skilled distributions. When city
productivity gains are high, the implied city sorting is low. Instead, the rich cities have
many more low-skilled workers, who just appear to have higher incomes due to the city’s
productivity. Under social preferences that don’t redistribute based on spatial preferences,
more low-skilled workers in city 1 reduce the distributional consequences from subsidies.
This further boosts the housing subsidy, but over the range shown in Figure 1.5, this only
contributes 25 percentage point for the overall fall from a 90% tax to a 90% subsidy.

1.5.5

Housing Subsidies and Housing Wealth Inequality

In the calibrations so far, there has been no social motive to redistribute based off initial
housing wealth. That is, G1L = 1. Housing is a major component of household wealth (Saez
and Zucman 2016). Albouy and Zabek (2016) show that housing inequality has grown
over the last several decades, partially from the dispersion of value across place. In this
context, homeowners in constrained, rich cities have seen their property values skyrocket
(driven by their control of local zoning: Metcalf 2018). This section consider how motives
to redistribute over housing wealth factor into tax policy.
Social preferences over owners of the housing stock are summarized in GL
1 . Figure
1.6 shows how the optimal housing tax varies with these redistributive preferences. As
they get stronger, housing subsidies are cut and give way to taxes. The speed at which
this happens depends on the constraints of housing supply. Highly constrained cities (San
Francisco’s housing supply elasticity is 0.66 in Saiz 2010) would motivate much higher
housing taxes than less constrained cities where price responses are smaller. Not shown are
the corresponding optimal income taxes, which vary very little with changing G1L , mainly
through changes to the income distribution as city sizes differ under higher housing taxes.
14

The graph of these tax rates are shown in the Appendix, in Figure A.2.
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Figure 1.6: The optimal housing tax from Result 1 for various values of GL
1 , the redistributive preference over housing wealth. The housing tax is shown for various values of the
elasticity of housing supply in city 1, H
1 .

1.6

Housing Quality and Housing Subsidies

This section considers the implications from workers moving to more expensive housing
within a given housing market. So far, housing subsidies encouraged workers to move to
more expensive housing markets, but there was no response in housing prices within a city.
I extend the model by introducing a quality to housing, denoted x. This represents the
consumption value of a house: in terms of its materials, design, and features. This quality
good x is not a local good, and has its price normalized to one. Workers value the quality
of their house, and their preferences over consumption c, labor supply `, and location n are
given by
c + u(x) − v(`) + φ1n=1
where the subutility u(x) is increasing, convex, and smooth: u0 (x) > 0, u00 (x) < 0.
The total price of a house of quality x in city n is given by pn + x. The tax code will
make no distinction between the price of a place and the quality of the housing, for total tax
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burden τ (pn + x). The prior results would apply to a land tax in this setting. The optimal
choice of housing quality is given by u0 (x) = 1 + τ . This is not worker or city dependent15 ,
so I will use x to denote the level of housing quality for a given equilibrium (which depends
on the housing tax rate τ ). The elasticity of demand for housing quality with respect to
the price is given by
x =

u0 (x)
xu00 (x)

Result 4. The optimal housing tax is
1
τ=
p1 − p 2



(1 − GL
(1 − G1 )H1 (1 − GL
2 )p2
1 )p1
−
−E
+
H
H
M
1
2



 m(θ)
T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ))
M



where
B=−

xx
(p1 − p2 )2



1
1
1
+
+
H /p
(1 + τ )M
/p
H1  H
H

1
2
2 2
1



Relative to Result 1, the optimal housing tax is scaled towards zero. While the other
three effects of housing taxation motivate specific policies, the quality margin motivates not
using housing taxes. The sign of the optimal housing tax is maintained; housing subsidies
remain subsidies, and housing taxes remain taxes, but both are closer to zero.
This scaling factor depends on the relative responsiveness of the quality marginal to
the migration margin. ∂H1 /∂τ was given by Lemma 1. Response on the quality margin is
evaluated in the literature on housing vouchers (Eriksen and Ross 2015). However, this can
reflect both the migration margin and the quality margin. Collinson and Ganong (2018)
studies how the design of voucher programs can vary this. In their setting, the housing
quality improvement from vouchers was small, while a housing voucher program that varied
by place generated significant migration responses in a high mobility environment.

15

I assume the lump sum transfer is large enough so that workers are not at a quasi-linear corner solution
with no consumption.
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1
1+B

Result 5. The optimal income tax is


T 0 (y)
1
=
1
−
G(y)
−
E
[∆(θ)m(θ)
|
y
(θ)
>
y
>
y
(θ)]
r(y)
1
2
1 − T 0 (y) α(y)e(y)
where

∆(θ) =T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ)) + τ (p1 − p2 ) −


xx
p2
p1
−τ
+
p1 − p2 H 1  H
H2  H
1
2

(1 − GL
(1 − GL
2 )p2
1 )p1
+
H
H
1
2

Income taxes now have to consider the price impacts from migration responses. Previously, the housing tax could match the impacts of changing costs of living, and so these
demand-side price changes were not a net social issue. However, these price changes do
not affect housing quality while taxes do. Since housing taxes were scaled downward, the
income tax adjustment will partially scale this back up.
To bring this into the calibration, I use a constant elasticity subutility
x

u(x) = K

x1+1/
1 + 1/x

I calibrate this function to match a given elasticity, and a given initial housing quality.
Spending on housing quality is at most the value of housing prices in city 2.
Figure 1.7 shows the optimal housing tax for various values of x and the level of spending
on housing quality. While taxes fall for more responsive housing quality, optimal policy
always subsidizing housing. At the most restrictive in the set of calibrations (x = −2 and
housing prices in city 2 fully reflect housing quality) the optimal housing subsidy is only
4%. The welfare gain here is 0.32% total income equivalents, slightly more than half of the
gain for the main calibration. Almost all of this gain comes from adjusting income taxes
(0.29% consumption equivalents). The lower top tax rates can resort workers to boost tax
revenues, which is still valuable.
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Figure 1.7: The optimal housing tax for different values of the elasticity of housing quality
(|x |). Different lines represent different levels of housing quality’s share of price.

1.7

Taxation with Amenities and Spillovers

This section extends the model to include spillovers, where workers generate externalities
based on where they live. Here, I consider spillovers on city amenities, and Appendix A.2
consider the case of heterogeneous valuations for amenities, which requires a social valuation
considering the distributional effects.
Each city n has some level of amenities an (µn ) that is a function of the population of
skills θ in the city, µn . This amenity function is differentiable, where the marginal change
in amenities from an additional worker of productivity θ is given by Dθ an . The impact on
amenities can be positive or negative, and the sign and magnitude can vary with skill. As Θ
has a degree of generality, the spatial impacts depending on θ is not restrictive. A worker’s
utility over consumption c, labor supply `, and city n is given by

c + an (µn ) − v(`) + φ1n=1

Migration responses to housing taxes will now account for multiplier effects from ameni46

ties:
Lemma 3. The total population change of city 1 is given by
∂H1
(1 + τ )
= −(p1 − p2 )
∂(1 + τ )



1

1
+
+
H
H
H1 1 /p1 H2 2 /p2 (1 + τ )M (1 + A)
1

−1

where A = E [Dθ a1 m(θ)] + E [Dθ a2 m(θ)]
Relative to the baseline in Lemma 1, the population change is adjusted based on the
average impact of amenities among marginal workers. As population moves, city 1 improves
by Dθ a1 , encouraging more migration, and city 2 declines by Dθ a2 , encouraging more
emigration. When spillovers are positive, housing responses are larger, but when spillovers
are negative, migration responses are muted. The positive spillover case corresponds to
Diamond (2016), where migration patters lead to an increase in amenity valuation. However,
this is not an issue for tax policy, as the two-dimensional space of amenity valuations (a1
and a2 ) can be completely matched by tax policy (through lump-sum transfers and housing
taxes)16 .
Result 6. The optimal housing tax is


(1 − GL
m(θ)
(1 − G1 )H1 (1 − GL
2 )p2
1 )p1
−
− E (T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ)))
+
(p1 − p2 )τ =
M
M
H
H
1
2




m(θ)
m(θ)
− H1 E D θ a 1
+ H2 E D θ a 2
M
M
Relative to Result 1, the optimal housing problem also balances an optimal sorting
problem. As noted in the literature on spillovers (Glaeser and Gottlieb 2008), the existence
of externalities does not motivate a specific policy. A worker moving yields a change in
amenities both in their destination and their origin. Workers can be moved out of city 1 to
reduce congestion, but this forces congestion up in city 2. The case where there is no reason
16

This is not the case with differing amenity valuations between college and non-college workers, which is
considered in Appendix A.2.
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to adjust housing taxes is when the spillovers — of the marginal worker — is inversely
proportional to city size:



m(θ)
1
E D θ an
∝
M
Hn
In this case, the loss to city 1 from working moving out due to taxes is exactly offset by
the gain to city 2 of that new resident. In order for any adjustment to housing tax policy,
either the impact on amenities must differ by scale, or the impact of amenities must differ
by city.
For example, pollution externalities motivate larger housing subsidies. Brownstone and
Golob (2009) and Glaeser and Kahn (2010) have found that people in denser cities generate
less pollution than in suburbs or less dense areas. This gives a sorting motive on city size,
as moving workers can reduce aggregate pollution. Housing should be subsidized to move
workers to places where they generate less pollution, as these places happen to have higher
housing prices. Overall, city 1 should be larger for spatial efficiency motives, which are
separate from the earlier production efficiency motive.
Result 7. The optimal income tax is


T 0 (y)
1
1
−
G(y)
−
E
[∆(θ)m(θ)
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y
(θ)
>
y
>
y
(θ)]
r(y)
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2
1 − T 0 (y) α(y)e(y)
where

∆(θ) = T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ)) + τ (p1 − p2 ) −

(1 − GL
(1 − GL
1 )p1
2 )p2
+
+ H1 D θ a 1 − H2 D θ a 2
H
H
1
2

The optimal income tax also has a sorting motive as well, and similarly there is not necessarily a reason to adjust policy. Provided each worker’s spillover is inversely proportional
to city size, Dθ an ∝ 1/Hn , there is no adjustment. This is a sufficient condition, and can
be weakened to only holding on average over differentially affected workers.
Even if housing taxes are adjusted for sorting, the income tax need not respond if
externalities are common across skills. Like with the distributional effects from price changes
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and land ownership, the housing tax is adjusted to account for amenities already. There is
only a motive to adjust taxes if the differential impact of amentiies varies:



m(θ)
m(θ)
− H2 E D θ a 2
H1 Dθ a1 − H2 Dθ a2 6= H1 E Dθ a1
M
M


When this holds, income taxes are useful as they can better target workers in the sorting
problem. For an example, consider a brain drain problem, where college-educated workers
generate spillovers and these spillovers are larger in low-skilled cities (city 2). Housing
subsidies are decreased to move workers to city 2, some of whom will be college-educated.
The reduction is less than the full spillover, as some marginal workers are not college
educated. However, income taxes can do better by resorting workers; a more progressive
tax rates (higher rates on high incomes) moves high skilled workers towards city 2.
In both the income and housing tax results, the sorting motive, like the efficiency motive,
balances against the equity motives. The fiscal externality T (y1 (θ))−T (y2 (θ)) from workers
moving is now broadened to the total externality by including Dθ a1 − Dθ a2 . Tax policy
moves away from the level motivated by sorting and production efficiency by the same
factors of low mobility and housing supply elasticities.

1.8

Conclusion

To study the optimal taxation of housing and income, I present a framework for taking into
account the distributional impacts spatial policymaking through a heterogeneous agent
spatial equilibrium model. The government’s income tax — second-best in the style of
Mirrlees (1971) — is limited on its ability to observe productivity and preferences and
causes responses in location and spatial decision-making. Income taxation interacts with
supply constraints in equilibrium to change the cost of living among different subgroups of
the population, much like a commodity tax on place.
I derive the optimal tradeoff for setting the subsidy or tax on housing expenditures,
which balances its incidence on workers sorted into productive places with the motive to
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move workers back into productive places, correcting the spatial responses of income taxation. When skilled workers sort themselves into high-productivity places, either through
through larger gains in income or exogenous preferences, housing subsidies will lower the
cost of living for workers who are largely high-income and high-skilled, an outcome that may
not be socially desirable. The hinge of this tradeoff comes from worker geographic mobility,
the slope of the demand curve for place. When housing policy is income-contingent, the
same tradeoff applies overall, with the question of who pays (rent subsidies or mortgage
deductions) determined by trading off spatial responses and more efficient taxation.
Numerical estimation of optimal tax policies find a large role for spatial motives in
setting the optimal housing tax, while little reason to adjust the income tax. These two
results together provide a quantitative verification of the violation to the conditions in
Atkinson and Stiglitz (1976): the two policies act quite orthogonally and that the intuition
against commodity taxation does not bite in this setting. This suggests that changes to
place and the spatial economy warrant response in spatial policies (the housing tax) but
don’t require much rethinking the income tax.
The importance of spatial factors in setting the housing tax highlights a series of empirical questions. The level of mobility is a driving factor, and reasons for the changes to
internal migration rates in the last several decades are a source of questions. The answer
here, given that migration rates are lower across most subgroups, might shed light on a
second, equally important question: how does mobility vary across workers. How hard is
it to bring skilled workers back to low productivity places and reverse the brain drain?
On the other side, identifying to what extent low skilled workers are “stuck” in unproductive places helps set policy. Hand-in-hand with issues of mobility are issues of the return
to skills across cities. The optimal policies here provide specific impacts for changes in
city-skill complementarity, a research question in Autor (2019).
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Chapter 2

Wage Compression Policies:
Optimal Taxation in General
Equilibrium
Should policymaking aim to change the income distribution? Current policy proposals
follow the mold of trying to change wages rather than just focus on redistribution, for
example, subsidizing industries that have (historically) employed a large share of low skilled
labor, like manufacturing, mining, or construction. Other policies under this umbrella are
job guarantee proposals that aim to raise private sector wages by expanding public sector
hiring, as well as using a more regressive tax code to compress wages.
In this project I calibrate a model to evaluate these policies, both absolutely and relative to one another. I use a general equilibrium model in the style of Stiglitz (1982), where
workers with and without some college education are imperfectly substitutable in production. I calibrate to U.S. data to numerically characterize the optimal adjustments to the
commodity tax, the income tax, and government employment.
My framework simplifies the evaluation of wage compression policies to their effects on
labor supply. As the only way to change wages is through the labor market, these policies
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can be evaluated by two points: how much should wages be compressed, and how much
does a policy affect the labor market. Only the second point matters for comparing policies.
I find that the numerical scope for wage compression is small. First, a progressive income
tax means compressing the college wage premium reduces tax receipts. Furthermore, wage
policies will affect households in proportion to their income, so low income households
will overall see little change in income, with most of the benefits going to higher income
households. Low income households may be better off with lump sum transfers.
In this calibration, managing the employment of the public sector has the largest effects
on wages. The income tax is limited by the overlap of types at each income, as noted in
Rothschild and Scheuer (2013), which constrains how well marginal tax adjustments can
target labor supply. The same point applies to manufacturing subsidies: while the sector
employs a smaller share of college educated workers than the overall economy, their labor
share is still large. The optimal subsidy is less than a percentage point, and the resulting
labor supply changes are even smaller. The change in size of the public sector is similarly
small, though substituting workers in producing the same public goods provides the slightly
more than half of the wage changes of all three policies together.
This project is connected to the literature on wage compression, following Stiglitz (1982).
The most similar papers are Rothschild and Scheuer (2013), who develop the income tax.
Naito (1999) showed that commodity taxation and government employment were modified
by wage compression motives, and Costinot and Werning (2018) developed a model of the
commodity taxes. Other papers include Ales, Kurnaz and Sleet (2015) and Sachs, Tsyvinski
and Werquin (2016), who look at the income tax in a non-overlapping type space. Unlike
Rothschild and Scheuer (2013), I do not allow households to select their education type. As
in Saez (2004), the endogenous type response would mute the use of wage compression.
The framework is presented in Section 2.1, and the optimal policy characterization is
given in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 presents the calibration and numerical results, including
the optimal income tax, the optimal commodity tax, and the optimal public employment
policy.
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2.1

Framework

The economy consists of N goods and J categories of labor. The price of good n is pn ,
and the price of category j labor is wj , where prices are normalized so that good 1 is the
numeraire (p1 = 1). There will be an additional public good N + 1 that enters directly into
the social welfare function.
Each consumption good n ∈ {1, . . . , N } is produced by a representative, price-taking
firm with a constant returns-to-scale production function F n (Ln1 , . . . , LnJ ). I assume F n is
twice continuously differentiable and concave.

2.1.1

Households

There are a unit mass of households, whose type consists of their labor category j and a
preference or productivity parameter θ. Types will be distributed by H(j, θ), which has full
support on {1, . . . , J } × R+ , and density function h(j, θ). Households preferences over labor
supply l and consumption bundles x = (x1 , . . . , xN ) are given by
 
l
u(x , . . . , x ) − v
θ
1

N

where u and v are twice continuously differentiable. u is increasing, concave, and homogenous of degree one. v is increasing and convex. These preferences are separable, as in
Atkinson and Stiglitz (1976), to rule out tagging motives. The homogeneity of u removes
income effects in labor supply, much like quasilinear preferences in a one-good model.
Households will face an income tax T (y), and linear commodity taxes t = (t1 , . . . , tN ),
but no tax conditional on labor category, j. Either the planner cannot observe labor category or they cannot use it in taxes. The household budget constraint is

(p + t) · x ≤ wj l − T (wj l)

x(T, p + t, wj ; j, θ) and l(T, p + t, wj ; j, θ) will denote the type (j, θ)’s choice of consumption
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and labor supply. For notational simplicity, I will occasionally drop the policy arguments
and write x(j, θ) and l(j, θ).

2.1.2

Planning Problem

There will be a public good, denoted good N + 1, that the government produces. For
simplicity, this will enter the welfare function directly, rather than entering household pref+1
+1
erences. The good is produced by production function F N +1 (LN
, . . . , LN
), with the
1
J

same assumptions as for the other goods.
The planner chooses the income tax T (y), the commodity taxes t, and public employ+1
+1
ment LN
, . . . , LN
to maximize a utilitarian objective,
1
J
J
X





W u(x(j, θ)) − v

j=1

l(j, θ)
θ




; j, θ

+1
+1
dH(j, θ) + U (F N +1 (LN
, . . . , LN
))
1
J

subject to the budget constraint
J Z
X

T (wj l(j, θ)) + t · x(j, θ) dH(j, θ) ≥

+1
w j LN
j

j=1

j=1

2.2

J
X

Optimal Policy

I characterize the optimal policy using the two-stage approach of Rothschild and Scheuer
(2013), which separates the Mirrleesian screening problem from the endogenous wages. All
that matters for determining wages are aggregate demand and labor supply, not how they
are distributed. Once the planner chooses these aggregates, wages are pinned down, and
the allocation problem can be solved using standard methods.
The allocative problem takes aggregate goods X 1 , . . . , X N , aggregate labor supply L1 , . . . , LJ ,
prices p, and wages w1 , . . . , wJ as given. As wages and prices are exogenous, this is just a
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standard screening problem. Specifically, the problem is maximizing welfare
J
X

I X 2 , . . . , X N , L1 , . . . , LJ , w1 , . . . , wJ = max
j=1

Z




l(j, θ)
W u(x(j, θ)) − v
dH(j, θ)
θ

subject to the resource constraints
J Z
X

xn (j, θ) dH(j, θ) = X n

for n = 1, . . . , N

(2.1)

for j = 1, . . . , J

(2.2)

j=1

Z
l(j, θ) dH(j, θ) = Lj

Where xn (j, θ) and l(j, θ) denote the allocation for type (j, θ). I will use λn to denote the
Lagrange multiplier for the good n resource constraint, (2.1), and I will use ξj to denote
the Lagrange multiplier for the labor j resource constraint, (2.2).
The key general equilibrium feature is that the wage and the shadow price of labor may
diverge. This difference will determine the scope for wage compression policies.
Definition 4. The wage compression externality Ej is given by

wj (1 + Ej ) =

ξj
λ1

The term Ej captures the the social value of the pecuniary externality from category
j labor on changing wages. While not actually an externality, viewing labor supply adjustment as having a direct externality rather than tracing through equilibrium effects will
simplify analysis. ξj is the resource value of labor, and it is divided by λ1 to be in numeraire units, as λ1 is the shadow price of the numeraire. If the wage compression term
Ej is positive, it means the general equilibrium changes in wages improve welfare, through
wage compression.
The shadow price of good n may also differ from the price pn , but note that pn does not
enter in the allocative problem. Households only face the consumer prices p + t, which are
set by tax policy.
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2.2.1

Production

It will be useful to abstract from production and general equilibrium. Through taxes, the
planner has a wide degree of control over consumption and labor supply, however there are
no more tools for targeting production decisions. In the two stage setup, the outer problem
is concerned with the determination of wages. Production constrains aggregate demand
+1
+1
X 1 , . . . , X N and labor supply (net of the public sector) L1 − LN
, . . . , L J − LN
to be
1
J

feasible. Specifically, the bundle must be on the production frontier.
To internalize this constraint, I will define X 1 as a function of the other variables,
representing the maximum good 1 in feasible allocations given X 2 , . . . , X N and L1 −
+1
LN
, . . . , LJ − LJN +1 .
1

+1
+1
X 1 (X 2 , . . . , X N , L1 − LN
, . . . , L J − LN
)
1
J

Without loss of generality, I assume there is positive numeraire production at the optimum.
The derivatives of this function are well behaved.

Lemma 4. The partial derivatives are given by
∂X 1
= −pn
∂X n

and

∂X 1
= wj
+1
∂(Lj − LN
)
j

Proof. See Appendix.

Increasing the available labor supply raises the maximum feasible output by the marginal
product of that labor, the wage. Similarly, to move along the production space to create
more of good n > 1 requires reallocating labor resources from good 1 production, which
amounts to a reduction in numeraire production given by the price of good n.
Furthermore, I will define the corresponding wages and prices to this allocation as
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functions.

+1
+1
wj (X 2 , . . . , X N , L1 − LN
, . . . , L J − LN
)
1
J

for j = 1, . . . , J

+1
+1
pn (X 2 , . . . , X N , L1 − LN
, . . . , L J − LN
)
1
J

for n = 2, . . . , N

The derivatives of the wage functions will be key parameters to the model.

Definition 5. The general equilibrium wage elasticity is

(wj , Li ) =

+1
Li − LN
∂wj
i
+1
wj
∂(Li − LN
)
i

The derivative of the price functions will not be important. Furthermore, the derivatives with respect to aggregate demand X n can be linked to these elasticities. Specifically,
+1
consider increasing X n proportional to X n and each labor supply Lj − LN
proportional
j

to its use in sector n, Lnj . Allocating all the new labor to produce good n clears at all the
same prices and wages.

Lemma 5.
J

X Ln
∂wj
∂wj
i
=
−
+1
n
n
∂X
X ∂(Li − LN
)
i
i=1

Under this lemma, general equilibrium effects can be summarized in the wage elasticities
(wj , Li ). With production internalized, the outer problem is an unconstrained maximization problem

max

+1
+1
X 2 ,...,X N +1 ,L1 ,...,LJ ,LN
,...,LN
1
2

I X 1 , . . . , X N , L1 , . . . , L J , w 1 , . . . , w J



This gives another characterization of the wage compression terms. By the envelope theorem, ∂I/∂Lj = −ξj . So, the first order condition in labor supply is

−ξj + wj λ1 +

J
X
∂wi
∂I
=0
+1
∂wi ∂(Lj − LN
)
j
i=1
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Giving the characterization of the wage compression term

Ej =


J 
1 X wi ∂I
(wi , Lj )
w j Lj
λ1 ∂wi
i=1

The wage compression term is a weighted sum of the elasticities. These weights represent
the welfare gain from a percentage increase in the wage. For now, I will define these as βj :

βj =

wi ∂I
λ1 ∂wi

I will return to these weights in Section 2.2.6, where I will give a characterization.

2.2.2

Baseline Comparison

In order to highlight the wage compression part of optimal policies, I will establish a baseline
optimal policy, as in the Self-Confirming Policy Equilibrium (SCPE) of Rothschild and
Scheuer (2014). A note is that comparing two policies requires their wage adjustments, to
avoid a comparison to an infeasible allocation. The equilibrium part of this notion is that
the policy corresponds to the exogenous wages, and the induced labor supply and general
equilibrium wages correspond to the distribution used in policy.
The baseline income tax will be given by the formula of Saez (2001), which requires
some additional notation to define. Let H Y be the distribution of income at the allocation,
with density hY (y). The Pareto parameter of the income distribution at income y is given
by
α(y) =

yhY (y)
1 − H Y (y)

Defining the marginal social welfare weight for a type (j, θ) requires a notion of the indirect
utility of income, adapted to multiple goods. This is given by the problem

U (y; p + t) =

max

u(x)

(p+t)·x≤y

Since the subutiltiy function u is homogenous of degree one, a change in income changes
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optimal consumption proportionally. So, the derivative of indirect utility is given by
∂U
= U (1; p + t)
∂y
Then, the social marginal welfare weight of type (j, θ) is given by




l(j, θ)
1 0
; j, θ U (1; p + t)
g(j, θ) = 1 W u(x(j, θ)) − v
λ
θ
The average social marginal welfare weights at a given income is

g(y) =

X

g(j, θ)P(j | y = y(j, θ))

y=y(j,θ)

Then, following the notation of Saez (2001),
Z

g(x) dH Y (x)

G(y) =
x>y

Finally, the elasticity of labor supply is given by


l(j, θ)v 00 l(j,θ)
θ


ζ(j, θ) =
l(j,θ)
v0
θ
Let ζ(y) denote the average elasticity of households at income y. It will turn out that all
households at a given income level have the same elasticity of labor supply, however this
will be shown later.

Under these definitions, the baseline tax code is given by the result of Saez (2001),
1 − G(y)
T 0 (y)
=
0
1 − T (y)
α(y)ζ(y)
The baseline commodity taxes fit the result of Atkinson and Stiglitz (1976), and all are
zero, t = 0. Furthermore, production efficiency would have the government employment
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minimize costs. That is, for each j,
1 0 N +1 N +1 N +1
+1
U (X
)Fj
(L1 , . . . , LN
) = wj
J
λ1
The term U 0 (X N +1 ) represents the welfare gain from an additional unit of the public good,
and dividing by λ1 normalizes this to numeraire units. This takes the place of a the price
for a public good.

2.2.3

Optimal Income Tax

The optimal income tax will still trade off between redistribution and efficiency, however the
responses in labor supply now have general equilibrium externalities. Under the preferences
above, all types at a given income will have the same response to a change in tax rates,
however the externality Ej will depend on type. The change in labor supply j is just given
by proportion of households with income y in that labor category, so the total externality is
just given by the average of types at the income distribution. If there is a positive average
wage compression term, then the planner would like to boost the labor supply of households
at that income by reducing rates. Similarly, if the term is negative on average, then the
planner wants to restrict labor supply with higher marginal rates.
Result 8. The optimal income tax T (y) is characterized by
1 − G(y)
1
T 0 (y)
=
−
E (Ej | y)
1 − T 0 (y)
α(y)ζ(y) 1 − T 0 (y)
where G(y) is the average social marginal welfare weight of types earning above y, α(y) is
the Pareto parameter of the income distribution, and ζ(y) is the elasticity of labor supply of
types with income y.
I will present an intuitive argument here, and leave the full proof for the Appendix.
Consider a perturbation in the style of Saez (2001), of changing the marginal tax on an
interval [y, y + ∆y ] by ∆τ . There is the mechanical budget effect of higher taxes on higher
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incomes,
dM = ∆τ ∆y (1 − H Y (y))
the welfare effect of lower income to these households
Z

g(x) dH Y (x)

dW = −∆τ ∆y
x>y

and a behavioral response in labor supply for those types in the interval [y, y + ∆y ]

dY = ∆y dy

Writing this in terms of the elasticity gives

dY = −∆y ∆τ y

1
ζ(y)
1 − T 0 (y)

This gives a budget impact of T 0 (y)hY (y)dY . The additional factor here is that there are
wage compression externalities. Let P(j | y) denote the conditional distribution of labor
category for households earning income y. Each category j has a change in labor supply of
dY , which yields a wage compression externality of

Ej P(j | y)hY (y)dY

Summing these four terms — the budget effect, the welfare effect, the behavioral effect, and
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the wage compression externality — must equal zero at the optimum policy, hence

0 = ∆τ ∆y (1 − H Y (y))
Z
g(x) dH Y (x)hY (y)
− ∆τ ∆y
x>y

− ∆y ∆τ y
−

J
X

T 0 (y)
ζ(y)
1 − T 0 (y)

∆ y ∆τ

j=1

1
ζ(y)Ej P(j | y)hY (y)
1 − T 0 (y)

Dividing out by ∆τ ∆y gives the result.

2.2.4

Optimal Commodity Tax

The optimal commodity tax trades off the cost of distorting consumption with the general
equilibrium effects of changing production. Consider a small perturbation in the style of
Kaplow (2006), where an increase in a commodity tax is paired with a decrease in the
income tax to leave utility levels the same. The cost to such an increase is the behavioral
response of households substituting away from good n, as the mechanical revenue from
the commodity tax equals the cost of the income tax adjustment. Per unit, this reduces
government revenue by tn . In an exogenous wage setting, this is the whole effect, and
optimally the tax should be zero.
In general equilibrium, as households substitute away from good n, production scales
down, freeing up labor resources used in sector n. Under the constant returns-to-scale
production function, the firm scales down its use of labor j by Lnj /X n , where Lnj is the
labor of category j used in producing good n. Putting this in numeraire units, the change
in labor is given by wj Lnj /pn X n , which is the income share of labor j in sector n.
As such, the general equilibrium factor is the wage compression terms weighted by
income share. The planner trades off this wage compression effect and the cost, which is
just the tax rate, so the optimum is set such that the percent tax is equal to the average
wage compression term, given by labor shares in that industry.
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Result 9. The optimal commodity tax on good n is given by
J

X
tn
=
pn
j=1



wj Lnj
pn X n


Ej

Proof. In the allocative problem, the resource cost of good n is λn . The argument of Kaplow
(2006) applies here, and the relative prices to households match the relative resource costs.
Normalizing the numeraire to one, this means that the households face prices λn /λ1 . This
means the commodity tax on good n > 1 is given by

tn =

λn
− pn
λ1

The resource costs λn are determined by the outer problem where aggregates are chosen.
Consider the choice of aggregate demand for good n, X n . By the Envelope theorem, λn
represents the welfare gain from getting more of good n in the allocative inner problem.
∂I
= λn
∂X n
Furthermore, from Lemma 4, the loss in numeraire production from moving resource to
produce more of good n is just the price.
∂X 1
= −pn
∂X n
So, the first order condition of the outer problem is
J

X ∂I ∂wj
∂I
∂I
− pn
+
=0
n
1
∂X
∂X
∂wj ∂X n
j=1

Rearranging and substituting in gives

J 
X
∂wj
λn
1 ∂I
n
−p =
− 1
1
λ
λ ∂wj ∂X n
j=1
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The effect of good n on wages can be expressed as the effect of its labor inputs on wages,
from Lemma 5. Substituting this in gives
J

X
λn
n
−
p
=
λ1
j=1



1 ∂I
λ1 ∂wj

X
J
i=1

∂wj
Lni
+1
n
X ∂(Li − LN
)
i

And the sum may be rearranged to get a formula which includes the wage compression
terms Ej .
J

X
λn
n
−
p
=
λ1
j=1



wj Lnj
Xn


Ej

Recall that the left hand side is tn , so dividing by pn gives the result.

2.2.5

Government Employment

The choice of public sector employment directly affects the labor supply in the private
market. In hiring, the government would like to match the marginal return from the public
good with the resource cost of labor inputs, wj (1 + Ej ). This constitutes shifting away from
labor that provides wage compression, increasing its supply in the private labor market.
Result 10. The optimal government employment is characterized by
U 0 (X N +1 ) N +1 N +1
+1
Fj
(L1 , . . . , LN
) = wj (1 + Ej )
J
λ1
+1
Proof. This follows from the outer problem first-order condition in LN
, substituting in
j

Definition 4.
The same argument behind commodity taxes applies to the public sector: the scale of
production should be adjusted to change labor demand. Summing Result 10 across j gives
the result
J

U 0 (X N +1 ) X wj Lj
=
(1 + Ej )
λ1
X N +1
j=1

which is the analogue to Result 9. If the public sector employment employs more labor with
a negative wage compression externality, Ej < 0, then the public sector should be scaled
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up to boost demand, equivalently reducing supply to the private market. The opposite is
true if the average wage compression term is positive: the public sector should scale back
to release those labor resources to the private market where they cause wage compression.

2.2.6

Wage Compression Terms

The remaining parameter to the wage compression terms is the elasticity weight βj . Recall
that the wage compression term is the sum of the elasticities, weighted by these terms. The
policy adjustments outlined above only depend on the wage compression terms, not any
other details of general equilibrium.
In the allocative problem where wages are exogenous, wages do not correspond to the
value of output. Higher wages just necessitate higher information rents. For a type (j, θ),
their income is mechanically increased proportional to their labor supply l(j, θ). For a
percentage increase in wage wj , the increase in income is just y(j, θ) = wj l(j, θ). The after
tax income then increases proportional to (1 − T (y))y(j, θ) This requires higher rents, but
the rents do have some social welfare component, at a rate of g(j, θ). Together, the welfare
impact is given by
(g(j, θ) − 1)(1 − T 0 (y(j, θ)))y(j, θ)
The change in wages can have an actual resource impact as households respond to high
wages with more labor supply. The change in labor supply of such a household is just given
by
y(j, θ)ζ(j, θ)
This has both a budget impact, taxed at marginal rate T 0 (y), and a wage compression
externality, given by Ej . These two effects together give the characterization of βj .
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Result 11. The elasticity weights are given by
Z

βj =

(1 − T 0 (y(j, θ)))y(j, θ)(g(j, θ) − 1) dH(j, θ)
Z
+ T 0 ((j, θ))y(j, θ)ζ(j, θ) dH(j, θ)
Z
+ y(j, θ)ζ(j, θ) dH(j, θ)Ej

Proof. See Appendix.
Note that there is an element of recursion here: the formula for βj depends on Ej , and
the formula for Ej depends on every βi . This corresponds to a wages affecting labor supply
and labor supply effecting wages in general equilibrium. This can be solved numerically, as
in the next section.

2.3

Calibration

In this section, I calibrate this model with U.S. data from the Current Population Survey
(CPS)Survey1 . I start by describing the data and the numerical parameters. Then, I discuss
the main calibration, and and the implications for each policy.

2.3.1

Data

I will focus on two types of labor: those with at least some college education, j = 2, and
those with at most a high school diploma, j = 1. Empirical work tends to find an elasticity
of substitution of 2 for those two groups (Card (2009)), and elasticities much higher within
those groups, such as workers with a high school diploma and those without. There is a
range of elasticity estimates, some as low as 0.6 (Dustmann, Frattini and Preston (2012))
and some as high as 3.1 (Heathcote, Storesletten and Violante (2017)). As noted in Sachs,
Tsyvinski and Werquin (2016), the higher the elasticity, the less useful general equilibrium
1

Data from IPUMS: Ruggles et al. (2019)
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policies will be, with fully substitutable types constituting the standard models.
To approximate the U.S. tax code, I am going to use the smooth function T (y) = By 1.4 ,
until the marginal reaches 39.6%. This function and the 2016 household tax brackets are
shown in Figure 2.1. I normalize all wages and prices to 1. There is a degree of freedom in
the units of goods and labor supply, so this corresponds to choosing dollar units.

Approximation
2016 Tax Code

$150K

Tax

$100K

$50K

$0K
$0

$100K

$200K

$300K

$400K

$500K

Household Income

Figure 2.1: Tax Code Approximation

I use Cobb-Douglas preferences for the subutility, and a isoelastic disutility of labor
supply.
A

N
Y

n αn

(x )

n=1

−

1
ζ

1
+1

  1 +1
l ζ
θ

With elasticity of labor supply ζ = 0.5 (Chetty (2012)). The parameters of the subutility, A
and {αn } will be calibrated so aggregate consumption matches aggregate production, and
that the marginal utility of wealth is one.
For the type distribution H(j, θ), I use a lognormal distribution with a Pareto tail, as
in Mankiw, Weinzierl and Yagan (2009). The skill distributions are shown in 2.2, and the
income distribution facing the tax code approximation are shown in Figure 2.3b. The Pareto
parameter of tail of the income distribution is 1.5 to match Diamond and Saez (2011).
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Figure 2.2: Calibrated Skill Distribution by Education

I use the CPS to construct labor use by industry. I use income by person rather than
by household, with industry of main occupation, to estimate labor payments by sector. As
I am using dollar units for labor supply, this corresponds to the labor supply use in that
sector. Labor use by some sector groups is shown in Table 2.1.
My main calibration uses two sectors: good 2 takes one sector from the list in Table 2.1,
and good 1 takes the role of everything else. Since I have normalized the commodity tax
on good 1 to zero, this framework looks at the commodity tax on the specific sector chosen.
For my main calibration, I use manufacturing.
Each sector uses a constant elasticity of substitution production function, where all
parameters except the elasticity of substitution σ are sector specific. The parameters are
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Figure 2.3: Income Distribution Conditional on Type

Table 2.1: Labor Use by Sector
Industry
Construction
Food Service
Agriculture
Transportation
Natural Resources
Retail
Manufacturing
Services
Government
Healthcare
Finance
Education
Total

Low Skilled Share
52
50
49
41
40
32
30
16
14
12
10
7
22

69

High Skilled Share
48
50
51
59
60
68
70
84
86
88
90
93
78

Size
6
3
1
4
1
7
11
17
6
14
7
8

$200,000

calibrated so the marginal products are one at the calibrate labor use.

F n (Ln1 , . . . , LnJ ) = 

J
X


γjn Lnj



σ−1
σ

σ
σ−1



j=1

The welfare function I use are the Pareto weights that rationalize the initial tax code,
under the baseline calibration. That is, I use the welfare function that would given the
observed tax under the policy in Section 2.2.2. These welfare weights are shown in Figure
2.4.

2

Welfare Weight
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$100K

$150K

$200K

Income

Figure 2.4: Calibrated Welfare Weights

2.3.2

Main Calibration

This section presents the main calibration. I am going to start by presenting the wage
compression terms Ej , and discuss their magnitude. Then I will discuss the changes to
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policy, and their relative effect. I compute the optimum by iterating the optimal policy and
computing wages. This is not guaranteed to converge, but does in this case.
Under the main calibration, the optimal wage compression externalities are

E1 = −0.0223

and

E2 = 0.0057

which leads to a 0.14% increase in low skilled wages and a 0.03% fall in high skilled wages.
The welfare gain is 0.01% of consumption.
The wage compression externality for high skilled labor, E2 , is much smaller in absolute
value than that for low skilled labor, E1 , because the difference in relative labor supply.
High skilled labor is both more common, making up 62% of the sample, and earns higher
income. Hence, the labor supply of high skilled labor is about 4 times that of low skilled
labor. Adjusting labor supply by one percent requires a much larger change for high skilled
labor than for low skilled labor. The units of these wage compression terms are dollars, so
adjusting high skilled labor by a dollar will have a much smaller effect than adjusting low
skilled labor by a dollar.
The wage compression externalities are small in absolute value, as the benefits of wage
changes are concentrated at higher incomes. Due to the progressive income tax, wage
compression has a small negative budget impact — since the distribution for high skilled
labor first-order stochastically dominates that for low skilled labor, high skilled labor faces
on average higher marginal tax rates. Wage compression is largely a transfer from high
income high skilled types to high income low skilled types, with more modest transfers
between middle income households. To see this, note that the welfare effect for a 1%
increase in wages is proportional to (1 − T 0 (y))y. The limit of wage compression is that
its effects are proportional to income, while welfare weights are inversely proportional to
income.
As noted in Sachs, Tsyvinski and Werquin (2016), the scope for wage compression
depends on the elasticity of substitution between the types. In terms of Ej , this determines
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Figure 2.5: Calibration Results by Elasticity of Substitution

the size of the elasticities (wj , Li ). Here, I use an estimate of σ = 2 for the elasticity of
substitution, which gives the general equilibrium elasticities




 −0.407 0.102 
[(wj , Li )]i,j = 

0.381 −0.096
The elasticities from low skilled labor, L1 , are about four times those for high skilled labor,
matching their relative proportions in the economy. This represents the tradeoff a planner
faces in wages: to boost low skilled wages by a percent, they must reduce high skilled wages
by a quarter of a percent. Using a different elasticity of substitution will preserve this ratio,
though it will change the magnitudes of these elasticities. Scaling these up will mechanically
increase the wage compression terms Ej , as they are just a weighted sum of the elasticities.
Figure 2.5 shows the dependence on the wage compression terms and the welfare gains on
varying elasticities of substitution.
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2.3.3

Optimal Income Tax

The optimal income tax adjustment is shown in Figure 2.6, which is always less than 1%.
This is the value of the adjustment term in Result 13. Recall that the income tax is given
by
T 0 (y) =

E (Ej | y)
1 − G(y)
−
1 + α(y)ζ(y) 1 + α(y)ζ(y)

The second term constitutes the change in marginal rates from wage compression. There
are also minor changes to the income distribution from adjustments to the Saez (2001)
formula, also shown in 2.6, but they are only a fraction of the adjustment term.

Adjustment Term
Total Adjustment
0.8

Marginal Tax Change (%)
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Figure 2.6: Income Tax Adjustment

The major limitation in using the income tax to adjust wages is the overlap of types.
The conditional distribution of type by income is shown in Figure 2.7. Since low skilled
labor rarely makes up a majority, any change to their labor supply from marginal rates will
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also have an impact on high skilled labor supply. In practice, this means that adjustment
rarely reaches half the wage compression term E1 .
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Figure 2.7: Education Share by Income

The income tax is a better target of high skilled labor, by using the top marginal rates.
However, since high skilled labor supply is so much larger — the reason E2 was much smaller
in absolute value — the adjustments at the top of the income distribution are small, reaching
about a half of a percentage point, E2 = 0.0057.

2.3.4

Commodity Tax

The optimal commodity tax is a 0.27% subsidy on manufacturing. Manufacturing employs
a larger share of low skilled labor than the rest of the economy, so boosting it does provide
wage compression. However, much like the income tax, there is quite a lot of high skilled
labor used in manufacturing. A marginal increase in manufacturing increases high skilled
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labor use by twice the increase in low skilled labor use. This is less than the ratio in the
overall economy, but not by much. As such, the commodity tax, which depends on the
average wage compression externality, is less than a percentage point.
The optimal commodity tax only depends on income shares of labor categories, and
targeting different sectors can better target low skilled labor. From Table 2.1, Construction
and food services employ a much larger low skilled share than Manufacturing. However,
these are still only half low skilled labor, giving an optimal subsidy of 0.95%. Another
limitation on the commodity tax is size: construction can better target labor than manufacturing, however it only is half as large. Since the driver of wage compression is the
adjustment to labor supply, these sectors are also limited. Table 2.2 shows the results of
calibrations using other sectors instead of manufacturing, along with their change in labor
supply and the wage compression (the change in low skilled wages). As given by Result 9,
the tax depends on the labor force in that sector. The more high skill intensive, the higher
the tax. So sectors with more low skilled labor will see a larger subsidy as well as a larger
change in labor supply from the subsidy. However, the effect is proportional to the size of
that sector. The natural resources sector is too small to provide much wage compression,
as the change in labor supply is small in terms of the overall economy.
Table 2.2: Commodity Taxes for Various Sectors
Sector
Manufacturing
Construction
Agriculture
Natural Resources
Finance
Education

2.3.5

Optimal Tax
−0.27%
−0.95%
−0.77%
−0.51%
0.34%
0.42%

Low Skilled
−0.04%
−0.13%
−0.02%
−0.01%
0.01%
0.008%

High Skilled
−0.02%
−0.03%
−0.004%
−0.004%
0.03%
0.02%

Wage Compression
0.014%
0.052%
0.006%
0.003%
−0.003%
−0.0001%

Public Sector Employment

The optimal public sector workforce is 14.7% low skilled, compared to the estimate of 14% in
the sample. A note is that this leaves out utilities, with a greater low skilled proportion, and
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education, with a greater high skilled proportion. Since the optimal public sector workforce
is still relatively high skilled, the optimal policy involves reducing public good production,
though only by 0.01%.
The change in public sector employment composition is by a key tool for wage compression among the income tax, commodity tax, and size of the public sector. Their changes in
labor supply, and the wage compression they generate, are shown in Table 2.3, where wage
compression is measured in percent change in low skilled wages, and labor changes are measured in percent of labor supply. Note that the sum of wage compressions is slightly larger
than the combined 0.14%, as there are secondary effects from changing wages. Changing
the size of the public sector suffers from the same overlap issues as the income tax, and the
commodity tax. Employment composition however can directly target education types, giving it the largest impact. The public sector here only constitutes 6% of the economy, while
the income tax affects all labor supply. However, the direct targeting outweighs broadness
of the income tax, which only achieves 90% of the wage compression from just adjusting
the composition but not the size of the public labor force.
Table 2.3: Labor Share Adjustments
Policy
Income Tax Adjustment
Manufacturing Subsidy
Public Employment
Public Employment (Same Scale)

2.4

Low Skilled
−0.17%
−0.04%
−0.19%
−0.18%

High Skilled
0.02%
−0.02%
0.07%
0.05%

Wage Compression
0.072%
0.014%
0.084%
0.080%

Conclusion

I develop a framework to compare wage compression policies, by mapping wage compression
into a single dimension of labor market change, representing the change in labor supply.
Then, the comparison between policies rests on how well they can target the relative labor
supplies, which is hampered by the overlap of types, both in the income tax and in industries. Managing the composition of the government workforce is best able to target the
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relative supply of labor in the private market, as it has no spillover to other types of labor.
It provides slightly more compression than income tax adjustments, and manufacturing
subsidies provide much smaller effects. All together, I find the scope for wage compression
policies are small. Compared to small changes in the welfare function, general equilibrium
adjustments are not quantitatively important for setting the tax code.
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Chapter 3

Tax Efficiency and Early
Withdrawals from Retirement
Accounts
Retirement savings accounts, such as 401(k)s, see significant outflows from early withdrawals. Argento, Bryant and Sabelhaus (2015) estimated that such withdrawals equaled
about half of total deposits for households in 2010, and half of these withdrawals are subject
to a 10% withdrawal penalty. Encouraging these deposits, through subsides to employerbased defined contribution (DC) plans, are one of the largest tax expenditures, projected
to be the third largest over the coming decade for an estimated $83 billion in the 2020 fiscal
year1 . Withdrawals, when driven by myopia rather than consumption smoothing, these
appear to be a fault in the retirement system.
This paper develops an optimal taxation model with retirement savings to show how
myopic early withdrawals instead improve efficiency in the tax code. Given the connection
1
U.S. Department of the Treasury (2020). The two largest tax expenditures are tax exclusions for
employer provided healthcare and for imputed rents. This includes DC plans similar to 401(k)s, such as
403(b) plans and the Thrift Savings Plan. Individual Retirement Accounts (IRA) are another major tax
expenditure at $22 billion in fiscal year 2020, and traditional IRAs are almost entirely funded by rolling over
401(k)s after an employee leaves their job.
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between the income tax code and savings policies such as Social Security and 401(k)s, the
joint study of taxation and retirement is natural. I introduce the second-best setting of
Mirrlees (1971) where the tax system cannot directly target type, but otherwise has no
restrictions on savings policy. The second-best setting drives a new motive for savings
policy to generate revenue.
In this model, all withdrawals are driven by behavioral biases: workers will become
myopic but do not anticipate this when initially saving. Specifically, workers are time
inconsistent and naive, as in O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999). I use a three-period model
where workers become present bias in the second period, underweighting their third-period
consumption. Naivete then drives early withdrawals as workers plan (in period 1) to save
until retirement (period 3) without accounting for future myopia. For simplicity, the model
does not have present bias in the first period2
This model can match a number of features of the U.S. tax and savings system. Low
income workers retire based on income from an illiquid program more progressive than
the income tax, such as Social Security benefits. High income workers use partially liquid
savings accounts that allow withdrawals, but at a penalty. These accounts are initially
over subsidized and offer increased subsidies with age if workers did not make withdrawals.
However these workers will make withdrawals and overconsume in middle age relative to
retirement and their initial working years. Nudges encourage savings at inflow, but also
push towards withdrawals.
These results are driven by the goal to improve tax efficiency, using withdrawal penalties as a low salience tax. Unanticipated withdrawal penalties provide another way to raise
revenue from high income workers, but do not reduce labor supply like income taxes. Replacing income taxes with accidental penalized withdrawals provides a Pareto improvement
as the deadweight loss from taxation is lowered. As redistribution motivates transferring
towards low income workers, withdrawal penalties are only useful for high income workers.
2

Present bias in taxation presents its own set of issue in two periods, as studied in Moser and Olea de
Souza e Silva (2019) and Lockwood (Forthcoming). To illustrate the issue of early withdrawals (which need
a minimum of three periods to occur) I shut down motives in income taxation to address bias in labor supply.
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Increasing savings boosts the efficiency gain from withdrawals, motivating savings subsidies
and nudges. The more retirement savings a worker can accumulate, the larger the penalty
their future selves will pay to withdraw savings.
Efficiency motivates some undesirable policies such as increasing worker bias and nudging workers to make withdrawals. As the government is purposefully exploiting these mistakes, worse decision making on the part of workers leads to more revenue. There is no
social loss from more bias, as policy tools could correct them with illiquid assets.
One interpretation is that the standard normative framework is not appropriate here.
Welfarist approaches in behavioral economics citiques such as paternalism. In rational agent
settings, the Pareto improvement standard has been critiqued in Sen (1970) and Mankiw
and Weinzierl (2010). This model fits in an overlap between these two issues. Standard
behavioral frameworks such as libertarian paternalism (Thaler and Sunstein 2003) do not
apply as they would reject Social Security but not penalized early withdrawals. A traditional
view of liberty would both address concerns with these results as well as paternalism, but
leads to fewer nudges.
This paper does not include withdrawals motivated by smoothing a negative shock.
Workers may be more inclined to save when they will be able to access their funds in
emergencies. For this reason, 401(k)s waive withdrawal penalties for situations like medical
expenses, disability, and some hardship conditions3 . The value of purposeful early withdrawal is studied in the optimal liquidity literature, such as Amador, Werning and Angeletos
(2006) and Galperti (2015). This paper instead focuses only on myopia withdrawals, which
had previously been problems that push towards illiquidity. I make no claim on the relative
importance between myopia and consumption smoothing in driving these withdrawals, as
my main point is to rethink just the myopia-driven cases.
The paper goes on to present the model in Section 3.1. The optimal tax results are
developed in Section 3.2, first with the utilitarian framework, then with the Pareto criterion
3

The penalty is also waived for college expenses (which can be forecasted by child age), home purchases,
or if withdrawals are repeated over a number of years.
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in Section 3.2.3. Debiasing results are in Section 3.2.4. Section 3.3 discusses the normative
issues raised in these results. Section 3.4 extends the model to discuss robustness. Finally,
Section 3.5 concludes.

3.1

A Model of Taxation and Early Withdrawals

People live for three periods, working in the first two and retiring in the thrid. Let `1 , `2
denote their labor supply and c1 , c2 , c3 denote their consumption. Within a period, their
utility from consumption is u(c) and their disutility from working is v(`). Both u and v are
increasing and smooth, and u is concave while v is convex. A worker’s lifetime preferences
are given by
u(c1 ) − v(`1 ) + u(c2 ) − v(`2 ) + u(c3 )
However, workers are time inconsistent and are impatient in the second period. In period
2, they behave as given by the preferences

u(c1 ) − v(`1 ) + u(c2 ) − v(`2 ) + βu(c3 )

where β < 1.
Workers will differ in some type θ ∈ Θ. The wage of a worker in period t is given by wtθ ,
and their income is yt = wtθ `t : their labor supply priced at their wage. The share of type
θ workers is given by pθ . For the main results, I will focus on the typespace Θ = {H, L}
consisting of high wage (H) and low wage (L) workers, where wtH > wtL .
Finally, I will assume that the savings technology can freely move consumption across
time without interest or liquidity constraints4 . Workers may face savings taxes or subsidies,
distorting their ability to save, but when taking into account tax revenue, society overall
faces the zero interest rate.
4

In practice I want to think about a scenario where the main goal of consumption smoothing is to save
for retirement, rather than to move consumption forward. For the results, it is enough to assume that this
savings technology only holds locally at the optimal policy.
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3.1.1

Tax Systems Described by Allocations

The tax systems I will study are history dependent and joint over income and savings.
This formulation allows for many possible policies, both in use and proposed. For example,
Social Security is a savings transfer that depends on your history of incomes. Furthermore,
Roth IRAs are subsidized savings vehicles dependent on earnings. Any savings subsidy
and withdrawal penalty scheme fall within this category. I will start with a general framework to characterize any savings policy, then introduce the second-best income tax in this
framework.
To describe the tax code, I will follow the mechanism design approach and characterize
it using only the relevant allocations. With naivetë, this requires four bundles, two for each
type: an anticipated bundle that they select in period 1, and the realized bundle they
end up consuming. These differ due to unanticipated behavior changes in period 2, which
includes early withdrawals. Let the realized allocation of a type θ worker be

cθ1 , cθ2 , cθ3 , `θ1 , `θ2

And let the anticipated allocation that a type θ worker chooses in period 1 be denoted by
ĉθ1 , ĉθ2 , ĉθ3 , `ˆθ1 , `ˆθ2

Due to the nature of time, period 1’s consumption and labor supply are fixed in period 2.
Hence, ĉθ1 = cθ1 and `ˆθ1 = `θ1 . Furthermore, I will initially make the following simplifying
assumption:

Assumption 1. Period 2’s labor supply is chosen in period 1, so `ˆθ2 = `θ2

Unlike the time-consistent mechanism design approach, time inconsistency introduces
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four constraints (in general 2|Θ|):

u(cθ2 ) + u(cθ3 ) ≤ u(ĉθ2 ) + u(ĉθ3 )

(3.1)

u(cθ2 ) + βu(cθ3 ) ≥ u(ĉθ2 ) + βu(ĉθ3 )

(3.2)

The first constraint states that workers in period 1 prefer their anticipated bundle over their
realized one. The second constraint says that in period 2, the same worker will switch away
to that realized bundle. These constraints are present in any tax code, specifically even
the first best. A tax code is then characterized by these four bundles when the incentive
constraints hold.
From the allocation approach to tax codes, the implied marginal income tax rates faced
by a worker of type θ in period t are given by

τtθ = 1 −

v 0 (`θt )
wtθ u0 (cθt )

Savings wedges can be defined similarly, but need to be distinguished based or realized vs
anticipated bundles. The period 1 retirement savings subsidy is given by

sθ1 =

u0 (ĉθ3 )
−1
u0 (cθ1 )

The marginal savings subsidy that workers anticipate facing in period 2 is given by

ŝθ2 =

u0 (ĉθ3 )
−1
u0 (ĉθ2 )

However, after switching bundles, their marginal subsidy is given by

sθ2 = β

u0 (cθ3 )
−1
u0 (cθ2 )

The flexible space allows for any nonlinearities here so that ŝθ2 6= sθ2 . In practice, withdrawal
penalties correspond to sθ2 > 0 as withdrawals are negative savings, and saving subsidies
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correspond to ŝθ2 > 0. Note that these may imply a discontinuity and directional wedges
if cθ2 = ĉθ2 and cθ3 = ĉθ3 . The total withdrawal penalty is not identified separately from lost
subsidies. The total loss is given by the overall loss in consumption.

ĉθ2 + ĉθ3 − cθ2 − cθ3

To discuss when withdrawals happen, I will use the following definition:
Definition 6. A tax code is consistent for a type θ worker when cθ2 = ĉθ2 and cθ3 = ĉθ3 .
Otherwise, the tax code is inconsistent for a type θ worker.
While not taking a stance on implementation, consistent tax codes can correspond to
policies like Social Security that offer illiquid savings accounts, while inconsistent tax codes
have unanticipated early withdrawals, possibly at a penalty.

3.1.2

Second-Best Income Taxation

The only restriction placed on the space of possible policies is the Mirrleesian restriction
that the government cannot observe wage (and necessarily labor supply `). Such a tax
code is “second best” in the optimal tax sense, where the “first best” tax code would allow
transfers based on type. In such a world, policy could separately address inequality and
time inconsistency using type-specific transfers. The first-best optimal policy would feature
no early withdrawals, along with zero marginal tax rates. However, optimal policies in the
second best may introduce new distortions, which will be shown here.
Under mechanism design approach, two new incentive constraints are needed on tax
instruments. Overall, a second-best tax code’s allocations are subject to eight incentive
constraints. First, six establish that the period 1 workers of each type chooses their anticipated bundle (cθ1 , `θ1 , ĉθ2 , `θ2 , ĉθ3 ) over any of the other three. The last two establish that
each type will switch to cθ2 , cθ3 . Due to Assumption 1, the constraints can be reduced to the
four previously described, and two common to the optimal tax literature. The first of these
two is the downward incentive constraint where the high wage worker does not want
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to work less for the low wage worker’s anticipated bundle:

H
H
H
H
u(cH
1 ) − v(`1 ) + u(ĉ2 ) − v(`2 ) + u(ĉ3 )

≥

u(cL
1)−v



w1H
`L
1
w1L



+ u(ĉL
2)−v



w2H
`L
2
w2L



+ u(ĉL
3)
(3.3)

There is also the corresponding upward incentive constraint:

L
L
L
L
u(cL
1 ) − v(`1 ) + u(ĉ2 ) − v(`2 ) + u(ĉ3 )

≥

u(cH
1 )−v



`H
1

w1L
w1H



+ u(ĉH
2 )−v



`H
2

w2L
w2H



+ u(ĉH
3 )
(3.4)

Those two constraints follow the optimal tax literature as in Stiglitz (1982), and represent
the only limitation on the tax space.

3.1.3

Standard Utilitarian Welfare Objectives

I will start by setting up a standard optimal policy problem, that aims to maximize some
generalized utilitarian social preferences preferences:

W(U L , U H )

where U θ is the utility realized by type θ workers (period 1 utility at the realized bundle):

H
H
H
H
U θ = u(cH
1 ) − v(`1 ) + u(c2 ) − v(`2 ) + u(c3 )

I make two standard assumptions on the social preferences. First, I assume W is smooth.
Second, I assume these preferences are redistributive
Assumption 2. In a neighborhood around optimal policy, the marginal welfare gain for a
low wage worker is higher than that for a high wage worker:
WH u0 (cH
WL u0 (cL
1 )
1)
>
1−p
p
Implicit in this formulation is that period 2 preferences are only positive and not nor85

mative, in that they represent behavior but do not denote welfare. This is not a trivial
assumption, and is a separate question in behavioral welfare economics (Ericson and Laibson 2019). If preferences are “wrong” then behavior based observables no longer informs
the right measure of an individual’s welfare. Here, I sidestep this issue and assume period
1 preferences are the proper measure. To the extent these results are question, this paper
focuses on that point that breaking the normative-positive link also introduces problems in
the utilitarian approach laid out here with no preferences on the mechanism.

One example of a welfare function that satisfies this framework is a veil of ignorance
social insurance motive:

W(U L , U H ) = W (U L )(1 − p) + W (U H )p

for some concave W (U ). Another example is a weighted welfare function:

W(U L , U H ) = ω L U L (1 − p) + ω H U H p

Since I assume W is smooth, it will be convenient to locally linearize it to such a weighted
welfare function with weights given by
Wθ
pθ

ωθ =

Another used measure of the social preferences are the social marginal welfare weights of
income (in period 1), rescaling the welfare function so that the welfare gain per dollar of
income is one

0

P

g θ = u0 (cθ1 )

pθ
θ 0 ∈Θ u0 (cθ0 )
1

Wθ
P
pθ
θ 0 ∈Θ Wθ 0

Assumption 2 states that g L > g H .
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3.2

Optimal Taxation with Naivetë and Time Inconsistency

The optimization is to choose a tax code that maximizes welfare W subject to a balanced
budget, here formulated as the resource constraint on realized allocations:
X



pθ w1θ `θ1 + w2θ `θ2 − cθ1 − cθ2 − cθ3 ≥ 0

(3.5)

θ∈Θ

3.2.1

First-Best Savings Policy

Before getting to the main results, I want to establish what a first-best policy would look
like.
Result 12. The first-best policy is consistent for all workers. Consumption is perfectly
smoothed:
u0 (cθ1 ) = u0 (cθ2 ) = u0 (cθ3 )
and redistribution happens to the point where gL = gH . Labor supply is not distorted for
any worker: τtθ = 0.
Without the second-best constraints, tax policy corrects behavioral biases. After transfers across workers happen, there is no residual motive for redistribution and the marginal
welfare weights of income are equalized5 . Savings policy can work to address behavioral biases separately from redistributive concerns. Offering the properly smoothed bundle without
early withdrawals is the cheapest way to reach a given level of realized utility for a worker.

3.2.2

Second-Best Savings Policy

The first best result will not carry through in the second-best setting. Given the setup as
described above, I will start by characterizing the “optimal tax” part, the labor wedge, and
then use this as a framework to discuss the savings results.
5

This violates Assumption 2. This assumption will be used for second-best tax codes however. The
social preferences that generate redistributive preferences in the second-best will not leave any redistributive
preferences in the first-best, and the tax would then redistribute costlessly. The key point is that the welfare
functions that are used for the upcoming main results will give consistent tax codes in the first best.
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Result 13 (Income Taxation). The optimal tax code features positive labor wedges in both
periods for the low wage worker, τ1L , τ2L > 0 but zero wedges for the high wage worker6 ,
τ1H , τ2H = 0.
This result follows classic optimal taxation — see Stiglitz (1982) — and I will omit the
characterization of the low wage labor wedge. The driving force here is that the downward
incentive constraint binds, but not the upward incentive constraint. Consider rewriting
the downward incentive constraint, Equation 3.3, using the utilities from the anticipated
bundles, Û θ .
Û

H

L



= Û + v
|

`L
1

w1L
w1H


−

v(`L
1)


+v
{z

`L
2

Information Rent

w2L
w2H



− v(`L
2)
}

where the anticipated utility is given by

Û θ = u(cθ1 ) − v(`θ1 ) + u(ĉθ2 ) − v(`θ2 ) + u(ĉθ3 )

As in screening problems, the high wage workers get information rent based on their high
wage and the low wage labor supply. A redistributive social planner aims to reduce the
information rent, and distorting low wage labor supply `L
t downwards is one way to reduce
this information rent. The new feature of the time inconsistent setting is that information
rents come in two flavors: anticipated and realized. The former governs the screening
problem while the latter impacts budget and welfare. This separation opens the door for
policy to reduce the realized information rent without affecting the screening problem.
This result establishes the primary distortion caused by the second-best tax code. Low
wage labor supply is distorted downward to reduce information rent, which is equivalent to
being able to raise higher income taxes from a fiscal perspective. This will drive distortions
appearing in the following results.

6

The zero-top-tax result is a feature of the chosen typespace. This result appears in Mirrlees (1971) due
to its bounded distribution. When distributions have Pareto tails, top tax rates are positive (Diamond 1998,
Saez 2001).
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Result 14 (Optimality of Early Withdrawals). Optimal policy is inconsistent for high wage
workers.
H
ĉH
2 6= c2

and

H
ĉH
3 6= c3

The optimal policy purposefully invokes time inconsistency for high wage workers, rather
than offering a commitment device. This functions as a redistribution tool, essentially
the withdrawal penalty works as a way to raise revenue without impacting anticipated
information rent. To understand this result, consider a starting point at a tax code with
consistency and smoothed consumption7 :

H
H
H
H
cH
1 = c2 = ĉ2 = c3 = ĉ3

H
Now introduce an early withdrawal option for high wage workers. A perturbation of cH
2 , c3

is going to affect welfare, the budget, and the incentive constraints in Equations C.3 and
C.5, shown below:

H
H
H
u(cH
2 ) + βu(c3 ) ≥ u(ĉ2 ) + βu(ĉ3 )

(C.3 repeated)

H
H
H
u(cH
2 ) + u(c3 ) ≤ u(ĉ2 ) + u(ĉ3 )

(C.4 repeated)

Shifting consumption forward with penalty rate β moves along the period 2 indifference
curve — keeping the incentive constraint C.3 binding — and also puts slack in incentive
constraint C.5 as this is strictly worse by the period 1 preferences.
This perturbation serves as a transfer away from high wage workers. Since social preferences are redistributive (Assumption 2) taking the revenue and making a transfer raises
welfare8 .
7

H
H
H
Conditional on the tax code featuring consistency (cH
2 = ĉ2 and c3 = ĉ3 ) the constrained-best optimal
tax code has no distortions on the savings margin as Atkinson and Stiglitz (1976) applies. Furthermore, for
any other tax code with consistency, a Pareto improvement exists by moving to a smoothed consumption
allocation as in Kaplow (2006).
8
In this setting, the specific adjustment increases cθ1 proportional to 1/u0 (cθ1 ) to keep all constraints fixed.
As this is a transfer from high to low wage workers, the welfare gain is positive under Assumption 1.
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Result 15 (Illiquidity for Low Wage Workers). The optimal tax code is consistent for low
L
L
L
skill workers, ĉL
2 = c2 and ĉ3 = c3 , and they perfectly smooth consumption:

0 L
0 L
u0 (cL
1 ) = u (c2 ) = u (c3 )

The same argument for why high wage workers behave inconsistently also indicates why
the optimal tax code is consistent for low wage workers. Transferring away from them would
give a negative welfare gain, as a net transfer from low to high wage workers. Without any
early withdrawals, the optimal policy perfectly smooths consumption across the period for
low wage workers, as this is the cheapest way for workers to reach a given level of utility.
The Atkinson and Stiglitz (1976) result applies here.
This has the added implication that tax policy provides a commitment mechanism for
low wage workers. If the low wage workers had the option of reducing their savings, either
through withdrawals or saving less than previously intended, they would be willing to take it
0 L
as u0 (cL
2 ) > βu (c3 ). Retirement accounts accumulated in period 1 are illiquid, and savings

is either automatic (like minimum contributions) or subsidized sufficiently in period 2 to
avoid withdrawal.
However, optimal policy does not smooth consumption for high wage workers, for neither
their anticipated nor realized allocations. The planner has no reason to distort realized
consumption between the first and final periods. Instead, optimal policy looks to shift both
towards period 2 where time inconsistency provides mistakes.
Result 16 (Widthrawals for High Wage Workers ). High wage workers are initially offered
subsidized long term savings:
0 H
0 H
u0 (ĉH
3 ) < u (c1 ) < u (ĉ2 )

But then withdraw them to over consume in period 2:

H
H
cH
1 = c3 < c 2
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The anticipated allocation aims to subsidize saving for retirement, as this is least valued
by the worker’s period 2 self. The anticipated bundle has increasing savings rates, as in
the savings policy of Thaler and Benartzi (2004) and Benartzi and Thaler (2013), but for
different reasons. Rather than a check on present bias, these subsidies aim to increase
withdrawal penalties. Every dollar transferred to period 3 raises the worker’s anticipated
(in period 1) utility by u0 (cH
3 ), but only raises the value to the period 2 self by a fraction
of that (given by β). The downward incentive constraint pins down the high wage worker’s
anticipated utility level, but due to time inconsistency, this differs from their actual utility
level. Since policy aims to move along the period 2 indifference curve with early withdrawals,
the anticipated allocation sets this up by moving in the opposite direction.
H
The planner would like to shift the anticipated bundle (ĉH
2 , ĉ3 ) along the myopic indif-

ference curve as much as possible. This sets up the largest withdrawal penalty that can
be mistakenly incurred. Given these preferences, the planner will offer the corner solution
of no anticipated consumption in period 2: ĉH
2 = 0. I interpret this as consumption in a
region where present bias applies. Two modified models moderate this result. First, for
H
other models of preferences over (ĉH
2 , ĉ3 ), say U (c2 , c3 ), then there is an interior solution

where Uc2 = Uc3 . This is the case where present bias decreases with withdrawals. The
other option is when workers are only inconsistent with some probability q < 1. Then,
anticipated bundles occur on the equilibrium path, and the bundle is made less extreme for
fiscal reasons.
The final consumption approaches the myopic level as the welfare weight on high wage
workers decreases. For Rawlsian preferences where W(U L , U H ) = U L , the allocation is
characterized by
0 H
u0 (cH
2 ) = βu (c3 )

This represents the cheapest way to reach a given level of period 2 utility, matching the
anticipated bundle. Specifically, this ends with a zero marginal penalty, as that maximizes
the total penalty incurred. With more social concern for high wage workers, the shift
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forward decreases as this bundle lowers welfare as measured by period 1 preferences.

3.2.3

Pareto Improvements from Early Withdrawals

The use of early withdrawals also is optimal under a weaker welfare criterion that restricts
to Pareto improvements. It will turn out that the Pareto frontier, at least in the redistribute
space, is characterized by the previous results. This follows from the following result that
local Pareto improvements exist at the margin from any other tax code.
Result 17. For any tax code with commitment (cθt = ĉθt for all t, θ) there is a nearby tax
code featuring inconsistency for high wage workers that is a Pareto improvement over the
original tax code.
The intuition of this result follows the early argument on why inconsistency is invoked
for high wage workers in the first place. The main difference is the use of the revenue
H
raised. Recall that this involves a perturbation decreasing cH
3 by ∆ and increasing c2 by

β∆ for leftover revenue of (1 − β)∆. Now consider rebating this back to high wage workers,
raising period 1 consumption cH
1 by (1 − β)∆. Since this puts slack in the downward
incentive constraint, Equation 3.3, the labor supply restriction of optimal taxation can be
L
reduced, and `L
1 , `2 can be increased. Low wage workers now work more, however since
0 L
wtL u0 (cL
t ) > v (`t ), the revenue raised exceeds the transfer needed to compensate them

for their labor. After compensating low wage workers, the government is left with excess
revenue while keeping the achieved utility levels for both types fixed. Now returning to the
transfer to both agent, this small perturbation strictly improves utility for both types of
workers.
Characterizing the Pareto frontier falls under the same approach as the main problem,
with a modified welfare function. Given achieved utilities U0L , U0H are possible, finding a
Pareto improvement comes down to maximizing low wage achieved utility U L subject to
the constraint
U H ≥ U0H
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The Lagrangian formulation here assigns some multiplier ξ, and then the problem reduces
to a weighted average welfare function, taking out the constant −ξU0H .
Ŵ = U L + ξU H

The perturbational approach of optimal taxation characterizes this as above.

3.2.4

Utilitarian Preferences Against Debiasing

A corollary of the results so far is that the utilitarian is better off with naı̈ve workers than
workers who anticipate their time inconsistency. If workers are sophisticated and aware of
their future change in preferences, then the space of possible outcomes from tax policy is
shrunk. Specifically, this imposes the restrictions

cθt = ĉθt

for θ ∈ {L, H} and t = 2, 3

Any outcome for sophisticated agents could be replicated for naı̈ve agents by giving them
a tax code with commitment mechanisms. Furthermore, this would yeild the same welfare
under the utilitarian objective. Since the optimal policy characterized above is not in this
subset of tax codes, the presence of naivetë strictly raises utilitarian welfare. A similar
point holds when restricting to Pareto improvements.
Hence, the utilitarian would not take any opportunity to reduce naivetë of workers
about the time inconsistency in their preferences.. Notably, making workers sophisticated
would always be at least a weak improvement for a worker facing a fixed tax policy. A
newly sophisticated worker would see a welfare improvement only when they change their
behavior, but in the case of optimal tax policy, the social cost from fiscal spillovers exceeds
the social gain from the worker’s welfare. Since the utilitarian strictly prefers the naı̈ve
worker setting, they would in fact pay to avoid workers understanding their future change
in preferences.
In a similar vein, the utilitarian strictly prefers a more time inconsistent worker, repre93

sented here by a lower β. Decreasing β keeps the previous bundle feasible, and just puts
slack in the switching constraint, Equation C.3, and allow for more revenue to be raised
through a larger withdrawal penalty. In the opposite direction, a less biased agent (higher
β) would net a social cost.
For both behavioral biases, naivetë and time inconsistency, there is no cost from a biased
agent. This is due to the large set of tax codes available to the planner who has all the
tools they need to fix behavioral mistakes. The presence of such mistakes at optimal policy
is due to the specific choice of the policymaker, rather than any limitations in their toolset.

3.2.5

Optimal Nudging Some of the Time

A large literature, such as Madrian and Shea (2001), Choi et al. (2006), and Chetty et al.
(2014a), has shown how “nudges” can affect savings behavior. For example, a worker
following the default option will save more when automatically enrolled in savings plans. In
this subsection, I extend the model to include such nudges and discuss when these would
be optimal under the welfarist objective.
To model such nudges, I follow the framework of Farhi and Gabaix (2020) where a nudge
is some policy variables χ that can affect utility, but not the budget constraint. Specifically,
I consider nudges that change a worker’s behavior through the time discount factor. Namely,
there will be two nudges, χ1 and χ2 , where the worker’s period 1 behavior is given by

(1 − 2χ1 )u(c1 ) − v(`1 ) + (1 + χ1 )u(c2 ) − v(`2 ) + (1 + χ1 )u(c3 )

and the period 2 behavior is given by

(1 − χ2 )u(c2 ) − v(`2 ) + (1 + χ2 )βu(c3 )

Welfare is unaffected by nudges (χ1 , χ2 ). I will focus on local nudges, where the policy
space is a small neighborhood around 1.
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Result 18. Starting from no nudges, χ1 = χ2 = 1, the planner would like to nudge towards
saving more in period 1, χ1 > 1 but nudge towards withdrawals in period 2, χ2 < 1.

Nudging workers towards saving in period 1 is useful as it slackens the downward incentive constraint. The high-wage worker’s (anticipated) compensation is tilted to the future,
while the low wage worker’s compensation is properly smoothed. By nudging workers to
save, the income tax is more efficient. This use of nudging is separate from that of “libertarian paternalism” (Thaler and Sunstein 2003): in the first best, there would be no reason
to nudge as the worker is not present bias in the first period. In general, nudging here goes
in the direction of subsidies.
However, the planner would like nudge workers to withdraw in period 2, as this puts
slack in the switching constraint. Using nudges that make workers behave more impatiently
encourages switching without a monetary transfer. By encouraging early withdrawals, the
tax code can manage higher withdrawal penalties. Overall, the goal of nudging is not
overall to encourage savings. The planner has commitment mechanisms (Social Security
and illiquid retirement accounts) available to deal with myopia, and is purposely choosing
not to use them. Instead, the inconsistency in nudges arises because the goal is to raise
revenue from high wage workers.
This selective use of nudging matches existing policy and policy proposals. The behavioral economics literature, such as in Madrian (2014), Thaler (2016), and Chetty (2015),
has focused on the policy implication of automatic 401(k) enrollment and other defaults to
boost inflows to savings. However, much less attention has been paid to cashing out 401(k)s
when switching jobs, which Choi et al. (2006) demonstrated is also subject to default effects. Goodman et al. (2019) estimate a quarter of retirement account leakage comes from
job changes. Under the welfare framework of my model, this observed nudging pattern is
optimal but serves a different purpose than stated in the literature.
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3.2.6

Early Withdrawals and Tax Salience

Early withdrawals in this model are an application of tax salience. Low salience methods
of taxation have a variety of uses in practice, such as sales taxes (Chetty, Looney and Kroft
2009; Taubinsky and Rees-Jones 2018) and tolls (Finkelstein 2009). Adjusting the salience
of tax used allows the government to separate raising revenue from distorting decisions
(Goldin 2015).
The myopic early withdrawals in the model act as an intertemporal low-salience tax.
Namely, they serve as a substitute for the income tax, which is fully salient and incurs fiscal
spillovers from lower labor supply. Increasing withdrawal penalties on savings accounts
does not lead to lower labor supply as workers do not anticipate incurring those penalties.
In this simple model without future consumption shocks, increasing withdrawal penalties
generates no reduction in labor supply, and boost revenue as long as they don’t prevent
early withdrawals. This corresponds to the bundle (c2 , c3 ) where:
H
u(c2 ) + βu(c3 ) = u(ĉH
2 ) + βu(ĉ3 )

and

u0 (c2 ) = βu0 (c3 )

This is the optimal policy when there is no welfare concern for high wage workers: gH = 0.
Such a transfer through the income tax would require higher marginal rates, and distorted
labor supply. This new example of tax salience can provide some lessons for that literature.
One implication of tax salience is that the government would like to encourage more
consumption where the low salience taxes are available, distorting consumption from the
first best. In the two-good (Ramsey) setting of Goldin (2015), the combination of low and
high salience taxes can proxy for a lump sum transfer, and implement a first-best allocation.
This does not carry through to this many good setting. Income taxation and withdrawal
penalties are not the same tax, rather savings taxes and withdrawal penalties. Labor taxes
have no low-salience option, which generates a motive to boost the consumption of the good
with a low salience tax (savings).
The second implication of tax salience is that the government would like to encourage
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more mistakes. This is directly implemented by a willingness-to-pay for more bias, where
policy aims to make decision making worse. This also shows up in savings subsidies and
nudges that push workers towards larger withdrawals. While not directly making a worker’s
decision making worse for a given choice, savings policy is moving them into situations where
the new choices lead to worse decisions.

3.3

Paternalism and a Behavioral Concept of Liberty

The unappealing nature of some of the main results may indicate that the normative framework wrong. The willingness-to-pay to increase bias seems the most offensive, however a
number of other policies (such as saving subsidies and nudges) all serve the same purpose to
increase mistakes. Should policy exploit mistakes in retirement savings to boost efficiency?
These policies satisfies the relatively strong Pareto criterion, so maybe a different policy
approach should be used. This approach, questioning the Pareto criterion when it gives
unappealing results, follows the work of Sen (1970) and Mankiw and Weinzierl (2010).
A new feature of this setting is that the model works well from a positive perspective,
in matching many key features of tax and savings policy in America9 . High income workers
have partially liquid savings account that are subsidized, as in 401(k)s. However, these
accounts have withdrawal penalties and such penalized withdrawals occur on the equilibrium
path. Nudges focus on boosting the inflow to savings account, while at the same time
encouraging withdrawals. The argument in earlier work, that the Pareto criterion is limited
because we would not use such a policy, no longer holds. Instead, the argument would be
that the criterion is limited because the real-world policies are considered a problem.
The behavioral setting provides a second difference from past critiques of the welfarist
approach. Mistakes drive all the unappealing results, which would not appear in a rational setting. Behavioral economics has largely been concerned with paternalism, where an
agent’s choice set is reduced to their optimal bundle. An adjusted normative framework,
9

Semi-liquid savings accounts like 401(k)s are less prominent in other countries. See Beshears et al. (2015)
for a discussion.
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“libertarian paternalism” of Thaler and Sunstein (2003, 2009), looks to keep expanded
choice sets but nudge behavior towards the optimal10 .
However, the results here come from something opposite to paternalism. In fact, paternalism in this model pushes towards providing low income workers with illiquid savings
accounts as a part of redistribution. In practice, Social Security remains a popular part of
the tax and transfer system. The normative question raised in this model is all about high
wage workers and their losses from flexibility. If paternalism is defined as providing too
small a choice set to improve a worker’s welfare, then the problem of retirement account
leakage is providing too large a choice set to reduce a worker’s welfare.
The example of this model suggests that a concept of liberty needs to include the decision
process itself and not just the choice set. This can simultaneously resolve why the welfarist
approach works for rational setting but not this one, why Social Security is not a threat to
liberty, and why early withdrawals are undesirable. In contrast to aversion to paternalism 11 ,
liberty can require restricting choice, when that choice may lead to unanticipated harm
(Mill 1859). Social Security passes this test as it reduces old age poverty in the case
of unanticipated time inconsistency. Similarly, early withdrawals are a problem because
workers do now want to blow their savings, but naivete means what they choose and what
they want diverge.
The corollary to this concept of liberty is the need for reducing biases. Restricting choice
is only acceptable when agents cannot be warned of the harm they may incur. In the context
of behavioral economics, this is the case when there are not tools to debias workers, as in
Choi, Laibson and Madrian (2011). If workers were sophisticated, in that they anticipated
future time inconsistency, then they would purposefully choose illiquid assets in period 1.
While this would given the same allocation for the low-wage workers, it would also remove
10

Arguments against the approach of libertarian paternalism include Mitchell (2004) and Wright and
Ginsburg (2015)
11

A whole separate problem with paternalism is the limitations of policymakers, either due to limited
information (Chetty 2015) or due to political economy concerns (Glaeser 2006). Neither is addressed by the
model or discussion in this paper.
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the penalized early withdrawals results as well.
The use of nudges is more ambiguous under this framework. Any nudges that provide
information or reducing mistakes in decision making are required. When no such nudge
exists, a paternalistic approach reducing choice sets would be preferable to other nudges.
Defaults fail this criteria when an active choice policy exists, though it is unclear how to deal
with the example of Thaler and Sunstein (2003) of which food to place at eye level in a cafeteria, when placement affects choice. Further progress on normative behavioral economics
needs empirical work, on the costs, effectiveness, and channels of debiasing nudges.

3.4

Mixing Sophisticated and Naı̈ve Workers

Finally, richer models can bring a more nuanced understanding of the main results. A useful
extension is bringing in heterogeneity in behavioral biases, drawing on evidence of a mix
of naiı̈ve and sophisticated people in the population (Beshears et al. (Forthcoming)). As is
common in taxation settings, increasing the dimensions of heterogeneity reduce prospects
for a Pareto improvement, and the economics here may prove useful.
Now consider the model but with four types of agents, introducing sophisticated agents of
both skill levels H and L. Agents will either be naı̈ve, N , or sophisticated, S, with the later
anticipating their future change in preferences. The typespace is now Θ = {L, H} × {S, N }.
Wages will not depend on this new dimension, only H vs L. Describing the tax code only
requires adding in two new allocations, one for each sophisticated type. The new bundles
introduced for sophisticated workers are given by
L,S L,S L,S L,S
(cL,S
1 , c2 , c3 , `1 , `2 )

and

H,S H,S H,S H,S
(cH,S
1 , c2 , c3 , `1 , `2 )

These additional types introduce more incentive constraints. Namely, the original naı̈ve
types must not select either new allocation, and each sophisticated type must select their
respective bundle. What doesn’t appear is a constraint saying that the sophisticated types
would not want to take the anticipated bundles of naı̈ve types. Since only naivete was
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relaxed, and not time inconsistency, even the new sophisticated workers will make early
withdrawals if given the chance12 . Sophistication leads them to anticipate this and take the
unrealized bundles off the table.
Given that the sophisticated type workers may separate from the naifs, the welfare
function will be over four achieved utilities U θ :

W U L,N , U L,S , U H,N , U H,S



The marginal welfare from boosting a worker’s utility may now differ depending on their
behavioral bias. For example, the sophisticated worker is guaranteed to receive a at least
the realized utility of the naı̈ve worker of the same wage, and strictly more whenever the
tax code features inconsistency. A veil-of-ignorance social insurance motive would generate
this, from the following example of a welfare function:

W = pL,S W (U L,S ) + pL,N W (U L,N ) + pH,S W (U H,S ) + pH,N W (U H,N )

for convex W (U ).
How the welfare function deals with naı̈ve and sophisticated workers will have implications for whether the main results of this project carry through to this model. I maintain
the analogue of Assumption 2, which states that the planner would like to redistribute from
high wage to low wage workers, within a given behavioral type:

g L,S > g H,S

and

g L,N > g H,N

While this implies that the average welfare weight for high wage workers is less than one,
multidimensional heterogeneity (N vs S) means that this does not need to hold for all high
wage workers. This difference will motivate whether the main results of this project carry

12

This exercise could also be repeated adding agents without time inconsistency. The optimal policy
results and interpretations would turn out the same.
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though.
Result 19. Provided the marginal welfare weight of naive, high wage workers is less than
one, g H,N < 1, the optimal bundles for naive workers still take the form covered in the main
results. Low wage, sophisticated workers choose the same bundles as for low wage naive
= cL,S
workers: cL,N
t . High wage sophisticated workers receive a smoothed consumption
t
bundles with equivalent period 1 utility as the anticipated bundle for high wage naive workers.
H,N
H,S
H,S
)
) + u(ĉH,N
) + u(ĉH,N
u(cH,S
3
2
1 ) + u(c2 ) + u(c3 ) = u(c1

This result states that as long as there is still a redistribute motive for naı̈ve workers,
the tax code maintains the same features, except that sophisticated high wage workers use
illiquid savings and proper smoothing instead. As the low wage workers were already in
illiquid, smoothed savings in the baseline model, the new sophisticated low wage workers
pool there.
The intuition for this result largely follows the main model: starting from a tax system
without inconsistent behavior, introducing a subsidized account with withdrawal penalties
can transfer away from naı̈ve high wage workers. Sophisticated high wage workers will
stay with a commitment device, as they understand the new option is overall worse. The
sophisticated workers get the same utility as the naif’s anticipated bundle even though the
sophisticated workers realize they wouldn’t achieve that utility. Instead, their bundle is
given by information rent which is realized.
Since the purpose of early withdrawal penalties here is to transfer away from naı̈ve
high wage workers, as long as that is desired by the social welfare function it will be part of
optimal policy. The following result shows that this disappears when this social preference is
reversed. Note that these conditions, specifically marginal welfare weights, are endogenous
to the policy problem and are not fundamentals.
Result 20. If the marginal welfare weight of naive, high wage workers is greater than one,
g H,N > 1, the optimal tax code features perfect commitment for all types, with naı̈ve and
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sophisticated workers of the same wage level pooling.
The question here is then whether social preferences aim to redistribute away from
rich but naiı̈ve workers. The case against such social preferences lies in other, unmodeled
costs of naivete. Of course it is possible for social preferences to just put more weight on
these workers because the utilitarian just happens to like them. However, I will restrict to
redistributive aims based on differences in wellbeing. Given that social preferences want
to redistribute away from high wage workers overall, this requires that naı̈ve workers are
sufficiently worse off than sophisticated workers among high wage types.
The welfare loss from early withdrawals cannot motivate eliminating them. Once the
commitment policy of Result 20 is in place, there would no longer be any redistributive
motive between naı̈ve and sophisticated workers. However, the early withdrawals of Result
19 can hold even with welfare differences from naı̈vete. The borderline case — where
the marginal welfare weight is exactly one — is not a knife-edge case beacuse the weight
is endogenous. Optimal policy here features early withdrawals, just not as much as in
Result 19. Withdrawals are increased to the point where the lower wellbeing of naı̈ve high
wage workers kicks in. Overall, social insurance motives for losses from inconsistent savings
behavior do not eliminate the withdrawal results, because that inconsistent savings behavior
was induced by the tax code in the first place.
The elimination of myopia-driven early withdrawals must hinge on consequences of
naı̈vete beyond savings and intertemporal consumption. Using the example of health clubs
in DellaVigna and Malmendier (2006), workers with behavioral biases may both spend
money inefficiently as well as underinvest in health measures. Time inconsistency can also
affect behavior such as smoking (Gruber and Köszegi 2001) and obesity (Cutler, Glaeser
and Shapiro 2003). Ignoring for the moment any externalities these behaviors generate,
workers face “internalities” that may lower their achieved wellbeing for a given level of
income13 .
13

The link between time preferences and job search (DellaVigna and Paserman 2005) would not be included
in the examples here, as it is captured a worker’s wage. If naivete affects wages or earning potential, then
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Mathematically, there is more room for this case when the share of naı̈ve workers at
high wages is lower. Directly, a lower share of naı̈ve workers means they affect preferences
along the income distribution less. Indirectly, a lower share of naı̈ve workers implies that
a given amount of penalized withdrawals is more concentrated. This would imply a higher
degree of time inconsistency, since each person withdraws more, and therefore larger and
more concentrated welfare losses. The key empirical question here is how many high income
workers are sophisticated? Some work has been done on measuring this distribution as in
Beshears et al. (Forthcoming).
In summary, a utilitarian would not choose a tax policy with penalized withdrawals
if costs of naivete are particularly large (outside of job search, education, and savings
decisions). Evaluating these questions requires knowing the joint distribution of wages and
behavioral biases, as well as pricing the losses from these consumption-based costs.

3.5

Conclusion

This paper has shown that early withdrawals, while not optimal in single agent settings, is a
key feature of optimal policies with heterogeneous agent settings. The second best world of
income taxation induces inefficient savings policy, in the form of penalties on withdrawals.
Mechanically, such penalties act as a less salient way to redistribute income than the income
tax, and only appear for high wage, not low wage, workers. As the only restriction on policy
was on redistribution rather than savings policy, a Pareto planner would prefer more biased
agents.
The second-best effect should apply broadly in the policy implications of behavioral
economics. The inability to tax based on earnings ability may be perpendicular to behavioral
economics, but it induces too large a distortion in the economy to ignore. The results in
this paper contradicted the intuition that policy should correct internalities for the most
welfare gain per dollar. Furthermore, these second-best behavioral policies can mean policy
there will be correlation in the typespace, here captured by qH > qL .
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would aim to make workers more biased rather than less.
Normative behavioral economics poses its own challenges separate from the rationalitybased welfare frameworks. This should be an urgent step given the new policy ideas growing
out of the positive theory of behavioral economics. Even classic ideas like Pareto improvements may see new issues arise when applied to behavioral models. Less ad-hoc normative
theories should draw on positive, empirical work. This paper’s discussion highlighted such
questions like the costs of debiasing, the distribution of behavioral biases, and inefficiencies
in health or spending.
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Appendix A

Appendix to Chapter 1
A.1

Broader Welfare Functions

When the measure FW (θ, φ) in the welfare function W has mass points, the marginal welfare
weights g(θ, φ) cannot be defined on a set of positive measure. A classic example of such
a welfare function is the Rawlsian objective. However, aggregated welfare weights can
still be defined for optimal policy. Normalizing the weights to one in the earlier case here
corresponds to dividing the welfare gain by average marginal welfare gain. The average
welfare weight of a city then scales by city size, and the average weight of landowners scales
by share sn (θ, φ) and include the government’s share still valued at one.
R
Gn =

n∗ (θ,φ)=n W

0 (V

(θ, φ); θ, φ) dFW (θ̂, θφ)

R

P [n∗ (θ, φ) = n] W 0 (V (θ, φ); θ, φ) dFW (θ̂, θφ)
R
sn (θ, φ)W 0 (V (θ, φ); θ, φ) dFW (θ̂, θφ)
+ (1 − E [sn (θ, φ)])
GL
=
R
n
W 0 (V (θ, φ); θ, φ) dFW (θ̂, θφ)
R
0
y ∗ (θ,φ)>y W (V (θ, φ); θ, φ) dFW (θ̂, θφ)
G(y) =
R
P [y ∗ (θ, φ) > y] W 0 (V (θ, φ); θ, φ) dFW (θ̂, θφ)
Using these definitions, the optimal housing tax of Result 1 will hold. In optimal income
tax results with such preferences, the optimal result may not be smooth, and will not be
characterized by Result 13 at such point. The result will hold otherwise, but there may also
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be bunching. This will not happen provided all mass points occur where w1 (θ) = w2 (θ) = 0,
as in the Rawlsian case (as in the calibration).

A.2

Heterogeneous Valuation of Spillovers

This section extends the consideration of spillovers to setting where workers may differ
in their valuations of the effect. The second-best income tax and linear housing tax are
much more restricted than the type space and cannot fully tax back the impact of amenity
changes. In the prior case, or in homogenous agent models, housing price adjustments can
match amenity changes. Fajgelbaum and Gaubert (2018) considers a first-best tax code
that can also directly offset amenity changes under heterogeneity. Optimal second-best tax
policy must consider amenity changes with their distributional consequences.

A.2.1

The Social Value of Amenities

I start by characterizing the impact of changing amenities, without yet introducing spillovers.
Each city has some fixed level of amenities an , and a worker of productivity θ values this
at u(an ; θ, n). This valuation may differ by city, and by type. Again, this is not restrictive,
as the skill space Θ can include an extra dimension just containing the valuation function.
A worker’s preferences are given by

c + u(an ; θ, n) − v(`) + φ1n=1

I assume u(an ; θ, n) is differentiable in an , but the key point of this section is that the sign
and magnitude of this derivative can vary.
Changes to amenities in city 1 generate price responses:
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Lemma 6. The price responses to amenities are


−1
∂p1
H1  H
m(θ)
H1  H
0
1 /p1
1 /p1
(1 + τ )
+
= E u (a1 ; θ, 1)
1+
∂a1
M
(1 + τ )M
H2  H
2 /p2

−1

H2  H
∂p2
H2  H
m(θ)
0
2 /p2
2 /p2
+
(1 + τ )
1+
= −E u (a1 ; θ, 1)
∂a1
M
(1 + τ )M
H1  H
1 /p1
In the heterogeneous-agent setting, price responses depend on the average marginal
worker’s valuation, not the average valuation of the citizens of a city. The latter term
captures the total willingness-to-pay for the change in amenities, while prices are set by
marginal workers.
Furthermore, workers resort based on their valuation. The total change is given by


0



u (an ; θ, n) − (1 + τ )

∂p1
∂p1
−
∂a1 ∂a1


m(θ)

If housing taxes were simultaneously adjusted to hold housing size constant, then resorting
would be based on whether a worker’s valuation exceeds that of marginal workers.




m(θ)
m(θ)
u0 (an ; θ, n) − E u0 (a1 ; θ, 1)
M

These effects, the price changes and migration responses, are needed to consider the valuation of amenity changes.

Lemma 7. The social value of a marginal increase in amenities an in city n is given by


An =Hn E u0 (an ; θ, n) n∗ (θ, φ) = n


+ Hn Cov g(θ, φ), u0 (an ; θ, n) n∗ (θ, φ) = n


+ M Cov T (yn (θ)) − T (y−n (θ)), u0 (an ; θ, n) φ = φ̄(θ)


 

 0
m(θ)
0
∗
+ (1 − Gn )Hn E u (a1 ; θ, 1)
− E u (a1 ; θ, 1) n (θ, φ) = n
M
The four lines correspond to an efficiency motive, a within-city redistribution motive,
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a sorting motive, and an across-city redistribution motive. The first sets a baseline, as the
total willingness-to-pay of workers in city n. Were taxes able to fully extract this value,
then spatial policy would only operate on efficiency grounds.
The social value of place-based policies depends on who benefits within a city, as captured by the second line of the lemma. Distributional concerns come from the inability of
taxes to offset welfare gains, which can be rephrased to say that amenities can provide a
distributional policy beyond the tax code. A common concern in place-based policy is that
the gain may just go to the rich people within the targeted location, here corresponding to a
negative correlation between welfare weights g(θ, φ) and marginal values u0 (an ; θ, n). While
targeting poor places need not be helpful (as housing taxes can accomplish this) targeting
poor people within a place is a role for amenities.
The ability to target low-skilled workers in a given place contrasts with sorting motives,
as covered by the third line. The full term the government should care about is how
marginal value of amenities correlates with an adjusted welfare weight: g(θ, φ)+(T (yn (θ))−
T (y−n (θ)))m(θ). When mobility is low, distributional motives dominate. However, when
workers are mobile, amenities can sort workers across cities. In low-productivity cities,
targeting low-skilled workers is more useful, as it can further sort cities by skill and boost
income tax revenues. However, this is not the case in high-productivity cities, where sorting
in low-skilled workers lowers tax revenue. A given amenity policy should only be used in
once city for sorting purposes.
Finally, the price response to amenities means there is some ability to target place. Since
prices are set by the average marginal worker, the total gain to the average infra-marginal
worker need to be offset by prices. It is not the case that targeting poor places is offset by
prices, when mobility differs relative to the population. If low-skilled workers sort into lowproductivity places, and mobility m(θ) is relatively uniform across skills, then the marginal
worker will be higher-skilled than the average resident. Targeting low-skilled workers in
these cities means prices adjust less than the average willingness-to-pay, and can be used
to transfer without a loss to price responses.
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A.2.2

Taxation and Spillovers

Using these valuations, I now introduce spillovers into the model, where amenities are a
function of a city’s skills: an (µn ). The heterogenous valuation in this extension adds an
additional complication to the results of Section 1.7. As taxes cannot offset each worker’s
gain, the resorting of workers leads to further resorting based on differences in the marginal
value of amenities. If amenities in city 1 changed, and the government held housing supply
fixed, there would be a further change in amenities given by
"

"

E Dθ a1 (µ1 ) u0 (a1 (µ1 ); θ, 1) − Eθ̂

m(θ̂)
u0 (a1 (µ1 ); θ̂, 1)
M

#!#



= M Cov Dθ a1 (µ1 ), u0 (a1 (µ1 ); θ, 1) φ = φ̄(θ)

Similarly, city 2’s amenities would change by


−M Cov Dθ a2 (µ2 ), u0 (a1 (µ1 ); θ, 1) φ = φ̄(θ)

These two changes then motivate more sorting, as taxes cannot offset them. The total
impact of a change to the amenities in each city is given by the following matrix.



, u0 (a

1 ; θ, 1) φ = φ̄(θ)
 1 − M Cov Dθ a1
S=


M Cov Dθ a2 , u0 (a1 ; θ, 1) φ = φ̄(θ)





, u0 (a

−1


M Cov Dθ a1
2 ; θ, 1) φ = φ̄(θ)




1 − M Cov Dθ a2 , u0 (a2 ; θ, 1) φ = φ̄(θ)

As before, I assume this is invertible so that the first-order approach is valid. Otherwise,
a small change in tax policy will lead to a tipping point where the equilibrium jumps.
The assumption holds when mobility is sufficiently low, or if marginal amenity valuations
are relatively common. In the case that there are only spillovers in city 1, this condition
becomes


1 > M Cov Dθ a1 , u0 (a1 ; θ, 1) φ = φ̄(θ)
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The total impact of a productivity θ worker moving from city 2 to city 1 on the amenities
in each city is then given by




 D θ a1 
S

−Dθ a2
Using these impacts, and the valuations An above, gives the optimal housing tax.
Result 21. The optimal housing tax with spillovers is given by


(1 − GL
m(θ)
(1 − G1 )H1 (1 − GL
2 )p2
1 )p1
−
− E (T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ)))
+
τ (p1 − p2 ) =
M
M
H
H
1
2

h
i 


m(θ)
 −E Dθ a1 M

+ A1 A2 S 
h
i 
m(θ)
E D θ a2 M
As in the common valuation case of Result 6, an optimal sorting problem is balanced
in, based on the effects of the average marginal workers on each city’s amenities. There are
two differences here however: first, the valuation in a change in amenities is not unity but
rather An , and second, changes in amenities have multiplier effects in resorting workers.
Taxes can be adjusted when the components of (A1 A2 )S are not equal, even if the impact
of amenity spillovers are the same in each city:




m(θ)
m(θ)
= E D θ a2
E D θ a1
M
M
Housing taxes can adjust city size, when the average marginal worker generates externalities that help sort cities. If the marginal change in amenities is relatively preferred by
high-skilled workers (who have larger fiscal externalities T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ))) then a housing subsidy is more useful, as it encourage further skill-sorting sorting of workers for higher
income tax revenue. When both city 1 becomes relatively more preferred by high-skilled
workers, and city 2 becomes relatively less preferred, skilled workers replace low-skilled
workers in productive cities. This only applies when mobility is high.
This motive is amplified when high-skilled workers generate amenities that are relatively
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preferred by high skilled workers (Diamond 2016). The matrix S then multiplies this effect
and the subsidy motive is stronger. However, if workers generate spillovers that are most
costly to themselves, such as a type-specific congestion externality, then resorting through
amenities is more difficult. Again, the magnitude of this application depends on mobility.
Distributional concerns may be unclear. If the marginal worker makes city 1’s amenities
more unequal, but city 2’s amenities more equal, it is not clear which should dominate. If
type θ workers generate spillovers that benefit low-skilled workers, then their sorting has
positive redistributional value in each city. Cross-city distributional effects can similarly
wash out. If mobility is relatively uniform, and city 1 is sorted to be higher-skilled than city
2, then the three skill distributions can be ranked: city 1 is more skilled than the marginal
workers, who are more skilled than city 2. Moving a worker whose spillovers benefits highskilled workers to city 1 generates price responses than are less than what would come from
the willingness-to-pay of each city. Prices in city 2 fall more, but prices in city 1 increase
less.

Result 22. The optimal income tax with spillovers is


1
T 0 (y)
=
1
−
G(y)
−
E
[∆(θ)m(θ)
|
y
(θ)
>
y
>
y
(θ)]
r(y)
1
2
1 − T 0 (y) α(y)e(y)
where

∆(θ) =T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ)) + τ (p1 − p2 ) −

+



A1

A2



S

D θ a1
−Dθ a2

(1 − GL
(1 − GL
1 )p1
2 )p2
+
H
H
1
2




Income taxes take the same form as in Section 1.7, with the additional valuation and
multiplier effects discussed prior. The same condition is required for any adjustment to the
income tax: the social impact of a type θ’s spillover has to differ from the average marginal
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worker’s spillover.





A1 A2

A.3
A.3.1

h
i 
m(θ̂)
D
a
−
E
D
a
θ 1


θ̂ 1 M
S
6 0
h
i =
θ̂)
−Dθ a2 + Eθ̂ Dθ̂ a2 m(
M

Proofs of Lemmas and Results
Proofs of Lemmas

Proof of Lemmas 1 and 2:
Given a change to housing tax rates, the change to a worker of productivity θ’s utility
from living in city n is given by
∂pn
∂Un (θ)
= −pn + (1 + τ )
∂τ
∂τ
While changes to housing prices can affect total utility through housing wealth, this does
not provide any motive to move. Instead, the migration response in equilibrium is only
driven through housing taxes and price changes as expenditures.
∂ φ̄(θ)
∂U2 (θ) ∂U1 (θ)
=
−
∂τ
∂τ
∂τ


∂p1 ∂p2
= (p1 − p2 ) + (1 + τ )
−
∂τ
∂τ
The housing market clearing constraint in city 1 is given by
Z Z
dF (φ | θ)f (θ) dθ = H1
φ̄(θ)

The total derivative of the equilibrium with respect to housing taxes gives
Z
−





f (φ | θ) (p1 − p2 ) + (1 + τ )

∂p1 ∂p2
−
∂τ
∂τ


f (θ) dθ =

∂H1
∂τ

(A.1)

Housing supply decisions from developers only depends on the price they face, so the housing
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supply response comes from the price response.
∂Hn
Hn H ∂pn

=
∂τ
pn n ∂τ

(A.2)

As there is a fixed population and both housing markets clear, H1 + H2 = 1. This links the
price responses as any increase in city 1’s population reflects an equal decrease in city 2’s
population.
H2 ∂p2
H1 H ∂p1

= − H
p1 1 ∂τ
p2 2 ∂τ

(A.3)

Rewriting Equation A.1 in terms of the price response in city 1, and using the definitions
of mobility and aggregate mobility, gives:

−(p1 − p2 )M =

H1 H
 − (1 + τ )M
p1 1

1+

H1 H
p1  1
H2 H
p2  2

!!

∂p1
∂τ

Rearranging establishes Lemma 2.
1 + τ ∂p1
p 1 − p2
=−
p1 ∂τ
p1



H1  H
H1  H
1 /p1
1 /p1
+
1+
H
H2 2 /p2 (1 + τ )M

−1

As Equation A.3 gives the relevant result for ∂p2 /∂τ . Lemma 1 follows from Equation A.2.

Proof of Lemma 3

The argument for the proof of Lemma 1 just needs to be modified to include both
migration due to amenities, and the change in amenities themselves. Specifically, the change
in the threshold is given by
∂ φ̄(θ)
= (p1 − p2 ) + (1 + τ )
∂τ
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∂p1 ∂p2
−
∂τ
∂τ


+

∂a1 ∂a2
−
∂τ
∂τ

The amenity changes themselves are given by the population changes:
∂a1
=
∂τ

Z

∂ φ̄(θ)
f (θ) dθ
∂τ




∂p1 ∂p2
∂a1 ∂a2
= (p1 − p2 ) + (1 + τ )
+
E [Dθ a1 m(θ)]
−
−
∂τ
∂τ
∂τ
∂τ
Dθ a1 m(θ)

Similarly, the amenities in city 2 change by




∂a1 ∂a2
∂p1 ∂p2
∂a2
+
E [Dθ a2 m(θ)]
= − (p1 − p2 ) + (1 + τ )
−
−
∂τ
∂τ
∂τ
∂τ
∂τ
Together, these give the multiplier effect on changes in φ̄(θ):
∂ φ̄(θ)
=
∂τ




(p1 − p2 ) + (1 + τ )

∂p1 ∂p2
−
∂τ
∂τ


(1 + E [Dθ a1 m(θ)] + E [Dθ a2 m(θ)])

The reformulation of Equation A.1 is

− (1 + E [Dθ a1 m(θ)] + E [Dθ a2 m(θ)]) M


(p1 − p2 ) + (1 + τ )

∂p1 ∂p2
−
∂τ
∂τ



∂a1 ∂a2
+
−
∂τ
∂τ


=

∂H1
∂τ

Using Equations A.3 and A.2 give the price change in city 1 as
p1 − p2
1 + τ ∂p1
=−
p1 ∂τ
p1



H1  H
H1  H
1 /p1
1 /p1
+
1+
H
H2 2 /p2 (1 + τ )M (1 + E [Dθ a1 m(θ)] + E [Dθ a2 m(θ)])

−1

This then establishes the lemma.
∂H1
= −(p1 −p2 )
(1+τ )
∂(1 + τ )



1

1

1
+
+
H
H
(1
+
τ
)M
(1
+
E
[D
a
H1 1 /p1 H2 2 /p2
θ 1 m(θ)] + E [Dθ a2 m(θ)])

Proof of Lemma 6

Unlike the previous lemma, there are no spillovers, but responses do affect workers
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−1

differently based on u0 (an ; θ, n).
∂Un (θ)
∂pn
= u0 (an ; θ, n) + (1 + τ )
∂τ
∂an
This means the threshold changes heterogeneously by productivity θ.
∂ φ̄(θ)
= −u0 (a1 ; θ, 1) + (1 + τ )
∂a1



∂p1 ∂p2
−
∂τ
∂τ



Equation A.1 is modified to be


Z
−



0

f (φ | θ) −u (a1 ; θ, 1) + (1 + τ )

∂p1
∂p2
−
∂a1 ∂a1


f (θ) dθ =

∂H1
∂a1

Following the same procedure of using the housing supply responses gives the price change
in the lemma:

−1

H1  H
m(θ)
∂p1
H1  H
0
1 /p1
1 /p1
1+
= E u (a1 ; θ, 1)
(1 + τ )
+
∂a1
M
(1 + τ )M
H2  H
2 /p2

Lemma 7 will be established in the spillover setting in the proof for Results 21 and 22.

A.3.2

Proofs for Linear Housing Taxes

This appendix provides the proofs for results on the flat linear income tax, specifically
Results 1 and 13 and their extensions in the sections on housing quality (Results 4 and 5)
and on amenities and spillovers (Results 6, 7, 21, and 22).

Kitchen Sink Model
Preferences combine both the utility from amenities and housing quality, here denoted by
ua and ux respectively to differentiate the two. The same differentiability assumption hold
from earlier. Given consumption c, housing quality x, labor supply `, and city n, a worker’s
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utility is
c + ux (x) − v(`) + ua (an (µn ); θ, n) + φχn=1
Households maximize their utility subject to the budget constraint given by

c + (1 + τ )(x + pn ) = wn (θ)` − T (wn (θ)`) + s1 (θ, φ)L1 + s2 (θ, φ)L2

Housing supply is unchanged, and prices are set to clear the housing market.

Setup and Solution Approach
I solve the government’s optimization problem using a Hamiltonian. The first step of setting
up the Hamiltonian is rewritting the problem in terms of wages. The workers at wage w
are given by skill w1−1 (w) ⊆ Θ workers in city 1 where θ ∈ w1−1 (w) and φ > φ̄(θ) and skill
w2−1 (w) workers in city 2 where φ < φ̄(θ) for θ ∈ w2−1 (w). The optimal labor supply choice
`(w) given wage w is defined by the first-order condition given the nonlinear tax code (as
prices, preferences, and housing are separable from labor supply)
w(1 − T 0 (w`(w))) = v 0 (`(w))

The utility, not counting spatial components and housing, from wage w is

U (w) = w`(w) − T (w`(w)) − v(`(w))

The optimal choice of housing quality x for a worker with positive consumption is given by
u0 (x(τ )) = 1 + τ

I assume all workers have positive consumption c, which amounts to the condition that
u0 (T (0) − pn (1 + τ )) < 1. This states that all workers have enough income to reach the
point where the definition of x(τ ) is affordable, and hence any other income is spend on
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consumption.
Using these definitions, the utilities conditional on location for a given productivity θ
are
Un (θ) = U (wn (θ)) + u(x(τ )) − (pn + x)(1 + τ ) + ua (an (µn ); θ, n)
and hence the threshold for a worker of productivity θ to live in city 1 is given in terms of
wages as

φ̄(θ) = U (w2 (θ)) − U (w1 (θ)) + (p1 − p2 )(1 + τ ) + ua (a2 (µ2 ); θ, 2) − ua (a1 (µ1 ); θ, 1) (A.4)

where φ̄(θ) will later be introduced as a choice variable governed by A.4 as a constraint.
Let f (θ) be the density of productivity θ workers. Then the populations of wage w worker
in city 1 and city 2 are given by
Z
f1 (w) =

θ∈w1−1 (w)

Z
f2 (w) =

θ∈w2−1 (w)


F φ̄(θ) | θ f (θ) dθ

1 − F φ̄(θ) | θ f (θ) dθ

Following Rothschild and Scheuer (2013, 2014), the maximization problem will be set
up as two stages:
1. Choose τ , {φ̄(θ)}, (H1 , H2 ), (p1 , p2 ), (a1 , a2 )
2. Choose U (w) and `(w)
Here, land values are left as Ln = pn − bn (Hn ) but amenities are given their own variable
for a simpler derivation. For part 2 of this approach, the Hamiltonian is set up with U (w)
as the state, and `(w) as the control. The state equation follows the usual Mirrleesian
formulation, which comes from from U (w) as a maximized quantity.
U 0 (w) =

`(w) 0
v (`(w))
w
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(A.5)

The Welfare Objective

The welfare objective (in its linearized and normalized form) is given by
Z


g(θ, φ) Un∗ (θ,φ) (θ) + φχn∗ (θ,φ)=1 F (θ, φ)

This can be put in terms of U (w), f1 (w), and f2 (w) by breaking this into five parts: utility
conditional on wage U (w), utility from housing and its costs, utility from amenities, utility
from land ownership, and utility from idiosyncratic preferences φ. First up, let g(w) be the
average welfare weight at wage w (across both cities):

1
g(w) =
f1 (w) + f2 (w)

Z

Z
θ∈w1−1 (w)

g(θ, φ) dF (φ | θ) f (θ) dθ
φ̄(θ)

Z
+

Z
θ∈w2−1 (w)

!

φ̄(θ)

g(θ, φ) dF (φ | θ) f (θ) dθ

The social welfare from the utility from wages is given by U (w) weighted at the marginal
welfare weights:
Z
g(w)U (w)(f1 (w) + f2 (w)) dw
The social welfare component from the utility from housing is given by both the value and
cost of housing quality x(τ ), and the prices people face. Everyone faces the same quality
expenditure (1 + τ )x(h), which is valued at unity, but the prices people face, (1 + τ )pn ,
differ by city and are evaluated at the respective average social welfare weight of that city,
Gn .
u(x(h)) − (1 + τ )x(h) − G1 H1 (1 + τ )p1 − G2 H2 (1 + τ )p2
The welfare component from amenities is the utility weighted by marginal welfare weights:
Z


g(θ, φ)ua an∗ (θ,φ) (µn∗ (θ,φ) ); θ, n∗ (θ, φ) dF (θ, φ)
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Land ownership gives the utility component based on ownership and land values:
Z
g(θ, φ) (s1 (θ, φ)(p1 H1 − b1 (H1 )) + s2 (θ, φ)(p2 H2 − b2 (H2 ))) dF (θ, φ)

Finally, the government values the realized spatial preferences φ. The utility from idiosyncratic preferences is only in effect for workers living in city 1.
Z
g(θ, φ)φ dF (θ, φ)
φ>φ̄(θ)

Holding φ̄(θ), and hence f1 (w) and f2 (w), constant in the inner-problem means that only
the first of these welfare components matters for the Hamiltonian. Also note that changing
φ̄(θ) has no net impact on the overall welfare (all these terms combined) as it is the local
optimizer of utility set in Equation A.4, and the social preferences are non-paternalistic.

The Government’s Budget Constraint
The government’s budget constraint is given by
Z

T (y ∗ (θ, φ)) dF (θ, φ)+τ (x(h) + p1 H1 + p2 H2 )+

X

(1 − E[s1 (θ, φ)]) (pn Hn −bn (Hn )) = 0

n

Following the same procedure, this can be separated, based on wages U (w). First, note
that the definition for U (w) can be rewritten to express income taxes in terms of wages,
labor supply, and the wage utility:
T (y ∗ (θ, φ)) = wn∗ (θ,φ) (θ)`∗ (θ, φ) − U (wn∗ (θ,φ) (θ)) − v (`∗ (θ, φ))

This means that the income tax revenue can be expressed using only the wage distribution
terms in the Hamiltonian:
Z
w (`(w) − U (w) − v(`(w))) (f1 (w) + f2 (w))dw
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The remainder of the government’s budget constraint can be expressed without any such
Hamiltonian terms:

τ (x(h) + p1 H1 + p2 H2 ) +

X

(1 − E[s1 (θ, φ)]) (pn Hn − bn (Hn ))

n

The budget constraint multiplier is λ, representing the marginal value of revenue to the
government.

Housing Market Constraints
The two housing constraints are not impacted by U (w) or `(w), but instead by fn (w) which
only depends on φ̄(θ). The housing market clearing constraints are given by
Z
fn (w) dw = Hn

which will have multipliers ηn . This multiplier takes the value of the social value of an
additional resident in city n.
Housing supply will be represented as a constraint, given by the developer’s first-order
condition of housing supply:
pn = b0n (Hn )
which will have multipliers κn . This multiplier represents the social value of price changes
in a city.

Amenities as Constraints
I will use an is an abuse of notation as the aggregate level of amenities.

an = an (µn )

I introduce this as a constraint, so that amenities can be taken as fixed when moving
workers. The multiplier is An , which denotes the social marginal value of an impulse
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change to amenities. This differs from the social marginal value of amenities An due to
local multiplier effects (not Lagrange multiplier but the process where amenities generate
further sorting). µn responds to φ̄(θ) as an increase in the threshold moves m(θ)f (θ) workers
of productivity θ from city 1 to city 2. The impact on the amenity level would be given by
∂a1 (µ1 )
= −Dθ a1 m(θ)f (θ)
∂ φ̄(θ)

Migration Decisions

As φ̄(θ) is a choice variable in this formulation of the optimization problem, it is governed
by the constraint (Equation A.4 reproduced below)

φ̄(θ) = U (w2 (θ)) − U (w1 (θ)) + (p1 − p2 )(1 + τ ) + ua (a2 ; θ, 2) − ua (a1 ; θ, 1)

which will have multiplier Ξ(θ). This is broken into two parts: U (w2 (θ)) − U (w1 (θ)) for
the Hamiltonian, and (p1 − p2 )(1 + τ ) + ua (a2 ; θ, 2) − ua (a1 ; θ, 1) for the outer problem.
This multiplier, which varies by productivity θ, captures the social value of encouraging a
worker of productivity θ across place. Workers only move in proportion to m(θ), and Ξ(θ)
is measured based on utility differences, not population responses.

I will use Ξ(w1−1 (w)) to denote the average response over workers who would have earned
wage w in city 1. For S ⊆ Θ, let
Z
Ξ(S) =

Ξ(θ)f (θ)dθ
θ∈S
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Formulated Optimization Problem

And the Hamiltonian of the inner problem is given by only the constraints that involve `(w)
and U (w):

H =g(w)U (f1 (w) + f2 (w))
+ λ (w` − U − v(`)) (f1 (w) + f2 (w))
`
+ ψ(w) v 0 (`)
w

−1
− Ξ w1 (w) U

+ Ξ w2−1 (w) U

Where the difference from a Hamiltonian to Mirrlees (1971) is given by the last two lines,
which represent the spatial constraint on φ̄(θ), the outer problem choice variable that pins
down location choice. In the inner problem, the government chooses U (w) and `(w).
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The outer problem is represented by the Lagrangian form of the government’s problem:
Z
L=

H(w) dw
Z
Z
− G1 (1 + τ )p1 f1 (w) dw − G2 (1 + τ )p2 f2 (w) dw
Z

+ g(θ, φ)ua an∗ (θ,φ) ; θ, n∗ (θ, φ) dF (θ, φ)
Z
+ g(θ, φ) (s1 (θ, φ)(p1 H1 − b1 (H1 )) + s2 (θ, φ)(p2 H2 − b2 (H2 ))) dF (θ, φ)
Z
+
g(θ, φ)φ dF (θ, φ) + (u(x(h)) − (1 + τ )x(h))
φ>φ̄(θ)
!
X
+ λ τ (x(h) + p1 H1 + p2 H2 ) +
(1 − E[s1 (θ, φ)]) (pn Hn − bn (Hn ))
n





Z

+ η1 H1 − f1 (w) dw


Z
+ η2 H2 − f2 (w) dw
+ κ1 p1 − b01 (H1 )




+ κ2 p2 − b02 (H2 )
Z

+ Ξ(θ) (p1 − p2 )(1 + τ ) + ua (a2 ; θ, 2) − ua (a1 ; θ, 1) − φ̄(θ) dθ
+ A1 (a1 (µ1 ) − a1 )
+ A2 (a2 (µ2 ) − a2 )

Here, the government chooses {φ̄(θ)}, τ , (H1 , H2 ), (p1 , p2 ), and (a1 , a2 ).

Solution to the Inner Problem

The inner problem is characterized by the Hamiltonian’s first order conditions. The FOC
in the state U (w) is


−ψ 0 (w) = (g(w) − λ)(f1 (w) + f2 (w)) − Ξ w1−1 (w) + Ξ w2−1 (w)
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This gives the costate ψ(w) as (using transversality) as
Z
ψ(ŵ) =
ŵ



(λ − g(w)) (f1 (w) + f2 (w)) + Ξ w1−1 (w) − Ξ w2−1 (w) dw

This can be simplified using G(y), the average welfare weight of all workers earning at least
y, as income is increasing in wage. Specifically, the set of all workers with wage at least
ŵ corresponds to teh set of workers earning at least y = ŵ`(ŵ). Furthermore, under the
assumption that w1 (θ) > w2 (θ) for all workers, the difference in Ξ terms can be simplified.
Overall, the costate is written as
Z
ψ(w) = (λ − G(w`))(1 − F (w`)) +

Ξ(θ) dθ
w1 (θ)>w>w2 (θ)

Now, as ψ(0) = 0, it remains the case that λ = 1 as in models without spatial responses.
The other condition for optimality is the FOC in labor supply `(w).


ψ(w) 0
0 = λ w − v 0 (`) (f1 (w) + f2 (w)) +
v (`) + `v 00 (`)
w
Together, these two constraints characterizes the optimal tax as, for y = w`,
1
T 0 (w`)
=
0
1 − T (w`)
α(w`)e(w`)

1
1 − G(w`) +
1 − F (w`)

!

Z
Ξ(θ) dθ

(A.6)

w1 (θ)>w>w2 (θ)

Rewritting in terms of the income distribution gives
T 0 (y)
1
=
0
1 − T (y)
α(y)e(y)

1
1 − G(y) +
1 − F (y)

!

Z
Ξ(θ) dθ
y1 (θ)>y>y2 (θ)

Where the difference from the Mirrleesian formula is given by the spatial adjustment term
1
1 − F (y)

Z
Ξ(θ) dθ = E [Ξ(θ) | y1 (θ) > y > y2 (θ)] r(y)
y1 (θ)>y>y2 (θ)
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Solution to the Outer Problem

The outer problem then needs to characterize Ξ(θ) to get the optimal income tax. The
other choice variables are τ, φ̄(θ), H1 , H2 , p1 , p2 . The first order condition in φ̄(θ) gives
∂f1 (w1 (θ))
∂f2 (w2 (θ))
∂H (w1 (θ)) ∂f1 (w1 (θ)) ∂H (w2 (θ)) ∂f2 (w1 (θ))
+
− η1
− η2
∂f1 (w1 (θ)) ∂ φ̄(θ)
∂f2 (w2 (θ)) ∂ φ̄(θ)
∂ φ̄(θ)
∂ φ̄(θ)
∂1 − F (φ̄(θ) | θ)
∂F (φ̄(θ) | θ)
+ A1 D θ a 1
+ A2 D θ a 2
∂ φ̄(θ)
∂ φ̄(θ)


= − λ T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ)) − η1 + η2 + A1 Dθ a1 − A2 Dθ a2 m(θ)f (θ)

Ξ(θ) =

This represents the fiscal externality from income taxes, the cost of moving a unit of housing
(η2 − η1 ), and the changes in amenities. The social value of housing (the market clearing
multiplers) ηn are given by the first-order condition in Hn :
0 = λτ pn + ηn − κn b00n (Hn ) + (pn − b0n (Hn ))GL
1
= λτ pn + ηn − κn b00n (Hn )

The housing constraint multipler contains not just the cost of additional housing (pn ) but
the impacts from changing prices, which move depending on the slope of housing supply
1/b00n (Hn ). The social cost of housing depends on the impacts of adjusting supply, given by
κn the social value of prices changes. These are characterized using the first-order conditions
in pn .
Z


Ξ(θ) − 1 − GL
1 H1

Z


Ξ(θ) − 1 − GL
2 H2

0 = −(1 + τ )G1 H1 + λ(1 + τ )H1 + κ1 + (1 + τ )
0 = −(1 + τ )G2 H2 + λ(1 + τ )H2 + κ2 − (1 + τ )

Price changes constitute both a transfer from residents, and a transfer to landowners, along
with a migration change. As (1 − G1 )H1 + (1 − G2 )H2 = 0, these two conditions together
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links κ1 and κ2 using the distributional consequences of housing wealth.


L
κ2 = −κ1 + 1 − GL
1 H1 + 1 − G2 H 2

The first-order condition in τ gives:
Z
0 = −λ (G1 H1 p1 + G2 H2 p2 ) + λ (p1 H1 + p2 H2 ) + (p1 − p2 )

Ξ(θ) dθ + λτ x0 (τ )

As G1 H1 + G2 H2 = 1, taking out the lump sum transfer of a housing tax, p2 leaves this as
Z
0 = λ(1 − G1 )H1 (p1 − p2 ) + (p1 − p2 )

Ξ(θ) dθ + λτ x0 (τ )

which characterizes the total cost of encouraging all workers to move by housing taxes (the
integral) as a transfer from people living in city 1, and the fiscal externality from a distortion
of housing quality.
Z
−

Ξ(θ) dθ = λ(1 − G1 )H1 + λ

τ x0 (τ )
p1 − p2

Plugging this back into the conditions for κn (coming from the first order conditions in pn ),
the social value of price changes reflect both the ability to change consumer housing costs
circumvent distorting housing quality, and the transfer to landowners:

τ xx
+ 1 − GL
1 H1
p1 − p2

τ xx
κ2 = −λ
+ 1 − GL
2 H2
p1 − p2
κ1 = λ

This determines the social value of an additional house based on its market price and an
adjustment based on how constrained housing supply is (b00n = 0 for unconstrained housing).


τ xx
L
00
+ 1 − G1 H1 b1 (H1 )
η1 = λ −τ p1 +
p1 − p 2



τ xx
L
00
00
+ 1 − G2 H2 b2 (H2 )
η2 = λ −τ p2 − b2 (H2 )
p1 − p 2


b001 (H1 )
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Having the impact from moving housing stock characterized, the multiplier on φ̄(θ) consists
of the fiscal externalities and spillovers from moving a worker, in addition to the impacts
on prices.

Ξ(θ) = −λ (T (y1 (θ)) + τ p1 ) − (T (y2 (θ)) + τ p2 )
+ A1 D θ a 1 − A2 D θ a 2
 τ xx
− b001 (H1 ) + b002 (H2 )
p1 − p2
!


00
L
00
− 1 − GL
1 H1 b1 (H1 ) + 1 − G2 H2 b2 (H2 ) m(θ)f (θ)

This then gives the last part of the income tax, when plugged into Equation A.6
T 0 (y)
1
=
1 − G(y)
1 − T 0 (y) α(y)e(y)
−E





(T (y1 (θ)) + τ p1 ) − (T (y2 (θ)) + τ p2 ) m(θ) | y1 (θ) > y > y2 (θ) r(y)

− E [(A1 Dθ a1 − A2 Dθ a2 ) m(θ) | y1 (θ) > y > y2 (θ)] r(y)


p1
p2
xx
E [m(θ) | y1 (θ) > y > y2 (θ)] r(y)
+
+τ
p1 − p2 H 1  H
H2  H
1
2
!




L p2
L p1
+ 1 − G1 H − 1 − G2 H E [m(θ) | y1 (θ) > y > y2 (θ)] r(y)
1
2
Finally, using the first-order condition equation in τ again gives the housing tax result


H1 (1 − G1 )
m(θ)
(1 + B)(p1 − p2 )τ =
− E (T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ)))
M
M




m(θ)
m(θ)
− A1 E D θ a 1
+ A2 E Dθ a2
M
M
 p2
 p1
− 1 − GL
+ 1 − GL
2
1
H
1
H
2
where the scaling factor is
xx
B=−
(p1 − p2 )2



p2
p1
1
+
+
H
(1 + τ )M
H1  1
H2  H
2
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As for the amenity value An , the first-order condition in an gives
Z
A1 =

n∗ (θ,φ)=1

Z
A2 =

n∗ (θ,φ)=2

g(θ, φ)u0a (a1 ; θ, 1) − Ξ(θ)u0a (a1 ; θ, 1) dF (θ, φ)
g(θ, φ)u0a (a2 ; θ, 2) + Ξ(θ)u0a (a2 ; θ, 2) dF (θ, φ)

This defines a system of equations using the definition for Ξ(θ), which includes both A1 and
A2 . Expanding gives
Z
A1 =

n∗ (θ,φ)=1

g(θ, φ)u0a (a1 ; θ, 1)



+ τ (p1 − p2 )E u0a (a1 ; θ, 1)m(θ)


+ E (T1 (y1 (θ)) − T2 (y2 (θ)))m(θ)u0a (a1 ; θ, 1)

τ xx /(1 + τ )  0
ua (a1 ; θ, 1)m(θ)
p 1 − p2

 p2  0

p
1
ua (a1 ; θ, 1)m(θ)
+ 1 − GL
− 1 − GL
2
1
H
H
1
2


+ A1 E Dθ a1 u0a (a1 ; θ, 1)m(θ)


− A2 E Dθ a2 u0a (a1 ; θ, 1)m(θ)

− (b001 (H1 ) + b002 (H2 ))
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In the case when x0 (τ ) = 0, using the housing tax simplifies the expression for A1 by using
the optimal housing result.
Z
A1 =

n∗ (θ,φ)=1

g(θ, φ)u0a (a1 ; θ, 1)



+ M Cov T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ)), u0 (a1 ; θ, 1) | φ = φ̄(θ)


m(θ)
0
+ (1 − G1 )E ua (a1 ; θ, 1)
M


+ A1 M Cov Dθ a1 , u0a (a1 ; θ, 1) | φ = φ̄(θ)


− A2 M Cov Dθ a2 , u0a (a1 ; θ, 1) | φ = φ̄(θ)
=A1


+ A1 M Cov Dθ a1 , u0a (a1 ; θ, 1) | φ = φ̄(θ)


− A2 M Cov Dθ a2 , u0a (a1 ; θ, 1) | φ = φ̄(θ)
Using the definition of A1 , as
Z
n∗ (θ,φ)=1

g(θ, φ)u0a (a1 ; θ, 1)


+ (1 − G1 )E

m(θ)
u0a (a1 ; θ, 1)



M



=E u0a (a1 ; θ, 1)


+ H1 Cov g(θ, φ)u0a (a1 ; θ, 1) | n∗ (θ, φ) = 1
 


 0

m(θ)
0
+ (1 − G1 ) E ua (a1 ; θ, 1)
− E ua (a1 ; θ, 1)
M
This defines A1 , A2 using the system of equations




A1 = A1 + A1 M Cov Dθ a1 , u0a (a1 ; θ, 1) | φ = φ̄(θ) − A2 M Cov Dθ a2 , u0a (a1 ; θ, 1) | φ = φ̄(θ)




A2 = A2 − A1 M Cov Dθ a1 , u0a (a2 ; θ, 2) | φ = φ̄(θ) + A2 M Cov Dθ a2 , u0a (a2 ; θ, 2) | φ = φ̄(θ)
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Using the matrix S from before, this is given by

S −1









 T  A1   A 1 

=

A2
A2

so the social value of amenity changes are given by



A1 A2

A.3.3





=

A1 A2

S

Results for Nonlinear Housing Taxes

For Result 3, a similar approach will apply but it will be simpler. Each city-specific tax
code Tn (y) can be solved as an optimal tax problem with emigration, holding the other
tax fixed. The differences from such an approach will be that the government accounts
for welfare and fiscal impacts arising in the other city when workers move, and migration
affects the housing market with its various price responses. Specifically, an optimal control
problem will work on a city-wise basis, provided the other city still is accounted for.
The same setup will largely follow from before — as an inner and outer problem —
however the utility conditional on wage must be defined on a city-specific basis: Un (w).
Here Un (θ) = Un (wn (θ)). And the threshold is

φ̄(θ) = U2 (w2 (θ)) − U1 (w1 (θ))

The city specific populations are given by f1 (w) and f2 (w) again. Marginal welfare weights
for wages are again changed to be city specific: gn (w).
1
g1 (w) =
f1 (w)

Z

1
g2 (w) =
f2 (w)

Z

Z
g(θ, φ) dF (φ | θ)f (θ) dθ
w1 (θ)=w

φ̄(θ)

Z

φ̄(θ)

g(θ, φ)dF (φ | θ)f (θ) dθ
w2 (θ)=w

Again, the multipliers on the housing market clearing constraints are ηn , on the housing
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supply first-order condition are κn , on the equation for φ̄(θ) is Ξ(θ), and on the budget
constraint is λ.

In formulating the Hamiltonian Un (w) represents the state in the optimal control problem in city n. The optimal choice of labor supply in city n, `n (w), represents the state.
These are related by:

Un (w) = w`n (w) − Tn (w`n (w)) − v (`n (w))

The state equation is of the Hamiltonian is
Un0 (w) =

`n (w) 0
v (`n (w))
w

Let the costate be ψn (w). The related Hamiltonians are tor each city are given by

`1 0
v (`1 ) − Ξ w1−1 (w) U1
w

`2 0
H2 =g2 (w)U2 f2 (w) + λ (w`2 − U2 − v(`2 )) f2 (w) + ψ2 (w) v (`2 ) + Ξ w2−1 (w) U2
w

Hn =g1 (w)U1 f1 (w) + λ (w`1 − U1 − v(`1 )) f1 (w) + ψ1 (w)

Again, the only difference between these and a Mirrleesian setup is the final term involving
Ξ, which represents the spatial impact of transfers.
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The outer problem is represented by the Lagrangian:
Z
L=

H1 (w) + H2 (w) dw
Z
Z
− G1 p1 f1 (w) dw − G2 p2 f2 (w) dw
Z
+ g(θ, φ) (s1 (θ, φ)(p1 H1 − b1 (H1 )) + s2 (θ, φ)(p2 H2 − b2 (H2 ))) dF (θ, φ)
Z
+
g(θ, φ)φ dF (θ, φ)
φ>φ̄(θ)

+λ

X

(1 − E[s1 (θ, φ)]) (pn Hn − bn (Hn ))

n





Z

+ η1 H1 − f1 (w) dw


Z
+ η2 H2 − f2 (w) dw
+ κ1 p1 − b01 (H1 )




+ κ2 p2 − b02 (H2 )
Z

+ Ξ(θ) (p1 − p2 ) − φ̄(θ) dθ

Solving the inner problem gives the FOC of the Hamiltonian from the state Un (w).
−ψ10 (w) = (g1 (w) − λ)f1 (w) − Ξ w1−1 (w)



−ψ20 (w) = (g2 (w) − λ)f2 (w) + Ξ w1−1 (w)



As before, these determine the costate, using the definitions of G1 (y) and F1 (y). Within a
city, having wages above w is equivalent to having income above w`n (w).
Z
ψ1 (w) = (λ − G1 (w`1 (w)))(1 − F1 (w`1 (w)))H1 −

Ξ(θ) dθ
w1 (θ)>w

Z
ψ2 (w) = (λ − G2 (w`2 (w)))(1 − F2 (w`2 (w)))H2 +

Ξ(θ) dθ
w2 (θ)>w
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The respective first-order conditions in `n (w) are


ψn (w) 0
0 = λ w − v 0 (`n ) fn (w) +
v (`n ) + `n v 00 (`n )
w
Using the same approach as in the linear housing tax case, the FOC in `n (w) yields the
optimal marginal tax rate at w.
T10 (w)
1
=
1 − T10 (w)
α1 (w)e1 (w)

1
1 − G1 (w) −
(1 − F1 (w))H1

Z

1
T20 (w)
=
0
1 − T2 (w)
α2 (w)e2 (w)

1
1 − G2 (w) +
(1 − F2 (w))H2

Z

!
Ξ (θ) dθ
w1 (θ)>w

!
Ξ (θ) dθ
w2 (θ)>w

The outer problem characterizes Ξ(θ), by the FOC in φ̄(θ). The multiplier depends on
both the fiscal externality, and the effect from housing markets.

Ξ(θ) = − (λ (T1 (y1 (θ)) − T2 (y2 (θ))) − η1 + η2 ) m(θ)f (θ)

The marginal change in utilities across place (a lump-sum transfer, matching the housing
tax in the earlier setting) ins down the average value of incentivizing workers to move as
the cost of transferring to residents in city 1
Z
−

Ξ(θ) dθ = λ(1 − G1 )H1

The social value of housing stock is given by the FOC in Hn which reflects changing housing
prices. The housing tax component previously is already accounted for in Ξ(θ) using the
lump sum transfer across cities.
ηn = κn b00n (Hn )
Similarly, the FOC in pn gives the value of a price change as the impact on landowners in
that city.

κn = 1 − G L
n Hn
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This recovers the value of housing supply changes.

00
η n = λ 1 − GL
n Hn bn (Hn )

The multiplier on Ξ(θ) is then
(1 − GL
(1 − GL
1 )p1
2 )p2
Ξ(θ) = −λ T1 (y1 (θ)) − T2 (y2 (θ)) −
+
H
H
1
2



m(θ)f (θ)

Then this gives the results, using the weighted mobilities mn (θ).

A.4

Income Effects, Prices, and Optimal Taxation

This section introduces income effects in spatial preferences. Specifically, a worker’s preferences over consumption c, labor supply `, and location n are given by u(c) − v(`) + φχn=1 ,
where u(c) is smooth, increasing, and concave: u0 (c) > 0 and u00 (c) ≤ 0. Note that the separability of location preferences and labor supply still applies in these preferences. I take
a different formulation than the literature on income taxes with income effects to account
for the overlapping typespace. Workers in different cities can have different responses to
income, as conditional on income workers in higher priced cities have lower consumption.
For this section, I do not include supply ownership, so sn (θ, φ) = 0 for all types, and GL
n =1
for both cities.

A.4.1

The Marginal Value of Public Funds

This introduces a technical difference from the baseline model, as the marginal value of
public funds no longer matches a $1 transfer to all workers. Specifically, such a lump-sum
transfer raises the value of living in city n for a worker of productivity θ by
u0n |θ = u0 (yn (θ) − T (yn (θ)) − pn (1 + τ ))
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The concavity of u means that consumption differences will yield different marginal utilities
of income: u01 |θ 6= u02 |θ . Hence, the value of living in each city can change by different
amounts, and the impulse on migration is given by E [m(θ) (u01 |θ − u02 |θ )], with the resulting
responses in prices and city size required to clear the market. Each worker, in moving in
response to higher incomes, generates a fiscal externality from their change in tax payments:

F En (θ) = (T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ)) + τ (p1 − p2 )) u01 |θ − u02 |θ m(θ)

There are also income effects in labor supply as well, following non-spatial tax models with
income effects (Saez 2001). Specifically, the income effects on labor supply are given by
wn (θ) (1 − T (yn (θ))) u0n |θ = v 0



yn (θ)
wn (θ)



The marginal change in income for a skill θ worker in city n then is given by

η(θ, φ) =

(wn (θ)(1 − Tn0 (yn (θ))))2 u00n |θ
− (wn (θ)(1 − Tn0 (yn (θ))))2 u00n |θ + wn (θ)2 Tn00 (yn (θ))u0n |θ + v 00



yn (θ)
wn (θ)



Income effects also generate a fiscal externality on this margin as well due to marginal tax
rates.
F E` (θ) =

T 0 (y ∗ (θ, φ))
η(θ, φ)
1 − T 0 (y ∗ (θ, φ))

Finally, the average social marginal welfare weight of a worker (θ, φ) accounts for the
marginal utility of consumption in their city of choice:
u0n∗ (θ,φ) |θ W 0 (U (θ, φ); θ, φ)
h
i
g(θ, φ) =
|θ W 0 (U (θ̂, φ̂); θ̂, φ̂)
Eθ̂,φ̂ u0 ∗
n (θ̂,φ̂)

As these are normalized to 1, the marginal value of public funds is given by

λ=

1
1 − E [F E` (θ) + F En (θ)]
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This represents the total cost to give all workers one dollar, taking into account the costs and
fiscal externalities from their responses. Generally, F E` (θ) should be negative provided the
tax code is not too sharp (T 00 (y) is not too negative). On the other hand, the sign of F En (θ)
is unclear. Low income workers should see prices p1 − p2 drive the difference in consumption
values across place, suggesting a response to move towards a more expensive city. High
income workers may see the opposite, where the productivity differences (assuming they
increase) across cities swap the price differential and consumption is highest in the most
productive city. These workers can migrate towards low-productivity cities, though this
may be minor as the marginal utilities u0n |θ must converge at high incomes. Either way,
workers take the higher income and move towards their relative spatial preferences.

A.4.2

Housing Tax

When there are income effects in labor supply and location choice, housing taxes and
subsidies will change income decisions as cost-of-living changes. Specifically, the tradeoff
in housing taxes thinks about making city 1 larger by one person. The direct impact of
taxes This requires a price decrease. However, mobility is now a more complicated concept
as it depends on income effects as well as spatial preferences. A price decrease in city 1
moves workers proportional to m(θ)u01 |θ . The total price increase is given by 1/E [m(θ)u01 |θ ],
taking the place of aggregate mobility. Optimal housing taxes need to take into account
responses in city 2 as well however.
Result 23. The optimal housing tax is given by

(p1 − p2 )τ =

E [(T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ)))m(θ)u0X |θ ]
(1 − G1 )H1




−
λE m(θ)u0X |θ
E m(θ)u0X |θ
H1

 (E [F E` (θ)] − E [F E` (θ) | n∗ (θ, φ) = 1])
+
0
λE m(θ)uX |θ

where u0X |θ = (1 − H1 )u01 |θ + H1 u02 |θ
This differs from the baseline Result 1 in up-weighting the distribution impact 1 −
G1 (under λ < 1). When income effects makes transfers less effective, then the fiscal
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externalities on city size — through different housing tax and income tax revenues — is less
important and housing policy should focus on distributional aims. This effect leads to higher
income taxes. Note the opposite holds when migration income effects generate larger (and
positive) fiscal externalities than from income effects in labor supply, as lump-sum transfers
have become more effective (λ > 1).
The housing tax also has to take into account the impacts of the income effects on this
price transfer. First, any such transfer incurs the fiscal externalities from labor supply,
F E` , and location F En . The price transfer is essentially a lump-sum tax on all workers
combined with a transfer to workers in city 1. The total fiscal externality depends on the
relative responses to income of the two groups. When workers in city 1 are more responsive
(valued at marginal tax rates T 0 (yn (θ))) than workers in city 2, the housing tax would like
to increase costs of living in city 1, achieved through a higher housing tax.
Finally, the specific measure of mobility in this case is m(θ)u0X |θ . Here u0X |θ = (1 −
H1 )u01 |θ + H1 u02 |θ is an average of the two marginal utilities, capturing an average of people
leaving city 2 and people moving to city 1. Specifically, for a $1 dollar transfer to city 1,
people move at rate m(θ)u01 |θ . However, this transfer requires a lump-sum tax of H1 dollars
from everyone, and the resorting captured in F En has people move by u02 |θ −u01 |θ . Together,
these forces give an average migration response u0X |θ that defines the aggregate mobility as
well as the fiscal externality as a replacement for M .

A.4.3

Income Taxes

A similar adjustment is made to the optimal income taxes, in that the tax focuses more on
direct distributional impacts, but also in that income effects need to be examined as the
difference between groups on either end of a transfer. When taxes increase at income y, all
workers earning more, y ∗ (θ, φ) > y, respond in labor supply and location choice.
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Result 24. The optimal income tax is given by
T 0 (y)
1
=
0
1 − T (y)
α(y)e(y)



1 − G(y)
− E ∆(θ)m(θ)u02 |θ | y1 (θ) > y > y2 (θ) r(y)
λ

1
E [F En (θ)] − E [F En (θ) | y ∗ (θ, φ) > y]
+
λ
!

1
+
E [F E` (θ)] − E [F E` (θ) | y ∗ (θ, φ) > y]
λ

where ∆(θ) = T (y1 (θ)) − T (y2 (θ)) + τ (p1 − p2 )

As in the housing tax, the lower marginal value of public funds motivates a higher
concern for transfers, as shown by the higher weight 1/λ on 1 − G(y). The baseline income
tax weighted the the value of redistribution against the fiscal externality of workers adjusting
their income when faced with higher taxes (both through labor supply adjustment and
migration). When the marginal value of public funds is lower, these responses to taxation
will be less costly, as each dollar in revenue lost was worth less to begin with. The social
value of the transfer from workers earning y ∗ (θ, φ) > y to workers earning y ∗ (θ, φ) < y does
not change as welfare weights were normalized to one.
The income effects of this transfer need to balance responses from higher incomes losing
consumption against lower incomes gaining consumptions. Here, this includes both the
non-spatial component of labor supply adjustments as well as the spatial components of
income effects in preferences for place. The former is given by
E [F E` (θ)] − E [F E` (θ) | y ∗ (θ, φ) > y]

When higher-income workers have weaker income effects in labor supply (when valued by
marginal taxes) the optimal tax rates should be lower as redistribution itself generates a
loss of revenue.
The differential income effects in spatial preferences lead to migration, valued at the
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total fiscal externality from migration: ∆(θ). The term in the income tax is given by:
E [F En (θ)] − E [F En (θ) | y ∗ (θ, φ) > y]

Like the labor supply case, migration responses come from redistribution and motivate
higher rates when the response from higher income workers is more costly.

A.5

Further Calibration Figures

The optimal income taxes for varying mobility and city wage premia are shown in Figures
A.1 and A.2 respectively.
The skill distribution used in the calibration is shown in Figure A.3. This is computed
from smoothing the observed distribution, and adding in a Pareto tail. The higher density
of low-skilled worker in city 2, and higher density of high-skilled workers in city 1 are the
key observations.
The sensitivity of welfare gains are show for mobility (Figure A.4), the productivity gain
in city 1 (Figure A.5), redistributive preferences over landlords in city 1 (Figure A.6), and
housing quality responses (Figure A.7). The ‘U’-shape in many of these figures comes from
when the optimal housing tax crosses zero. The welfare gains for various housing supply
elasticities is shown in Figure A.9. The optimal policy does not vary much, as shown in
Figures A.10 and A.11.
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Figure A.1: The optimal income tax from Result 13 calibrated using the various migration
elasticities (on the axis). The main specification elasticity is 4.

Figure A.2: The optimal income tax for various calibrated wage premium
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Figure A.3: The calibrated skill distribution in each city. Skills are measured by the implied
wage in city 2, where wages are endogenously determined by the elasticity of labor supply
and income choices. Since few high-skilled workers are in city 2, the shape of the tail would
look similar under assumptions other than the common Pareto tail.

Figure A.4: The welfare gain for various calibrations of mobility. The same calibration
procedure is performed, using different elasticities of migration (as in the mobility section).
Welfare gains are shown for the flexible tax, the linear housing tax with an optimal income
tax, and just the optimal flat housing tax. Welfare gains are measured by an equivalent
transfer to all households equivalent a percentage of total income.
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Figure A.5: The welfare gain for various calibrations of the wage premium in city 1. The
same calibration procedure is performed, using different wage gains (as in the city income
determents section). Welfare gains are shown for the flexible tax, the linear housing tax with
an optimal income tax, and just the optimal flat housing tax. Welfare gains are measured
by an equivalent transfer to all households equivalent a percentage of total income.

Figure A.6: The welfare gain for various redistributive preferences over homeowners in city
H
1, GL
1 . The welfare gain is shown for various housing supply elasticities, 1 . Welfare gains
are shown for the optimal flat housing tax with the optimal nonlinear income tax.
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Figure A.7: The welfare gain for various elasticities of housing quality demand −x . The
welfare gain is shown for various quality shares of housing, x/(x + p2 ). Welfare gains are
shown for the optimal flat housing tax with the optimal nonlinear income tax.

Figure A.8: The welfare gain for various elasticities of housing quality demand −x . All
income taxes in the legend are plotted, they just overlap. The elasticity of housing quality
does not affect income taxes noticeably.
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Figure A.9: The welfare gain for various elasticities of housing supply H
1 . Welfare gains
are shown for the flexible tax, the linear housing tax with an optimal income tax, and just
the optimal flat housing tax. Welfare gains are measured by an equivalent transfer to all
households equivalent a percentage of total income.

Figure A.10: The optimal housing tax for various elasticities of housing supply H
1 . Shown
are the optimal housing subsidy τ (y) evaluated at the bottom of the income distribution
and the top of the income distribution, along with the maximal value τ (y) takes on, and
the optimal flat housing tax.
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Figure A.11: The optimal income tax for various elasticities of housing supply H
1 . All
income taxes in the legend are plotted, they just overlap. The elasticity of housing supply
does not affect income taxes noticeably.
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Appendix B

Appendix to Chapter 2
B.1

Omitted Proofs

B.1.1

Proof of Lemma 4

+1
+1
, . . . , L J − LN
First, for the labor effects, let Lnj (X 2 , . . . , X N , L1 − LN
) be the amount
1
J

of category j labor used in producing good n. The market clearing constraint for category
i labor is
N
X

+1
Lni = Li − LN
i

n=1
+1
Differentiating with respect to Lj − LN
gives
j



 1

N
X

if i = j
∂Lni
=
+1
∂(Lj − LN
) 
 0 otherwise
j
n=1
Multiplying by the wage wi and summing across all labor categories gives
N
J X
X

wi

∂Lni
= wj
+1
∂(Lj − LN
)
j

wi

∂Lni
= wj
+1
∂(Lj − LN
)
j

i=1 n=1

Rearrange this to
N X
J
X
n=1 i=1
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(B.1)

Now consider the production constraint for good n:

X n = F n (Ln1 , . . . , LnJ )

Taking the derivatives with respect to Lj gives
J
X
i=1

Fin

∂Lni
+1
∂(Lj − LN
)
j

=





∂X 1
+1
)
∂(Lj −LN
j

if n = 1

0

otherwise




The firm in sector n has the first-order condition wi = pn Fin , so multiplying by price gives




J
X

∂Lni
=
wi
∂(Lj − LjN +1 ) 

i=1

∂X 1
+1
)
∂(Lj −LN
j

if n = 1

0

otherwise

Plugging this into Equation B.1 gives half of the lemma:
∂X 1
= wj
+1
∂(Lj − LN
)
j
For the second part of the lemma, consider increasing the amount of good n proportional
to X n , and the amount of category j labor proportional to Lnj . Then, production clears at
the exact same wages and prices, and all the new labor goes into producing good n. There
0

is no change to Lnj for any n0 6= n, so there is no change in X 1 . Therefore,

X

n ∂X

1

∂X n

+

J
X
j=1

Lnj

∂X 1
=0
+1
∂(Lj − LN
)
j

Expanding the labor effects gives
J
1 X
∂X 1
=
−
wj Lnj
∂X n
Xn
j=1
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Since good n is produced with constant returns to scale, the firm earns zero profits.

pn X n −

J
X

wj Lnj = 0

j=1

Which simplifies the previous equation to
∂X 1
= −pn
∂X n

B.1.2

Proof of Result 13

The optimal income tax is solved by reformulating the problem as a screening problem using
the usual Hamiltonian in the style of Mirrlees (1971). Consider the Lagrangian of the inner
problem:

L=

J
X





W u(x(j, θ)) − v

j=1

+

N
X


λn X n −

n=1

−

J
X

J Z
X

l(j, θ)
θ




; j, θ


xn (j, θ) dH(j, θ)

j=1


ξj Lj −



Z
l(j, θ) dH(j, θ)

j=1
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dH(j, θ)

This can be rewritten using Definition 4 as

L=

J
X





l(j, θ)
W u(x(j, θ)) − v
; j, θ dH(j, θ)
θ
j=1


N
J Z
n
X
X
λ
wj l(j, θ) −
+ λ1 
xn (j, θ) dH(j, θ)
λ1
n=1

j=1

+

J
X

Ej λ 1

Z
y(j, θ) dH(j, θ)

j=1

+

N
X

λn X n −

n=1

J
X

ξj Lj

j=1

The first line is the same welfare objective. The second line is the budget constraint, as
prices to households are given by λn /λ1 . The third line is the wage compression externality
from the labor supply. The final line is exogenous and can be ignored.
To return to a single good problem like Mirrlees (1971), I will use the indirect subutiltiy
function U (C; p + t).
U (C; p + t) =

max

u(x)

(p+t)·x≤C

where p + t = (λ1 , . . . , λn )/λ1 . After-tax wealth is given by C(j, θ) = (p + t) · x(j, θ).
Then, wealth can be substituted into the Lagrangian to give a single good problem with an
externality

L=

J
X





W U (C(j, θ)) − v

j=1

+λ

1

J Z
X

l(j, θ)
θ

+

Ej λ

1


; j, θ

wj l(j, θ) − C(j, θ) dH(j, θ)

j=1
J
X



Z
y(j, θ) dH(j, θ)

j=1
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dH(j, θ)

The next step is to reduce the heterogeneity in the type space. Note that preferences over
consumption and income only depend on type through wj θ.

U (C) + v

y
wj θ



I will define γ = wj θ as the inner problem type. Under the assumption that the optimal
income distribution has full support, there are no jumps, so all agents of the same inner
problem type γ get the same bundle, regardless of labor category j. Let these allocations
be consumption C(γ) and income y(γ). The inner problem type is distribution by

H I (γ) =

J
X
j=1



γ
H j,
wj

with density


J
X
γ
1
h j,
h (γ) =
wj
wj
I

j=1

The Lagrangian can be rewritten as

L=

J
X





W U (C(γ)) − v

j=1

+ λ1
+

y(γ)
γ




; j, θ



γ
dH j,
wj

Z
y(γ) − C(j, θ) dH(γ)

J
X

Ej λ

1

Z

j=1



γ
y(γ) dH j,
wj



The incentive constraint for inner problem types is
γ ∈ arg max U (C(γ 0 )) − v
γ0
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y(γ 0 )
γ





To formulate this as the Hamiltonian, replace consumption with the indirect utility.

V (γ) = U (C(γ)) − v

y(γ)
γ



And introduce the expenditure function, implicitly defined as
 
y
V = U (e(V, y, γ)) − v
γ
Then, the incentive constraint is replaced with the flow equation for the Hamiltonian.
y(γ)
V (γ) = 2 v 0
γ
0



y(γ)
γ



Denoting φ as the costate, this gives the Hamiltonian

H = g(y(γ))V (γ)
+ λ1 (y(γ) − e(y(γ), V (γ), γ))hI (γ)


y(γ)
y(γ)
+ φ(γ) 2 v
γ
γ


J
X
1
γ
1
+
Ej λ y(γ) h j,
wj
wj
j=1

The first three lines constitute the regular Mirrleesian Hamiltonian: the welfare term, the
budget constraint term, and the information rent flow. The final line is the general equilibrium part.

As each inner type earns a different income y(γ), the distribution of j conditional on
γ is the same as the distribution of j conditional on y. Therefore, the last term can be
rewritten as
λ1 E(Ej | y(γ))
Then, the usual Hamiltonian solution gives the result.
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B.1.3

Proof of Result 11

This just constitutes the Envelope theorem on the inner problem. It is convenient to use the
formulation where the functions y and x are choices, internalizing the incentive constraint.
Furthermore, using the inner problem type γ = wj θ gives these as functions of the product:
y(wj θ) and x(wj θ). With the wage change, only types with labor category j are affected.
The effect of higher wages on utility can be summarized through the Envelope theorem:
∂
∂wj




u(x(wj θ)) − v

y(wj θ)
wj θ



y(wj θ)
= − 2 v0
wj θ



y(wj θ)
wj θ

= (1 − T 0 (y(wj θ)))



y(wj θ)
wj

So the aggregate welfare effect is the after tax rate times labor supply, weighted by the
social marginal welfare weight.
Z

(1 − T 0 (y))g(y)

y
dH(j, θ)
wj

In addition to the welfare effect, there are also effects on each resource constraint. For each
good n, aggregate demand increases by
Z

∂ n
x (wj θ) dH(j, θ)
∂wj

Each individual (j, θ) increases their labor supply by


y(wj θ)
∂ y(wj θ)
1
0
=
θy (wj θ) −
∂wj wj
wj
wj


y(wj θ)
y(wj θ)
1
θ
(1 + ζ) −
=
wj
wj θ
wj
1 y(wj θ)
=
ζ
wj wj
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So, the labor supply response is just the labor supply times the uncompensated elasticity
for that type. The total welfare effect is given by
Z

N

X λn
y
(1 − T (y))g(y)
dH(j, θ) −
wj
λ1
0

Z

n=1

ξj
∂ n
x (wj θ) dH(j, θ) + 1
∂wj
λ wj

Z

y(wj θ)
ζ dH(j, θ)
wj

As the consumer prices are λn /λ1 , the demand functions can be removed, using the household budget constraint. For each type (θ, j), since consumer prices p + t equal resource
effects λn /λ1 , the effect of all their additional consumption is the effect of their increased
after-tax income.
N
N
X
∂ X λn n
λn ∂ n
x (wj θ) =
x (wj θ)
λ1 ∂wj
∂wj
λ1
n=1

n=1

∂
=
(y(wj θ) − T (y(wj θ)))
∂wj
= (1 − T 0 (y(wj θ)))θy 0 (wj θ)
y(wj θ)
(1 + ζ)
wj θ
y(wj θ)
= (1 − T 0 (y(wj θ)))
(1 + ζ)
wj

= (1 − T 0 (y(wj θ)))θ

All together now, the welfare effect is
Z

y
dH(j, θ) −
(1 − T (y))g(y)
wj
0

Z

ξj
y
(1 − T (y)) (1 + ζ) dH(j, θ) + 1
wj
λ wj
0

Z

y(wj θ)
ζ dH(j, θ)
wj

Separating the middle term gives gives a formula involving Ej .
Z

(1 − T 0 (y))(g − 1)

y
dH(j, θ) +
wj

Z

T 0 (y)
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y
ζ dH(j, θ) + Ej
wj

Z

y
ζ dH(j, θ)
wj

This gives an equation characterizing the welfare gains βj (multiplying by wj to use percentages)
Z

βj =

(1 − T 0 (y))(g − 1)y dH(j, θ)
Z
+ T 0 (y)yζ dH(j, θ)
R y
J
wj ζ dH(j, θ) X
+
βi (wi , Lj )
Lj
i=1
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Appendix C

Appendix to Chapter 3

C.1

Proofs

To restate the constraints for the optimal tax problem, there are the classical incentive
constraints:

u(cH
1 )

−

v(`H
1 )

+

u(ĉH
2 )

−

v(`H
2 )

+

u(ĉH
3 )

≥

u(cL
1)


−v

w1H
`L
1
w1L



L
L
L
L
H
H
u(cL
1 ) − v(`1 ) + u(ĉ2 ) − v(`2 ) + u(ĉ3 ) ≥ u(c1 ) − v `1


+


L

w1
w1H

u(ĉL
2)


−v

w1H
`L
2
w1L



+ u(ĉL
3)

(C.1)

L
H w1
+ u(ĉH
+ u(ĉH
2 ) − v `2
3 )
w1H


(C.2)
There are the constraints that workers switch in period 2:

H
H
H
u(cH
2 ) + βu(c3 ) ≥ u(ĉ2 ) + βu(ĉ3 )

(C.3)

L
L
L
u(cL
2 ) + βu(c3 ) ≥ u(ĉ2 ) + βu(ĉ3 )

(C.4)
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There are the constraints that workers do not anticipate switching in period 1:

H
H
H
u(cH
2 ) + u(c3 ) ≤ u(ĉ2 ) + u(ĉ3 )

(C.5)

L
L
L
u(cL
2 ) + u(c3 ) ≤ u(ĉ2 ) + u(ĉ3 )

(C.6)

Finally, there is the resource constraint:



H H
H
H
H
L L
L L
L
L
L
p w1H `H
1 + w2 `2 − c1 − c2 − c3 + (1 − p) w1 `1 + w2 `2 − c1 − c2 − c3 ≥ 0

(C.7)

In simplifying the allocations, the following lemma is useful.
Lemma 8. For each type θ ∈ {L, H}, realized allocations are smoothed between periods 1
and 3.
u0 (cθ1 ) = u0 (cθ3 )
Proof. Consider any tax code where u0 (cθ1 ) 6= u0 (cθ3 ). To prove this lemma, I will show that
construct another tax code with higher welfare. To do this, consider a marginal change ∆c
to period 1 consumption cθ1 . Pair this with a decrease of ∆cu0 (cθ1 )/u0 (cθ3 ) in period 3 realized
consumption cθ3 and a decrease of ∆cu0 (cθ1 )/u0 (ĉθ3 ) to period 3 anticipated consumption ĉθ3 .
This means that the increase in u(cθ1 ) equals the decrease in both u(cθ3 ) and u(ĉθ3 ). Hence,
both classical incentive constraints (Equations C.1 and C.2) are unchanged. Furthermore,
since both the anticipated and realized period 2 utilities decrease by the same amount,
neither switching constraint changes as well. The total budget effect per type θ worker is
given by

∆c

u0 (cθ1 )
−1
u0 (cθ3 )



As long as this is nonzero, a better tax code can be found. Hence, the optimal tax code is
characterized by
u0 (cθ1 )
=1
u0 (cθ3 )
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C.1.1

Proof of Result 13

The proof of the income tax result is follows the screening literature. Namely, the downward
incentive constraint (Equation 3.3) will bind and the upward incentive constraint (Equation
3.4) is redundant. To see the former, if the downward constraint was slack, then a new tax
L
code could be constructed by reducing u(cH
1 ) and increasing u(c1 ) in a budget neutral

manner. This would strictly raise welfare as gL > gH .
As for the upward constraint, consider subtracting the downward incentive constraint
to give








L
H
L
H
L w1
L
H w1
H
L w2
H w2
v(`L
)
−
v
`
+
v(`
≥
v
`
−
v(`
− v(`H
`
`
)
−
v
)
+
v
1
1 H
2
1
1
2 )
2 H
2
w1
w2
w1L
w2L
This holds as long as y1H ≥ y1L and y2H ≥ y2L .

C.1.2

Proof of Result 15

The problem is greatly simplified by proving Result 15, which allows us to merge the low
wage realized and anticipated allocations.

Proof. First, it must be the case that Equation C.6 binds. If there were a tax code where
this constraint was slack, then we can construct a new tax code offering strictly higher
welfare. For the first part of this perturbation, consider a transfer that increases cL
2 by ∆c.
This has the direct welfare impact of:
∂W 0 L
u0 (cL
2)
(1 − p)∆c = gL (1 − p)∆c
u
(c
)∆c
=
g
L
2
L
L
0
∂U
u (c1 )
The second part of the perturbation balances the budget. This can be done by lowering
first period consumption cθ1 by
1
(1 − p)∆c 0 θ
u (c1 )



p
1−p
+ 0 H
L
0
u (c1 ) u (c1 )
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−1

H
This also means that both initial utilities u(cH
1 ) and u(c2 ) fall by equivalent amount, keeping

the classical incentive constraints (Equations C.1 and C.2) unchanged. The welfare cost of
this is a transfer for high to low wage workers, so it is positive and Equation C.6 binds.
Hence, the early withdrawals just move along the period 1 indifference curve. The
switching constraint (Equation C.4) then means movement can only go in one direction:
L L
L
cL
2 ≥ ĉ2 . As long as we move along the period 1 indifference curve over (ĉ2 , ĉ3 ), the classical

incentive constraints are unchanged. Hence, the problem can be simplified by setting ĉL
2 =
L
L
cL
2 and ĉ3 = c3 . This establishes illiquidity, as the realized and actual allocations are the

same for low wage workers.
For the final part of establishing consumption smoothing, note that the cheapest way
to achieve a given level of utility U L is through smoothed consumption. Namely, moving to
0
L
u0 (cL
2 ) = u (c3 )

L
keeps utility the same but minimizes resource cost cL
2 + c3 . This boost revenue, which can

be rebated as described above. Lemma 8 concludes by smoothing between periods 1 and 2
as well.

C.1.3

Proof of Results 14 and 16

Proof. The characterization of the high-wage saving policy come from solving the Lagrangian. The multipliers are λ for the resource constraint, φ for the downward incentive
constraint, and γ for the switching constraint. The FOC for ĉH
2 is given by
0 H
φu0 (ĉH
2 ) − γu (ĉ2 ) ≤ 0

The FOC for ĉH
3 is given by
0 H
φu0 (ĉH
3 ) − γβu (ĉ3 ) ≤ 0
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Hence φ = βγ and second period anticipated consumption is at a corner solution of ĉH
2 = 0.
Then, the FOC for cH
2 is given by
H
H
0 H
WH u0 (cH
2 )p − λp + γu (c2 ) = 0

and the FOC for cH
3 is given by
H
H
0 H
WH u0 (cH
3 )p − λp + γβu (c3 ) = 0

Since first-order condition for cH
1 is given by
H
0 H
H
WH u0 (cH
1 )p + φu (c1 ) − λp = 0

0 H
0 H
0 H
and φ = βγ, u0 (cH
1 ) = u (c2 ). However, u (c2 ) < u (c1 ). So high wage workers over

consume in period 2.
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